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Dissertation Abstract
Providential Defiance: Women Contesting Theocracy in American
Historical Fiction 1827-2008 reads six works of American historical fiction and
drama set in Puritan Massachusetts. Each text features women whose
commitment to their religious convictions requires rebellion against their
government. These characters form a counterhistory in dialogue with and
frequently in contradiction to conventional narratives of colonial America;
specifically, this counterhistory centers the experiences of women whose faith
and conscience motivate them to challenge the theocratic governance of their
society.
At the same time that they claim the liberties of fiction, the writers of these
texts reinforce the significance of their depictions of history. Providential
Defiance analyzes texts which are, as Catharine Maria Sedgwick put it, “far from
being intended as a substitute for genuine history” (6), yet nevertheless do
represent important features of Puritan Massachusetts’ society for their
contemporary readers. Arthur Miller insists in his preface to The Crucible that
“[t]his play is not history in the sense in which the word is used by academic
historians… However … the reader will discover here the essential nature of one
of the strangest and most awful chapters in human history.” In other words,
historical fiction illuminates what later American writers believe early American
history to mean and what relationship they see between that history and their
own era.
The women characters I highlight in Providential Defiance create a
literary historical tradition of principled resistance to government when it
demands perfect allegiance and belief. The Puritan government these
characters defy is openly theocratic, but as Tracy Fessenden’s definition of
secularism suggests, contemporary American government depends on and
enforces fundamentally religious ideas, and is thus theocratic as well.
Much as the evil of Judge Hathorne or Danforth is apparent and Martha
Corey and Elizabeth Proctor’s resistance to it stark, the clarity these works
of historical fiction offer speaks to our time as much as to Longfellow’s,
Freeman’s, and Miller’s. The texts I have addressed argue that religious
women can, and indeed always have, influenced the course of American
history in challenging and defying oppressive structures that deny human
rights and women’s humanity.
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Introduction
Hester Prynne may be the most famous Puritan who never lived. More
than a century and a half after she scandalized nineteenth-century readers and
nearly four centuries after she would have borne the scarlet A on her breast,
Hawthorne’s character represents Puritan Massachusetts for many Americans.
While she faced ostracism in Hawthorne’s novel, Hester is not alone in asking
fiction readers to consider seventeenth-century English colonization from the
point of view of a woman with strong religious convictions. This dissertation asks
what definition emerges if we take Hester as the model American in place of the
men who compel her presence on the public scaffold. How do we understand the
American past and present if we credit women of faith with the courage,
determination, and moral conviction traditionally attributed to the nation’s great
men? This dissertation shows how vital women characters create a legacy of
resistance to dominant religious and political ideologies and challenge systems of
power that disallow or discount women’s full participation in American religious
life.
Providential Defiance: Women Contesting Theocracy in American
Historical Fiction 1827-2008, reads six works of historical fiction and drama set
in Puritan Massachusetts. Each text features women whose commitment to their
religious convictions requires rebellion against their government. These
characters, I argue, form a counterhistory in dialogue with and frequently in
contradiction to conventional narratives of colonial America; specifically, this
counterhistory centers the experiences of women whose faith and conscience
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motivate them to challenge the theocratic governance of their society. I explain
how, as part of this counterhistory, fictional texts from the nineteenth to the
twenty-first century position women characters as defenders of moral conviction
and Protestant religion.
Providential Defiance examines Puritanism not as a specific set of
theological beliefs and practices in seventeenth-century England and its colonies,
but as a flexible signifier for readers in the nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first
centuries. In this respect Hester Prynne serves as the perfect example: a fictional
character embodying an interpretation of American religious and political
history. The figure of the Puritan has historically represented both an American
ideal of religious freedom and the danger of religious zealotry and overbearing
government. In contemporary discourse, labeling someone or something
“Puritanical” suggests unreasonable restriction and prudishness. On the other
hand, Massachusetts Puritans or Pilgrims have been used to create a trajectory
for American history which naturally culminates in a present characterized by the
free exercise of multiple faiths. Neither image accurately represents Puritan
Christianity as exercised in the seventeenth century, but both participate in ongoing conflicts over the origins and direction of American history.
In her popular Abridgement of the History of New England, for the Use of
Young Persons (1805) Hannah Adams wrote of the first English colonists in
Massachusetts: “Though their piety was fervent, yet it was also rational, and
disposed them to a strict observance of moral and social duties. The leading
characters among them were men of superior abilities and undaunted fortitude”
(11). Adams’ portrait of the men who established the Massachusetts colonies
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comports with those of her contemporaries and of later scholars such as Perry
Miller and Sacvan Bercovitch. But the historical fiction I analyze tells a different
story, one in which women can and must resist the Puritan theocratic leadership
that sought to dictate people’s lives and beliefs. In her introduction to The
Religious History of American Women Catherine A. Brekus says of women’s
marginalization in narratives of American history: “To state the point bluntly,
many historians have written as if only male leaders — and a small number of
elite female leaders, usually white Protestants— have had the political, economic,
or religious power to bring about change” (7). I believe that reading literary
writers’ representations of women as part of the religious and cultural landscape
opens new lines of historical analysis, allowing us to more fully attend to the gaps
in our current narrative of American religious history.
At the same time that they claim the liberties of fiction, these writers
reinforce the significance of their depictions of history. Providential Defiance
analyzes texts which are, as Catharine Maria Sedgwick put it, “far from being
intended as a substitute for genuine history” (6), yet nevertheless do represent
important features of Puritan Massachusetts’ society for their contemporary
readers. As Hawthorne says, The Scarlet Letter may be nothing but a romance,
yet “it could not have been done in a better or kindlier spirit, nor, so far as his
abilities availed, with a livelier effect of truth,” (5). Arthur Miller insists in his
preface to The Crucible that “[t]his play is not history in the sense in which the
word is used by academic historians… However … the reader will discover here
the essential nature of one of the strangest and most awful chapters in human
history.” In other words, historical fiction illuminates what later American
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writers believe early American history to mean and what relationship they see
between that history and their own era.
Lukács argues that true historical fiction, unlike the “mere costumery” of
such eighteenth-century texts as Walpole’s Castle of Otronto, “attempt[s] to
portray historical reality as it actually was, so that it could be both humanly
authentic and yet be re-liveable by the reader of a later age” (40). This kind of
historical novel is only possible, he maintains, once the people have “a clear
understanding of history as a process, of history as the concrete precondition of
the present” (21). The people must also, in Lukács’ view, recognize themselves as
participants in history on a mass scale— a recognition made possible, he believed,
by the French Revolution. In the context of American historical fiction and its
nonfiction counterparts, this understanding of the past as “the precondition of
the present” facilitates the primacy of New England in larger narratives of
American history, many of which take Massachusetts Bay as a starting point.
Both nonfiction and fictionalized histories of Massachusetts Puritans strive to
connect readers to the struggles of seventeenth-century colonists in order to
understand their own role as Americans in a continuing struggle to create a just,
free, and prosperous nation. The question becomes: with whom do readers
sympathize or identify? Whose struggle do they see themselves continuing?
By addressing the counterhistory created by women characters in various
American historical fiction, Providential Defiance explores how that fiction
insists on the central role of religious women in American history. Each woman
character demands recognition of the theocratic order of her society, and
challenges her community to examine its flaws. She does so not from an
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areligious or anti-religious standpoint but driven by her own religious
convictions. These women dissidents reshape the Divine Providence that
Bradford believed allowed Puritan Massachusetts to flourish.

I: Early Times in Massachusetts

My first two chapters address texts set in the 1630s and 1640s during the
establishment of the Massachusetts Bay Colony and settlement of inland
Massachusetts. Written in the early nineteenth century, when expanding public
education supported efforts to establish an American national culture distinct
from that of England, each text counters prevailing views. Lauren Berlant
describes what she calls the National Symbolic as “a communally held collection
of images and narratives which, viewed as a field of force… makes the national
subject or citizen at home in ‘America.’ But this domestic political comfort leads
to a kind of amnesia, as events and signs that potentially disrupt the nation’s
official-historical meaning are excluded from its public version of itself” (57).
Both Hope Leslie (1827) and The Scarlet Letter (1850) interfere with the cultural
amnesia that, I argue, obscures the importance of women. My analysis contrasts
a fictional representation of Puritan Massachusetts with the didactic versions its
readers would have encountered as pupils and locates the points at which each
novel challenges familiar narratives and speaks to a nineteenth-century
republican America, especially regarding the role of women in history and
religion.
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Chapter One, “The Rebellious Young Women of Catharine Maria
Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie, or, Early Times in Massachusetts,” examines the
religious feeling and moral decision-making of the three young women characters
who animate the plot of Sedgwick’s 1827 sentimental novel: Hope, Magawisca,
and Esther, each of whom relies on what the narrative calls “the conscience of her
own heart” to make important decisions in times of crisis. In trusting their own
deep feelings, these women make moral choices legible as Christian to
nineteenth-century readers, but which would have been interpreted as heresy
(probably Quaker) within the seventeenth-century setting of the story. This
depiction of individual Protestantism creates a precedent for nineteenth-century
activism for the rights of women and Indigenous people and directly contradicts
history textbook accounts of Puritan Massachusetts, which encourage readers to
trust the patriarchal figures against whom Sedgwick’s characters rebel.
Chapter Two, “The Scarlet Letter’s Lively Effect of Truth,” explores the
relationship of Hawthorne’s portrait of Puritan society to the conventional
depictions of sturdy but sometimes stern Puritan men that nineteenth-century
readers encountered in their schoolbooks. Instead of an admirable Puritan man
leading the community, Hawthorne offers the doddering Bellingham, whose
interference Hester must defuse. She refuses to obey Bellingham’s demand that
she name her child’s father, and in doing so rejects the authority of the Puritan
theocracy. Hawthorne’s concerns about an increasingly-powerful United States
federal government in “The Custom-House,” his preface to the novel, lend weight
to his heroine’s actions against an openly theocratic and invasive colonial
government. Hester Prynne’s adherence to what her conscience dictates despite
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the pressure on her exposes flaws in the venerated heroes that Hawthorne’s
readers learned about as pupils and, despite Hawthorne’s lack of support for the
movement, suggests that the Seneca Falls Convention, which preceded the novel’s
publication by only two years, might not be ahead of its time but perhaps
overdue.

II: American Witches

Though often at a great distance from the historical events of Salem
Village in 1692, references to witch hunts, to witches, and to Puritans continue to
link contemporary American culture to the religious and political history of
seventeenth-century Massachusetts. Historian Gretchen Adams argues that the
Salem Witch Trials emerge as a negative symbol in antebellum discourse in order
to discredit Northern abolitionists. Extending Adams’ claims beyond the early
nineteenth-century, my third, fourth, and fifth chapters interpret how the 1692
trials continue to serve as a negative symbol. These final three chapters of
Providential Defiance read texts set in the late seventeenth-century that deal
with witchcraft in Puritan Massachusetts. Each encourages audiences to examine
not only the religious convictions that supported the accusers and officials but
also the deeply-held religious beliefs that motivated resistance to the Oyer and
Terminer court. In each text women take leadership roles in that resistance,
becoming strong actors whose efforts precipitate the decline of the witch trial
court.
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Chapter Three, “The Weight of Theocracy in Longfellow and Freeman’s
Giles Corey Plays,” analyzes two unpopular texts by very popular authors: Giles
Corey of the Salem Farms (1868), by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Giles
Corey, Yeoman (1893), by Mary Wilkins Freeman. Although each play is named
for Giles Corey, they truly star his wife Martha, whose steadfast resistance to the
witch panic of Salem inspires her husband to martyrdom and effectively breaks
the grip of the witch trial court on their community. My analysis focuses on how
the plays portray Martha Corey as her husband’s religious guide and teacher and
how that representation reflects nineteenth-century changes in Protestant
theology and arguments for women’s enfranchisement. The playwrights’
interpretations of the historical Martha align with nineteenth-century women’s
movements, especially the Women’s Christian Temperance Movement. Martha
Corey’s spiritual leadership in her family and in her community renders her a
foremother to nineteenth-century advocates for greater legal rights for women.
Chapter Four, “Gospel Perjury: The Neglected Story of Elizabeth Proctor in
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible,” attends to a dismissed woman character in Arthur
Miller’s most performed play. As feminist critics including Wendy Schissel and S.
Roszak observed in the 1990s, Abigail Williams and Elizabeth Proctor are broadly
understood to represent two poles of feminine sexuality: in Schissel’s words,
“femme fatales and cold and unforgiving wives” (461). I argue that critics, even
those with a feminist perspective, have ignored an important story line in the play
that speaks powerfully to the political concerns it raises. Elizabeth Proctor’s loss
of faith in her government, evidenced by her choice to lie to Danforth during her
court interrogation, invites readers and audiences to consider the struggle she
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endures when what she knows to be right contradicts the demands of her all-male
self-righteous government. Just as her husband will in the dramatic conclusion to
the play, Elizabeth Proctor maintains her own standard of right action even when
powerful men demand she do otherwise. When faced with the choice, she does
not yield. I show that turning our attention to Elizabeth opens avenues to
consider not just what the martyrs of any era symbolize but also what the
survivors of tyranny can teach.
Chapter Five, “There Is No Protection: A Journey to American prehistory
in Toni Morrison’s A Mercy,” examines how Morrison represents the racial and
religious landscape of seventeenth-century America. A Mercy immerses readers
in the intricate interlocking systems of power that its primary character, a young
black enslaved woman, must understand and navigate in order to survive. Setting
the novel two years before the famed Salem Witch Trials and in doing so
transporting readers to a point before the history we think we know, Morrison
depicts a messy colonial society just before the establishment of legally
recognized racial categories, before English control of the East Coast, and before
unified religious power in the colonies. The women of A Mercy struggle to
maintain their tiny multi-racial, multi-faith community as a “thicket of new laws”
regulating race, labor, and ownership of property rises around them (11). The
novel was published in the same year the United States elected its first black
president, a celebrated event which prompted some to declare a post-racial
America. While that view has since collapsed under more and more obvious signs
of active, violent white supremacy in the ten years since the book’s release, I
argue that the desire for an America after race and racism makes Morrison’s
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representation of a North American colonial wilderness before race and racism as
we know it all the more important.
Defying theocratic authority, the women characters I examine suggest an
origin story for the United States that departs significantly from the usual
emphasis on Puritan forefathers’ heroism. From Sedgwick in the early nineteenth
century to Morrison in the twenty-first, historical fiction tells a story of women’s
moral leadership, a story of courageous resistance to structures of patriarchal
religion and state control. We need that story in 2018. It reminds us of the
progress made by our foremothers and demands that we scrutinize the actions of
powerful organizations, especially when their actions violate our fundamental
beliefs.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Rebellious Young Women of Hope Leslie
Although history textbooks from the 1810s and 1820s encourage American
youth to honor and emulate the sacrifice, faith, and civic virtue of the Puritan
settlers of Massachusetts Bay, Catharine Maria Sedgwick’s 1827 Hope Leslie: or,
Early Times in Massachusetts novel offers a remarkably different message in its
representation of the young women who disrupt and resist the laws of that
settlement. The novel stars three young women, each of whom defies the
patriarchal, Puritan theocratic regime that ignores her ideas and seeks to control
her behavior. Further, Sedgwick’s choice to offer three rebellious young women
as models of bravery and religious conviction argues for a radical reconsideration
of who really made colonial America. Her heroines align with popular values of
her nineteenth-century audience, especially the ideals of individual conscience,
tolerance, and companionate marriage. In suggesting that those ideals began
with dissenting voices in the seventeenth century, Sedgwick, in the early
nineteenth century, not only positions her women characters as an alternate
foundation for American freedom and democracy, but also addresses concerns in
her own era about Protestant religion, self-determination, women’s status, and
the rights of Indigenous peoples. By using American history to insist on the
crucial role of young women in political, legal, and religious conflicts, Sedgwick’s
novel proposes a model of American community that recognizes and affirms
strong roles for women.
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Individual resolution to protect those oppressed by powerful government
motivates each of the characters Hope Leslie encourages readers to admire, and
in establishing that focus draws on the ideals, especially resistance to an
oppressive and unjust government, that played a powerful role in the nineteenthcentury cultural memory and history of the American Revolution. Hope Leslie
was published amidst a campaign by the Massachusetts Historical Society to
circulate texts stressing the connection between Puritan settlement and the
practices and structures of American democracy and liberty that followed it.1 This
publication campaign was one of many efforts following the end of the American
Revolution in 1783 to create national coherence through narratives of the first
English colonies in North America. As historian Gretchen Adams notes,
“[l]acking history, memory, or tradition, the new citizens of the new United
States would have to invent all three to transform Revolutionary ideology into
national values” (40). With the ratification of the US Constitution 40 years before

1 For example, the preface to the 1815 printing of the seventeenth-century
Ipswich, Massachusetts, minister Rev. William Hubbard’s A General History of
New England explains its reissue this way: “The Historical Society consider it to
be one important object of their Institution, to multiply copies of rare and
valuable works relative to our country.” The preface also names the compilers of
this edition and provides manuscript page numbers should the reader wish to
consult the original document, which was reportedly “[f]urnished by Rev. Dr.
John Eliot from his invaluable collection of the treasures of American history and
antiquities” and “rescued by his excellent father from the fury of the mob in the
depredations of the house, furniture, and library of Governor Hutchinson.” The
1818 reprinting of Thomas Prince’s A Chronological History of New England in
the Form of Annals (originally published in 1736 and a popular source text for
subsequent historians) explains that the text “embraces, however, the most
obscure and difficult period of our history, namely, the first settlement of the
Plymouth and Massachusetts colonies; and for that period it is the most
complete, exact and satisfactory history extant. The work has long been extremely
rare, and a new edition of it has been much desired.”
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the publication of Hope Leslie, Sedgwick’s novel responds to the history,
memory, and tradition invented early in America’s nationhood and transmitted
to its younger generations through education. By framing itself as an addendum
to existing history and reinterpreting historical events and familiar narrative
forms, it directs readers’ awareness to the deliberate creation of the stories which
they have encountered as historical fact. That early historicizing did not draw its
resources and inspiration evenly from the expanding nation, but was dominated,
as Adams explains, by writers and publishers in the American Northeast. “By
1800 it was clear that one region, New England, was using its material
advantages and its political ambitions to fill that cultural void,” giving New
England a powerful role in creating definitions of American citizenship and
democracy (43). Writing from within that same culturally powerful region,
Sedgwick amends and revises familiar tales of “early times” through Hope Leslie
and intervenes in what Adams describes as a “New England-based attempt to
turn real British colonists into symbolic American settlers” (43). The novel
complicates that early transformation process and its attendant rejection of
British tradition by including young women, and further, arguing that their
political actions have always shaped American character and history.
While Revolutionary rhetoric, and much of the history that followed it, created a
clear distinction between New England settlements and their mother country, in
Sedgwick’s Puritan Massachusetts, the men in power fight to maintain the
religious and governmental structures familiar to them from their homeland.
While the younger generation of characters in Hope Leslie could represent the
“symbolic American settlers” Gretchen Adams describes, the older generation
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remain the picture of “real British colonists.” Consequently, rather than
encouraging readers to believe that individual freedom of thought and belief in
America owes a debt to Puritan society,2 Sedgwick portrays Puritan authority as
the oppressive force against which young people must rebel in order to create a
liberated American society.3
The younger generation of English characters in the novel share a
sympathy and respect for Indigenous people that distinguishes them from their
elders and provides an opportunity for a key portion of the novel’s political
project. Religious historian Dan McKanan identifies a pattern of nineteenthcentury historical fiction that includes of “Puritan characters who repudiate their
community’s violent or persecutory practices” as part of a liberal literary project
much larger than just Sedgwick’s works, and labels these characters “liberal
interlopers” (33). McKanan’s argument does not, however, account for the
importance of the generational distinctions crucial to Hope Leslie’s particular

2 According to Adams, “[t]he Puritans, as well chronicled by themselves and their
descendants, articulated clear moral principles and a sense of providential
destiny. They were portrayed as dedicated to order, stability, morality,
congregational governance, and education -- the same values being promoted as
desirable in citizens after the Revolution. Republicanism itself, in fact, has been
called ‘a more relaxed, secularized version’ of Puritanism” (44).
3 In Identifying the Image of God: Radical Christians and Nonviolent Power in
the Antebellum United States, McKanan argues that a mixed portrait of
Puritanism, accounting for both its potential liberal inclinations and its
reactionary violence, was common to liberal writers’ representations of the
period, and, relying on the example of one of Sedgwick’s contemporaries, states
that “[Lydia Maria] Child insists that the Puritans must be understood with
reference both to the violence of history and to the future promise of America.
They had lived in a period in which religious freedom in general, and gospel truth
in particular, had been brutally suppressed, yet they helped inaugurate a new era
of human history” (25). A more orthodox interpretation, exemplified by Thomas
Robbins’ popular edition of Cotton Mather’s Magnalia Christi Americana,
countered this liberal depiction, as McKanan explains.
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“liberal interlopers.”4 In particular, the novel presents young people as crucial
actors, especially as it intervenes in nineteenth-century questions about
continued Euro-American settlement of Indigenous nations’ land, by exploring
and depicting the justifications for that settlement in the seventeenth century.
Debates over the “Indian Question” in Sedgwick’s era relied on early English
colonists’ claims to their providential mission and Euro-centric white supremacy
as well as Christian missionary movements in North America and around the
world. Troubling the Puritans’ relationship to divine providence and challenging
the legitimacy of missionary efforts, Hope Leslie complicates contemporary
arguments that justified American territorial expansion through theft of
Indigenous peoples’ land and, later, forced migration of many of those peoples.
Magawisca’s experience as both a young woman and an Indigenous person
presents her with the most difficult obstacles faced by any of the novel’s
characters. Her prominence in the story, especially her position in the same
generation as the novel’s other main characters, indicates the text’s intersectional
approach to young women and American politics.5 Her people have been at war

4 McKanan identifies William Fletcher among the novel’s “liberal interlopers”
and includes a conversation between William and Martha Fletcher as evidence
for that categorization. But he neglects the wide ideological gap between William
Fletcher and his son Everell, whose liberalism shares some important features
with his father’s, but is significantly closer to nineteenth-century liberal ideas. I
argue that the younger generation of characters in Hope Leslie (Hope,
Magawisca, Everell, and Esther) share this status of “liberal interloper” and show
much more radical inclinations than even the most liberal of their parents’
generation.
5 Here I rely on Kimberlé Crenshaw’s definition of intersectionality as an
approach that accounts for multiple elements of individual experience, rather
than insisting on analyzing only one category or characteristic. In her
introduction of the term in The University of Chicago Journal of Law in 1989
Crenshaw demonstrates how existing legal analysis fails to account for the stories
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both with English colonists and with the Narragansett nation, and she has lived
much of her young life as a captive of the English, deprived of her family (many of
whom have been murdered), isolated from her culture, and under intense
pressure to convert to the Christian faith of her captors. Significantly, despite her
realistic marginalization in the novel by Puritan society, Hope Leslie relies on
Magawisca’s words and actions for some of its most essential dramatic and
historical points. Her decisions determine the direction of the novel’s plot, impact
the relationships among the central characters, and have serious political
importance within the Puritan legal and cultural setting. Positioning Magawisca
as an important, developed character rather than as part of the novel’s mechanics
or scenery challenges popular Euro-American cultural assumptions of the innate
inferiority of Indigenous North Americans.6 Magawisca’s brave and selfsacrificing choices, while they do contribute to the novel’s deployment of familiar
Noble Savage models, establish the moral standard to which other characters in
the novel are held.
The principal English young women in the novel do not receive the same
heroic portrayal as Magawisca. While the novel bears Hope’s name, her rebellious
actions exist in the shadow of Magawisca’s heroism. Hope risks security and the

of Black women because it can recognize categories of race and gender but cannot
consider their combined impact.
6 James Fenimore Cooper’s Indigenous character in the Leatherstockings series,
by contrast, serves as the hero’s sidekick and as a relic of the frontier past, as the
title of The Last of the Mohicans concisely indicates. Magawisca is far from “the
last” of her people, and Sedgwick does not present her to promote or perpetuate
the myth of the vanishing Indian, as Cooper does. Even Lydia Maria Child’s
Hobomok, while he plays a crucial role in the eponymous novel, disappears in
order for the heroine to complete her own plot arc and marry her first (English)
love.
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privileges of her class position when her conscience requires that she do so, but
none of her decisions require her to risk her life or her belonging to her own
culture as is true for Magawisca. Much less extreme than Hope in her resistance,
though still in conflict with Puritan ideology, Esther Downing chooses exile and
spinsterhood over compliance when faced with a marriage that cannot meet her
ideals. It is important that these three women— Magawisca, Hope, and Esther—
show degrees of rebellion with differing impacts, and that each chooses to act on
her own judgment in defiance of an unjust Puritan government. Yet positioning
Magawisca as the most committed of the three provides her a level of heroism
denied to the other two, and though Hope experiences greater success in her
interventions, that success is clearly, and the novel would have us understand
unjustly, enabled by her social class and her race. Nevertheless, in presenting
young women of differing positions and beliefs united in their refusal to
cooperate with the restrictions they encounter, Sedgwick provides a broad model
young Americans of many social positions could emulate.
Sedgwick’s preface to the novel indicates her specific desire to reach a
young readership when it declares: “These volumes are so far from being
intended as a substitute for genuine history, that the ambition of the writer would
be fully gratified if, by this work, any of our young countrymen should be
stimulated to investigate the early history of their native land” (6). In
encouraging investigation, Sedgwick challenges the schoolbook narratives most
of her readers would have learned by suggesting their insufficiency. This
invitation to become involved with the early history of their country more deeply
both reinforces her suggestion that a more thorough investigation of American
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history will inspire readers to greater acts of courage, kindness, and morality and
anticipates challenges to her version of the tale by insisting on its grounding in
legitimate source materials. Sedgwick’s preface claims the novel supplements, but
does not supplant, conventional histories of seventeenth century New England;
to defend against charges of inaccuracy, she introduces Hope Leslie with this
description of its value as a work of historical fiction:
The following volumes are not offered to the public as being in any degree
a historical narrative or a relation of real events. Real characters and real
events are, however, alluded to; and this course, if not strictly necessary,
was found convenient in the execution of the author’s design, which was to
illustrate not the history, but the character of the times. (5)
In insisting on her choice to manipulate details and on the existence of
documentation for the “real events” to which she refers, Sedgwick establishes her
novel as a starting point in a process of re-imagining American beginnings.
Explaining that the text engages with but does not claim to represent accurately
“real characters and real events” removes various esteemed characters such as
Winthrop, Pynchon, and Eliot, and their historic acts from the pedestal upon
which conventional American history and pedagogy had placed them. Sedgwick
asserts her right as author to use them in order to achieve her objective: a deeper
connection between her readers and the “early times” the novel depicts.
In representing “the character of the times,” and within that character
building a historical narrative centered on the choices of young women in
defiance of patriarchal authority, both Indigenous Pequod and English Puritan,
Sedgwick offers her nineteenth-century public a portrait of a repressive religious
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government that fails to acknowledge, respect, and incorporate the insights of a
more progressive rising generation. This portrayal encourages the involvement of
Sedgwick’s “young countrymen” in the creation of American political, historical,
and literary culture even though they may meet resistance from their elders.
Framing perseverance as a virtue demonstrated against, rather than by, Puritan
settlers argues that “the character of the times” requires an inversion or at least a
revision of popular representations of Early American history. The novel suggests
that familiarity with and understanding of seventeenth-century New England still
hold value to young people of the Early Republic, but it offers a very different set
of lessons than those readers encountered in their schoolbooks.
In the first of many manipulations of generic forms and conventions, the
text of Sedgwick’s introduction resembles the prefaces to textbooks and likely
struck readers as familiar. Hannah Adams introduces her 1805 school text with
this preface: “The following abridgement of the summary History of New
England, for the use of schools, is now presented to the public, with the ardent
desire, that it may prove useful to the rising generation.” Sedgwick’s invocation of
the form of the textbook at the same time as her text itself insists on not serving
as a substitute for those textbooks brings its audience into a complex reading
process of competing narratives and asks those readers to assess and interpret
differing versions of an American origin story. Not unlike Sedgwick’s emphasis
on young people and their decisions, Hannah Adams’ textbook frequently
references the importance of young people’s moral and intellectual development,
though with a different goal. While Adams’ text encourages conservatism, a
reverence for the struggles of the past and a commitment to an enlightened
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future guided by that past, Sedgwick’s novel rewards its young characters for
acting on their own judgment and defying their elders. Sedgwick’s decision to
argue the latter through the conventions used for the former establishes Hope
Leslie as part of a political conversation taking place in early American print
culture.7
Especially within its political context, one of the novel’s most important
interventions in the narrative of early Massachusetts is its reframing of conflicts
between European and Indigenous groups. In the English and American
authored histories in wide circulation in Sedgwick’s day, representations of
Indigenous people frequently served to establish the hardship experienced by
early British colonists or American settlers, the innate “savagery” of Indigenous
peoples, and the legitimacy of the Christian civilizing mission on the North
American continent. Wars between the English and different North American
nations take a very prominent role in accounts of the early colonial period, in the
genre of the history and especially in popular captivity narratives, in which white
Christians related their experiences among Indigenous people. These stories
frequently show the religious experience of their narrators preserving and
strengthening their (often her) faith in the Christian God through the ordeal of
their capture and rescue.8 Sedgwick, however, puts this form to different use

7 For more on the importance of print media to the development of American
culture and identity, see Michael Warner’s Letters of the Republic.
8 Magawisca’s determination to maintain her faith rather than adopt that of her
English captors suggests the deployment of the model captivity as spiritual
journey. Mary Rowlandson’s The Sovereignty and Goodness of God, published in
1682, is widely credited with establishing the genre of the captivity narrative, and
focuses on her personal spiritual journey while she is a captive. Rowlandson’s is
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when she casts a Pequod woman as the narrator and English colonists as the
cruel and destructive other.
Magawisca, held captive by a white family for much of her youth, tells her
foster brother how the war between their peoples looks from her side. Magawisca
has been a member of the Fletcher household as a prisoner of war and a servant,
though the family treats her kindly and she and the Fletcher’s oldest child, their
son Everell, develop a close bond. Offering Everell as Magawisca’s interlocutor
encourages the novel’s younger readers, themselves caught in generational and
cultural conflicts over how the young American nation should work, to adopt a
similar position relative to the Indigenous nations suffering at the hands of their
contemporary government. Magawisca’s vivid description of her and her people’s
suffering enable Everell to sympathize with her experience, an emotion defined
by Adam Smith as the “fellow feeling for the misery of others” in his 1759 text
Theory of Moral Sentiments and very powerfully invoked in nineteenth-century
American writings, especially anti-Slavery campaigns, to encourage political
activism supported. Everell’s sympathetic relation to Magawisca and his own
parallel experience establish them as peers and, importantly for Smith’s model of
sympathy, show Everell transitioning from imagining Magawisca’s suffering to
experiencing something similar. Yet despite the rejection of contemporary Indian
policy that Everell’s sympathetic bond requires, he does not need to repudiate his
own culture entirely; rather, he grows into the example set by his father, who also
took great risks to act on his beliefs. In other words, Everell’s sympathy for, and

probably the most well-known text of its genre and was in wide circulation by the
time of Sedgwick’s writing.
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gratitude to, Magawisca require him to rebel against his father’s interpretation of
the law in the same way that the elder Fletcher’s political and religious
convictions required him to defy his would-be father-in-law and leave his
homeland for the relative liberty of the colonies, sacrificing his bond with his
childhood love, Alice, for the demands of his conscience. In this sense, Everell
Fletcher’s adherence to his own beliefs despite their rejection by the government
in power shows his participation in creating an independent American nation and
society.
Sedgwick, as a Euro-American woman, justifies her choice to represent a
Pequod perspective through a Pequod character with the explanation that “[t]heir
own historians or poets, if they had any, would as naturally, and with more
justice, have extolled their high-souled courage and patriotism” (6). While
Sedgwick’s assumption that Indigenous people have not spoken for themselves is
mistaken and her reliance on Noble Savage tropes problematic, she does insist on
Indigenous people as crucial subjects for history and poetry and does not claim to
be the right person for the job. She presumes to speak for Indigenous people
while recognizing that they themselves could do so “with more justice” because
she believes someone must and is not familiar with Native texts.9 In this context,
the descriptions of Magawisca early in the novel present her as a gifted

9While not numerous, Indigenous-authored texts in English were not entirely
absent from Early American publishing. In particular, Samson Occum’s “Sermon
for Moses Paul,” written in 1772, was in wide circulation in New England, and his
autobiography was also published and distributed. Just two years following the
publication of Hope Leslie Pequod preacher William Appess published A Son of
the Forest narrating his childhood, service in the war of 1812, and conversion to
Christianity.
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spokeswoman for her people, suggesting that one of her functions in the novel is
to show that there is another side to history that white readers may not have
considered.
Descriptions of Magawisca by the narrator and by English characters in
Hope Leslie challenge the anti-Indian racism of the seventeenth and the
nineteenth centuries and support Sedgwick’s claim in the preface that “[t]he
liberal philanthropist will not be offended by a representation which supposes
that the elements of virtue and intellect are not withheld from any branch of the
human family” (6). While not a liberal philanthropist herself, Martha Fletcher
discovers the virtue and intellect of the Indigenous children placed in her
household as servants, and, in a letter to her husband, remarks of one of their
captives that “I have, sometimes, marvelled at the providence of God, in
bestowing on this child of the forest, such rare gifts of mind, and other and
outward beauties” (32). While problematic, this description marks Magawisca as
distinctive in the eyes of Martha Fletcher not only among the “children of the
forest” but also humanity at large. Rather than accept conventional stereotypes of
Indigenous people as either brutish and wild or noble and ideal, Martha Fletcher
makes her own observations of the non-European people in her household. She
describes Magawisca in terms of the Old Testament, the lens through which
European people would also be judged in the Puritan mindset, relating to her
husband that “though yet a child in years… [Magawisca’s] mien … doth bring to
mind the lofty Judith, and the gracious Esther” (33). In comparing Magawisca to
Judith and Esther, each of whom shows loyalty and bravery on behalf of her
people in a time of oppression, violence, and struggle, Martha Fletcher aligns the
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sufferings of the Pequod people with those of the Hebrews. In addition, Martha
Fletcher relates that her son asks “Oh, mother! is she not more like the gentle and
tender Ruth?” choosing for his comparison a Hebrew heroine who refuses to
leave her husband’s tribe to return to her birth culture after his death (33). While
in Martha’s comparison Magawisca represents a coherent and embattled people,
her son’s choice alludes to the potential for a willing transition from one culture
to another through marriage.10 Comparing Magawisca to these models of Hebrew
women suggests that Indigenous women have a place in the New Israel Puritans
believe themselves to be building, or at least can be understood through the
conceptual frame of the Bible. European and Euro-American histories
customarily position Puritan settlers in New England as the Israelites, some
metaphorically and others fairly literally. That context lends added import to
Martha and Everell’s interpretation because they understand Magawisca not in
comparison to the heathen tribes God allows the Israelites to conquer in the Old
Testament, but to strong, virtuous women characters among the Israelites
themselves.
Just as Sedgwick uses the familiar form of a textbook preface to instruct
her readers in how to approach her text, Magawisca uses the familiar form of the
captivity narrative to teach Everell, and by extension the reader, what English
violence might look like from a Pequod perspective. On the night when the
Fletcher family watches the surrounding forest for signs of an impending Indian
attack, Magawisca tells Everell the story of the night of her capture by English

10This reference to the Biblical Ruth also foreshadows Faith Leslie’s adoption
into the family and culture of her childhood love and later husband, Oneco.
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raiders. In many ways Magawisca’s narrative fits the formula used by Mary
Rowlandson and others, complete with details about the comforts of her home
hearth, her mother’s devotion to her children, the brutal destruction of her
people’s houses, and the horror of corpses flung across the ground (49).11
Magawisca provides Everell with this affecting image of the aftermath of the
attack: “The bodies of our people were strewn about the smouldering ruin; and all
around the palisade lay the strong and valiant warriors — cold — silent —
powerless as the unformed clay” (49). Magawisca’s reference to clay establishes a
fundamental connection between the humanity of her people and Everell’s in its
allusion to the Genesis account of the creation of Adam from earth. Her emphasis
on the attackers’ disrespect for the bodies of the dead, and on the position of the
male warriors as guardians of the women and children, reinforces this
implication that Magawisca and Everell’s cultures share some fundamental
values. Choosing to tell her story at a time when Everell is afraid he will
experience something similar himself and telling that story through compelling
images that resonate with Everell’s culture strengthen the bond between them
and begin to establish the source of Magawisca’s father’s desire to avenge the loss
of his family.
Magawisca’s focus on the emotional as well as physical anguish her family
suffered during the colonists’ attack presents a different image of her people than

11Gordon Sayre, in the introduction to American Captivity Narratives, describes
what is familiar to readers as “the stereotyped plot of Indian captivity: an
innocent woman and her children attacked at a frontier homestead, carried away
by savages, and subjected to violence, privation, and humiliation, before finally
being rescued or ransomed or escaping to the white community.” (5) Both the
Fletchers’ experience and Magawisca’s fit within this broad rubric.
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Sedgwick’s readers customarily encountered. In a history text written in 1680 and
republished by the Massachusetts Historical Society in 1815, Reverend William
Hubbard of Ipswich, Massachusetts, informs readers that Indigenous people “are
indifferently affable and courtous, yett subtill and strangely revengeful, and
malicious. A small kindness will oblige them for a whole generation; and as little
an injury, or suspicion, there will worke in them a deadly hatred and opposition”
(28). The murder of the Pequod leader Mononotto’s son (Magawisca’s brother) at
the hands of English captors can hardly be counted a “small injury,” to use
Hubbard’s terms. Yet Hope Leslie's portrayal of Mononotto as a grieving father,
rather than a ruthless warrior, stands in direct opposition to depictions of
Indigenous leaders that the novel’s readers would have encountered in many
history books.12 In particular, Magawisca explains to Everell that her brother
Samoset was not killed along with his comrades-in-arms during the settlers’
attack, but rather, “[h]e was reserved to whet my father’s revenge to a still keener
edge…. him they took prisoner. They told him they would spare his life if he
would guide them to our strong holds; he refused…he faithfully refused, and with
one sabre-stroke they severed his head from his body” (50-51). Magawisca states
that the English attackers deliberately antagonized her father, choosing to kill
Samoset as a strategic blow against the Pequod leader after they failed to turn
Samoset against his own people. Magawisca’s tale of her brother’s faithfulness

12 His characterization as tragic rather than cruel does situate him within a trope
identified by Gordon M. Sayre in The Indian Chief as Tragic Hero, which traces
the history of representations of Indigenous leaders in American culture and
letters. Mononotto fits within Sayre’s explanation of Indigenous leaders depicted
as noble, honorable, and yet inevitably doomed to vanish.
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and his death foreshadows Everell’s own captivity, and frames Mononotto’s
attempt to behead Everell as a direct answer to English violence. This response
accords perfectly with demands in the Old Testament that define justice as life for
life, eye for an eye, and tooth for tooth.13 This demonstration of Old Testament
law enacted on American soil challenges rather than supports the Puritans’
claimed errand into the wilderness. While the colonists can assert that life would
be better if the Pequod would convert to Christianity, Mononotto’s adoption of
Biblical law suggests otherwise.
Rather than allowing Samoset’s murder to be considered an aberration or
momentary wartime lapse, Magawisca uses his story to question the legitimacy of
English civilization and culture as implemented by colonists. She interrogates the
conduct of her brother’s captors, demanding of her listener, and by extension the
novel’s reader: “You English tell us, Everell, that the book of your law is better
than that written on our hearts, for ye say it teaches mercy, compassion,
forgiveness – if ye had such a law and believed it, would ye thus have treated a
captive boy?” (51, emphasis mine). Magawisca reads both the professions and
conduct of self-identified Christians carefully, and notes the lack of congruence.14
Her critical thinking, and the powerful example of her brother’s execution, ask

13 See Deuteronomy 19:21, Exodus 21:23-4
14 According to the narrator, “Magawisca’s reflecting mind suggested the most
serious obstacle to the progress of the christian religion, in all ages and under all
circumstances; the contrariety between its divine principles and the conduct of its
professors; which, instead of always being a medium for the light that emanates
from our holy law, is too often the darkest cloud that obstructs the passage of its
rays to the hearts of heathen men” (51).
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readers to question their own understanding of the principles that justify
continued American expansion into Indian territory.
After Magawisca has told her and her people’s side of the story, Sedgwick’s
narrator quotes William Bradford’s description of the same scene of destruction
and ruin that Magawisca describes to Everell: “it was a fearful sight to see them
thus frying in the fire, and the streams of blood quenching the same, and the
horrible scent thereof; but the victory seemed a sweet sacrifice, and they gave the
praise thereof to God” (54).15 Placing this interpretation of the carnage so
immediately after Magawisca’s emphasizes its cruelty. Where Magawisca refers to
the clay from which people were made, according to the account in Genesis,
Bradford writes of the fallen warriors as though they are the rams and calves
burned as sacrifices to God by the ancient Hebrews. Magawisca’s tale of her own
experience and Everell’s sympathetic response make Bradford’s treatment of
Indigenous people as sacrificial animals much more difficult to accept than it
would be without the previous humanizing context. Sedgwick uses these
narratives and images, familiar from the histories her readers encountered in
school and at home, to challenge those same histories. The narrator even directly
criticizes Bradford’s version of events, explaining that in the story of the Pequod
men’s refusal to surrender to the English, “the courage of the Pequods was
distorted into ferocity” (54). Labeling Bradford’s interpretation distortion draws
readers’ attention to powerful contemporary Anti-Indian rhetoric that relied on
distortions such as Bradford’s. Viewed from the perspective of Hope Leslie,

15 The narrator here quotes Bradford’s famous and popular Of Plymouth
Plantation.
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Bradford’s account is not reporting the truth of America’s past, but is in fact a
deliberate misrepresentation of that past to justify genocidal violence. Samoset’s
story, as told by his sister Magawisca, provides a personalized narrative with
which to compare Bradford’s account and encourages the reader to see Samoset’s
refusal to endanger his people as valor rather than senseless stubbornness, just as
the fallen warriors of their village demonstrate courage rather than ferocity.
Unlike the preface to the novel, which claims it does not seek to supplant
conventional histories, this section shows a clear effort to correct readers’
understanding of the seventeenth-century Pequod nation.
While the novel’s explication of certain Old Testament frameworks crucial
to seventeenth-century Puritan Christianity situates the story in its historical
setting, Magawisca’s description of the faith of the Pequod as “written on our
hearts” makes that faith recognizable as true religion in the context of the novel’s
publication in 1827. Following George Whitfield’s famous tour of colonial
America in the early eighteenth century, there developed in the American
religious landscape an increasing emphasis on the individual experience of the
believer, on each person feeling the direct influence of the Holy Spirit in their
own heart, which insisted on religion as not only a community enterprise, but an
individual transcendent transformation. Though the rise of evangelical
Christianity in America beginning in the 1730s launched multiple rapidly growing
denominations including Methodist, Baptist, and Quaker groups with widely
differing priorities and practices, in The Democratization of American
Christianity Nathan Hatch argues that among the great profusion of evangelicals,
“the clarion message [that] rang out above all their diversity [was] the primacy of
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the individual conscience” (35). Thus, Magawisca’s insistence on her own
judgment is legible within a number of different Protestant religious movements.
Her reference to literacy, understood to be crucial in early versions of American
Protestantism, connects her understanding of her own faith to more traditional
nineteenth-century Christians while her reference to her heart as a source of
spiritual certainty links that same faith to the populist evangelical movements
that encouraged laypeople, including white women and people of color, to exhort
and even to preach despite (or, in some cases even because of) their lack of
education.16 To offer one example of a similar language, pastor Nicholas Street
said to his congregation at the Church of Christ in East Haven, CT, in 1777: “God
frequently brings his own people into a state of peculiar trials, to discover to them
and others what there is in their hearts” as he explained Revolutionary America’s
religious position and obligation relative to that of the ancient Israelites (71).
Within these growing evangelical movements both laypeople and clergymen
experienced a call to God’s work; Hatch lists John Leland, the Baptist preacher,
Richard Allen, of the African Methodist Episcopal church, and Joseph Smith, of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, among powerful Protestant
leaders without formal theological education or training (13). In describing
Magawisca’s beliefs as “written on her heart” Sedgwick presents Magawisca’s
religious experience as authentic by nineteenth-century Evangelical standards.
Far from the idolatry alleged by conventional histories, Magawisca’s

16 For a particularly compelling example, see “Memoirs of the Life, Religious
Experience, Ministerial Travels, and Labors of Mrs. Zilpha Elaw” in Sisters of the
Spirit, Three Black Women’s Autobiographies of the Nineteenth Century.
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interpretation of moral behavior accords with the Protestant belief in the divine
potential within every individual human soul.
Building on Martha Fletcher’s characterization of Magawisca as sharing
the remarkable qualities of the Biblical heroines Judith and Esther, Magawisca’s
actions after her father takes Everell captive blend her bravery and cleverness
with the Ruth-like tenderness Everell sees in her. Magawisca is torn between
obeying her grieving father and protecting the boy who has cared for her in her
time of captivity, and must make her own decision about what she must do. The
moment of Everell’s near-execution literalizes Magawisca’s rebellion against her
father and that rebellion’s cost. According to the narrator, at the very moment
that would be Everell’s last:
[t]he chief raised the deadly weapon, when Magawisca, springing from the
precipitous side of the rock, screamed — ‘Forbear!’ and interposed her
arm. It was too late. The blow was levelled — force and direction given —
the stroke aimed at Everell’s neck, severed his defender’s arm, and left him
unharmed. The lopped quivering member dropped over the precipice. (93)
At precisely the crucial instant, Magawisca uses her body to intervene where her
words have failed. While Mononotto aims to achieve justice and retribution for
the loss of one child, his action harms his remaining child. Magawisca’s display of
heroic self-sacrifice recalls the story of John Smith’s rescue in General Historie of
Virginia, originally published in 1624.17 In Smith’s captivity narrative,
“Pocahontas the Kings dearest daughter, when no intreaty could prevaile, got his

17 Sedgwick refers to Pocahontas in the preface to the novel as a historical
precedent which justifies her depiction of Magawisca.
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head in her armes, and laid her owne upon his to save him from death.”18 Unlike
in Smith’s story, however, Magawisca has a bond with Everell that motivates her
self-sacrifice, whereas Pocahontas’ motivation seems to be what Gordon Sayre
describes as a more general “humane pity” (3). Rather than showing the
fetishized innate nobility Europeans and Euro-Americans ascribed to Indigenous
peoples, Magawisca’s action shows her commitment to her own individual moral
determination even when it contradicts what is legally accepted among her
people.
Immediately following Everell’s escape, Mononotto rushes to his injured
daughter who directs her audience to“[s]tand back!…I have bought his life with
my own,” (93) indicating that she fully expects the loss of her arm to be a mortal
injury. The reader is left to understand that this ransom meets the demands of
“natural justice,” and so Magawisca’s action satisfies Pequod law. The narrator
explains that “[t]here might have been among the spectators, some who felt the
silent appeal of the helpless courageous boy; some whose hearts moved them to
interpose to save the selected victim; but they were restrained by their
interpretation of natural justice, as controlling to them as our artificial codes of
laws to us” (91-2). While not developed as characters, these spectators experience
a similar struggle to Magawisca’s (and that of many other characters in the novel)
in that they must attempt to balance the demands of their individual human
hearts and the expectations of the law. The narrator’s distinction between
“natural” Pequod law and “artificial” English law contributes to the Noble Savage

18 See Sayre, American Captivity Narratives, 88.
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component of Sedgwick’s portrayal of the Pequod, but it also establishes Pequod
society as just as disciplined as that of the English, not primitive and
bloodthirsty, as histories such as William Bradford’s encouraged readers to
believe. The Pequod observers of Magawisca’s intervention in Everell’s execution
and the Puritan audience at her trial near the conclusion of the novel are moved
by Magawisca’s words and actions, and, the novel suggests, in a democratic
society her ability to persuade people through sound reasoning and genuine
feeling would — and should — prevail. In Hope Leslie’s depiction, both
seventeenth-century Pequod society and seventeenth-century English society
require individuals to suppress the moral instincts of their hearts, to the
detriment of all.
In contrast to Magawisca’s carefully planned intervention, Hope’s attempt
to save the life of someone she cares for has numerous consequences she fails to
anticipate, most of them born by people other than herself. When she explains
the events of Nelema’s trial, conviction, and escape to Everell in a letter, Hope
begins with the tale of how her beloved tutor, Craddock, suffered a rattlesnake
bite on a hiking expedition up Mount Holioke.19 Hope immediately volunteers to
suck the poison from the wound herself, but the men leading the group refuse to
allow her to, claiming it would be “self-murder” for her to attempt it and insist
that she cannot risk her own life for her tutor’s sake. When this first rescue
scheme fails, she reminds William Fletcher that Nelema, an Indigenous woman
of their acquaintance, knows how to treat such wounds, and they send for her at

19 The novel’s reference to the naming of the hill in Western Massachusetts could
place this event in 1636.
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once.20 While the poison itself would have endangered Hope if she had attempted
to remove it from Craddock’s body, the danger Nelema faces comes from the
beliefs of those who have sought her help. When Nelema arrives and begins to
treat Craddock she sends everyone out of the room except for Hope, and says in
recognition of her own dark situation “now am I, the last of my race, bidden to
heal a servant in the house of our enemies” (104). Nelema’s being “the last of her
race,” a people who maintain a spiritual communion with snakes, suggests that
she is uniquely capable of saving Craddock because of her religious heritage and
practice: The colonists turn to Nelema because they have no means of treating
Craddock’s injury. When challenged by Jennet, a white servant in the household,
on the nature of Nelema’s capacities Hope responds: “Nelema has cured him –
Satan does not send forth his emissaries with healing gifts,” hoping to defuse
Jennet’s accusations (105). Nelema’s membership in a clan with spiritual ties to
snakes enables her to use dance and prayer in addition to other treatments to
heal Craddock, and while Hope is frightened by Nelema’s practices, she refuses to
describe them as witchcraft.
The first trial of Nelema as a witch for her salvific act takes place within
the Pynchon household and, as is common across narratives of the witch trials in
both fiction and nonfiction, the accuser who launches the proceedings is a white

20 Nelema’s nation is not specified, but she is “one of a few survivors of a tribe
who had been faithful allies of the Pequods” (37). When introduced in the
narrative she tells the Fletcher family of how her sons and grandsons were killed
by English and “have fallen like our forest trees, before the stroke of the English
axe” (37). Nelema’s suffering, which she does not turn against her English
neighbors except with her words, offers another example of English violence
against Indigenous people.
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woman with little political power who can nevertheless influence powerful legal
structures on the particular matter of witchcraft. Jennet may be poor, ignorant,
and a servant, but she is white and ‘christian’ and thus possesses greater standing
before the law than Nelema. Hope wants her own status, education, and sheer
will to make her word more important than Jennet’s, but in this particular realm
her social capital fails to trump the accuser’s, and Hope finds her efforts to save
Nelema from English theocratic violence require more effort and cunning than
she anticipated.21 Following Jennet’s accusations, William Fletcher asks for
Hope’s account of the incident, but demands “Dost thou not believe in witchcraft,
child?” at the same time as he “hastily turn[s] the leaves of the Bible… opened to
every text where familiar spirits, necromancers, sorcerers, wizards, witches, and
witchcraft are spoken of” (107-8). Hope fails to effectively counter this Biblical
evidence, but more importantly, her failure to readily accept witchcraft as a
genuine and urgent threat disqualifies her from judgment of Nelema as far as
Fletcher is concerned. Hope is punished for her refusal to believe, or pretend to
believe, that the Christian God requires the faithful to punish practitioners of
witchcraft as was done in the days of the Israelites, but Nelema is the one who
suffers that punishment most acutely.22 Hope Leslie’s readers would be well-

21 As she explains the events to Everell in her letter, Hope expresses her
expectation that she would have more success persuading William Fletcher of
Nelema’s goodness than she did dissuading Jennet from raising the issue, stating
“It is much easier for me to contend with my superiors, than my inferiors” (106).
22 The insistence in Exodus 22:18 that “thou shall not suffer a witch to live” plays
a prominent role in narrations of the witch trials across time periods and genres,
and is likely one of the passages Fletcher has bookmarked, along with sections of
Leviticus, first Samuel, and Jeremiah . As chapter 3 of this dissertation explores,
questions about the applicability of such Old Testament declarations to English
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prepared to read Jennet’s certainty about witchcraft as a delusion and the Puritan
patriarchs who oversaw the witch trials as overwhelmed with zeal, a reading the
novel both depends on and reinforces.23 Hope’s defiance of that unreasoning
enthusiasm thus aligns her with nineteenth-century perspectives on the witch
trials, particularly George Bancroft’s, and further cements her status among the
“liberal interlopers” McKanan’s analysis locates.24
The very morning after she rescues Craddock from certain death, Nelema
is brought before the magistrates and judged to be a practitioner of witchcraft,
despite Hope’s fervent efforts to defend her. According to Hope’s letter to Everell,
“[i]t was not enough to lay on her the crime of curing Craddock, but Jennet and
some of her gossips imputed to her all the mischances that have happened for the
last seven years” (109). Hope presents Nelema’s trial as a fundamentally unsound

settlers in America problematize later Americans’ understanding Puritan justice
systems, especially when when attempting to explain the witch trials of 1692.
23 Gretchen Adams explains that “[s]uch events, all the published histories since
Calef’s book in 1700 already concluded, were products of the failure to maintain
control of a situation, of a loss of reason, or of excessive religious ‘zeal.’ Just as
participants in the 1692 trials were described in these narratives as suffering from
‘delusions,’ ‘fanaticism,’ ‘superstition,’ ‘ignorance,’ or even lying, so too would
those involved in the nineteenth-century controversies and public excitements be
described by opponents who drew direct comparisons with Salem’s witch hunt.
Political and social developments after the Revolution created an environment
where history would be seen as a source of authoritative examples of both virtue
and vice. In that search for the foundations of national character, many would
find the memory of Salem’s witch hunt a useful symbol to mark the cultural
boundary between the virtuous national present and the superstitious, disorderly,
and even brutal colonial past” (36).
24 Adams elaborates on the nineteenth-century historians’ presentations of the
witch trials with the example of Bancroft, who alleges that “those in Salem who
were especially at risk for witchcraft accusations were people who were
‘uninfected by superstition.’ He created an anachronistic segment of the
population of Puritan Salem who ‘rebuked the delusion’ out of disbelief in
witchcraft itself and who ultimately faced the gallows themselves to preserve the
authority of ministers who controlled by encouraging such ‘delusions’” (61).
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procedure dominated by busybodies whose superstition allows them to blame
Nelema for a variety of injuries, primarily imagined. Hope is uninfected by this
suspicion, and consequently the court refuses to hear her defense of Nelema,
dismissing her words as “but the whistle of a bird” (109). The magistrates’
assumption that Hope’s beliefs and actions are inconsequential soon provides her
with an opportunity to demonstrate the limits of their thinking. Not only has she
recruited Nelema to treat Craddock, assisted her in that treatment, and defended
her success, but her decision to reject the magistrates’ determination will also
propel the next stages of the plot.
Hope makes a choice the Puritan establishment does not imagine to be
possible: She rejects the court’s judgment and helps the prisoner even after her
conviction.25 After narrating Nelema’s sham trial, Hope obliquely relates the
story of Nelema’s escape from the jail cell in Pynchon’s cellar.26 She writes that
she “observed Mr. Pynchon fill a plate, bountifully, with provisions from the
table, and give it with a large key, which he took from a little cupboard over the
fireplace, to a serving woman” (111). Beginning with an assertion of Pynchon’s
generosity in providing for his prisoner screens the real import of this
observation: the location of the key. The initial emphasis on Pynchon’s

25 This particular model of Providence uses language common to Puritan-era
New England, but more accurately reflects a nineteenth-century interpretation of
how it operates. According to McKanan, liberals of the nineteenth century
“psychologized Providence, treating it as a useful, indeed essential, component of
the Christian individual’s self-understanding but not a reliable account of cosmic
or historical phenomena” (41). Hope’s experience with Providence certainly
reflects the latter much more closely than the former.
26 Unlike Boston in The Scarlet Letter, this settlement has not prioritized the
creation of a jail, and thus has no officially sanctioned place to house their
prisoner before she is referred to the Boston magistrates.
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graciousness establishes him as a kind man constrained by law, a charitable
characterization that lacks the valorization Hannah Adams’ textbooks would have
sought for him but still allows him a measure of respect. After this image of
Pynchon as a generous jailer, Hope describes being awakened and learning that
while the cell door was still locked and the key in its customary place, Nelema was
no longer there!27 Hope trusts Everell to fill in the gaps in her story, but at the
beginning of the next chapter the narrator relates that “justice was proceeding in
her stern course, when fortune, accident, or more truly, Providence, favoured the
benevolent wishes of our heroine” (119). The narrator proposes three possibilities
to explain how Hope comes by the opportunity to release Nelema from her
imprisonment, but clearly inclines toward Providence, suggesting divine support
for Hope’s rescue mission. This sentence in particular pits stern (Puritan) justice
and Providence against each other and aligns the novel’s rebellious heroine with
God’s will. Because Providence presents this opportunity for defiance Hope is
cast in the role of God’s agent, which situates rebellion against authority and
individual judgment as within God’s plan for the New World. The language
describing Hope’s idea — an inspired, though sudden, resolution — reinforces the
divine origin of her plan and provides it with political as well as sentimental
context, as does the description of Hope’s ambition “to set [Nelema] free.”28 She

27 In response to this news, “[o]ne of the most sagacious of our neighbours
remarked, that he had often heard of Satan getting his servants into trouble, but
had never before heard of his getting them out” (112).
28 This particular phrase is far from specific, I read it as an oblique reference to
nineteenth-century Abolitionist movements, which were supported in large part
by Northern evangelicals and some Southern evangelicals such as the Grimké
sisters.
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follows through on a resolution delivered to her by Providence, a courageous
decision much like those to which early Republican history textbooks beckon
their readers; but rather than faithfully continuing the resolutions and principles
of Puritan settlers as Hannah Adams desires her readers to do, Sedgwick’s model
for her young readers actively disrupts Puritan authority. Rather than idolizing
Puritan theocratic society and attributing its actions to Providence as most
accounts of this history do, Hope Leslie’s narrator attaches God’s will to acts in
defiance of that authority.
Hope’s ability to thwart the Puritan justice system introduces doubts about
its control over its subjects as well as the political and personal competence of
Fletcher, Pynchon, Winthrop, and other powerful patriarchs. In A Compendious
History of New-England, published in 1820, Jedidiah Morse and Elijah Parish
assert in regards to Puritan settlers of Massachusetts: “A body of men more
remarkable for their piety, more exemplary in their morals, more respectable for
their wisdom, never before, nor since, commenced the settlement of any country”
(116). Hope Leslie offers an importantly different picture in which that body of
men requires correction from the young women whose importance they discount.
While not villainous, Winthrop, Pynchon, and Fletcher are deeply flawed men
and leaders, worthy of study but not of unquestioning imitation as Morse, Parish,
and others encourage. Rather than a body of men, Hope Leslie encourages its
readers to consider the actions of individual women.
Further challenging the exemplary status of this “body of men,” the novel
shows how Winthrop’s material wealth undermines his leadership as governor.
In history textbooks of Sedgwick’s era, rejection of worldliness commonly
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functions as evidence of the Puritans’ perseverance that students were
encouraged to emulate. Such histories argue that the Puritans’ sacrifice of
material comfort in order to realize their spiritual mission demonstrated
commitment, endurance, and the priority they placed on eternal, rather than
worldly, life. In her explanation of the sacrifices made by Puritan settlers to the
New World, Hannah Adams insists that “the striking contrast between their
former ease and affluence, and the hardships they now endured must have
augmented their distress” in settling in the harsh wilderness of New England
(18). In direct contradiction to this picture of hardship, the narrator of Hope
Leslie offers details of the interior of the Winthrop home in order to prove that
“[t]hese pilgrims were not needy adventurers, nor ruined exiles” (143). The
narrator assures readers that the description is not exaggerated “but quoted from
an authentic record of the times,” a record which the preface encourages readers
to find and examine themselves (143).29 In recreating the Winthrops’ living space
the narrator focuses on specific visual and tactile details that show the luxury
leading families in Massachusetts enjoyed; the smaller parlor of the Winthrop
home is “furnished with great looking-glasses, turkey carpets, window-curtains
and valance, picture and a map, a brass clock, red leather back chairs, and a great
pair of brass andirons” (143), suggesting a space for relaxation and study like
those of the chambers of great houses in England. This continuity, rather than

29 Recall Sedgwick’s statement from the novel’s preface that “These volumes are
so far from being intended as a substitute for genuine history, that the ambition
of the writer would be fully gratified if, by this work, any of our young
countrymen should be stimulated to investigate the early history of their native
land” (6).
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contrast, suggests that the hardship Adams and others described might be
exaggerated. Hope Leslie’s narrator claims that the Winthrops and other leading
families enjoyed a level of comfort continuous with their status in England.30 The
description of the larder provides an even more visceral demonstration of the
Winthrops’ good fortune than their furniture conveys. Rather than what little
they could coax from rocky New England soils, the narrator explains that in the
homes of the wealthy “[t]he pantry [was] well filled with substantial fare and
dainties, Madeira wine, prunes, marmalade, silver-tankards and wine-cups”
(144). This list of luxury items shows that not only were these families far from
starving, they did not sacrifice the fine treats they enjoyed at home in England.
By reinforcing the consistency of the experience of wealthy English settlers in the
mother country and the new colony, Hope Leslie presents Puritan Massachusetts
not as a deliberate establishment of a new society, but rather as a reproduction of
social classes in England.
The Winthrops’ literal and metaphoric comfort in their role as leaders in
Massachusetts Bay bears serious political consequences as they fail to adapt their
Old World customs to their New World surroundings. The sharpest criticism of
their wealth occurs in a scene in which Miantunnomoh, “the young and noble
chief of the Narragansetts,” is invited to the Winthrop house to dine (145). Mrs.
Winthrop sets two tables, one for her European guests, and another for her
Indigenous guests. The narrator points specifically to wine cups and other luxury

30 Further emphasizing this continuity, the narrator explains that “Mr. Winthrop
himself, had an estate in England, worth seven hundred pounds per annum.
Some of his associates came from lordly halls, and many of them brought wealth,
as well as virtue, to the colony” (144).
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items as gracing the first table, and notes their absence on the second. This
material distinction between tables models their approach to diplomacy, which
not only fails to prevent further conflict but actually exacerbates an already
volatile war when the Winthrops’ assumption of their own “civilized” superiority
alienates the Narragansett leader. Upon seeing the arrangement of the tables in
the Winthrops’ home, the interpreter Miantunnomoh relates: “My chief bids me
say… that he expects such treatment from the English saggamore, as the English
receive in the wigwam of the Narragansett chief. He says, that when the English
stranger visits him, he sits on his mat, and eats from his dish” (146).
Miantunnomoh insists on being treated as an equal and does not hesitate to point
out the disrespect the arrangements of the tables presents. While Governor
Winthrop apologizes for the slight and rearranges the place settings to correct the
error (much to his wife’s alarm), it is clear that the damage has been done.
Sedgwick references Roger Williams as a historical source to support
Miantunnomoh’s assertion that European settlers were welcomed with
hospitality among Indigenous peoples of the Northeast. In his 1643 A Key Into
the Language of America, Williams counters Puritan claims to superior
civilization through his descriptions of Indigenous manners, honesty, hospitality,
and even punctuality, challenging his Euro-American readers when he states that
“[i]t is a strange truth, that man shall generally finde more free entertainment
and refreshing hospitality among these Barbarians, then amongst thousands that
call themselves Christians” (16). The contrast between the generous hospitality of
Narragansett homes and the formality and worldliness of the Puritan governor’s
mansion threatens Euro-Americans’ confidence in their own superiority over
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Indigenous peoples, both in Williams’ era and in Sedgwick’s. Viewing this
assumption of superiority and its consequences from within the Winthrop home
presents patriarchal Puritan order as directly contributing to the violence of early
Massachusetts.
The novel continues this approach to personalizing and reframing EnglishIndigenous violence with its presentation of Magawisca’s legal trial on charges of
conspiracy against the English settlers. Winthrop and Pynchon suspect that the
Pequod and Naragansett nations plan to join forces against the English invaders,
and while they do not generally acknowledge young women as participants in
important political action (as evidenced by their dismissal of Hope in Nelema’s
trial) Magawisca faces the Puritan judiciary because she “is suspected of being an
active agent in brewing the conspiracy forming against us among the Indian
tribes” (234). Hope is indirectly responsible for Magawisca’s capture, which she
deeply regrets and and eventually ameliorates by helping her escape. As a gesture
of gratitude for freeing Nelema, Magawisca arranges to bring Hope’s sister, Faith,
to see her in secret.31 Sir Philip Gardiner learns of her plans and Governor
Winthrop’s men ambush the women and take Magawisca and Faith captive. The
intricate series of events at this point in the plot once again present Hope as
incapable of anticipating the consequences of her decisions, but more
importantly, establish that Magawisca’s kindness and adherence to her promise

31 Faith has been living among the Pequod since her childhood, having been
taken captive in the raid on the Fletcher homestead early in the novel. She
marries her childhood friend Oneco and she fully adapts to her husband’s culture,
though she does maintain a form of Christian faith. Mary Jemison’s 1824
narrative of her capture by and subsequent adoption into the Seneca nation offers
historical precedent for Faith’s experience.
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to Hope make her vulnerable to the violence of Puritan law. As discussed earlier
in this chapter, Magawisca seems almost designed to debunk Hannah Adams’
and many others’ claims about Indian character; the scene of the English attack
on her village counters stereotypes of Indigenous people as innately vengeful, and
Magawisca’s performance under the pressure of the Puritan court directly
challenges English characterizations of Indigenous religion. Over the course of
her trial, Magawisca defies religious assumptions about her people, and
consistently refuses to convert to Christianity. Adams writes of the peoples
European colonists encountered that:
Their religious ideas were extremely weak and confused. They admitted
however to the existence of one Supreme Being, whom they denominated
the great spirit, the great man above, and appeared to have some general
but very obscure ideas of his government, providence, universal power and
dominion. (56)
Where Adams encourages readers to see weakness and confusion, Magawisca’s
unshakeable belief in the God of her people, and that God’s attention to their
spiritual needs, provides an example of steadfast commitment. When challenged
on her knowledge of the Bible Magawisca retorts, “the Great Spirit hath written
his laws on the hearts of his original children, and we need it not” (287).32 Just as

32 A lack of Biblical knowledge could indicate not only ignorance but also
witchcraft, potentially. When accusing Nelema, Jennet alleges that Nelema
cannot read the Bible as evidence that she must be a witch. Hope responds that
Nelema cannot read any English books, and thus her inability to read that
particular book proves nothing. In Magawisca’s case, her childhood among the
Fletchers suggests that she is likely familiar with the English Bible, knowledge of
which Everell shared with her while he studied it under his parents’ tutelage.
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her brother Samoset refused to yield to English demands that he betray his
people, Magawisca steadfastly resists the Puritan Patriarchs who persecute her.
Faced with such consistency, even the magistrate at the trial admits that
Magawisca “seems, after her own manner, to be guided by the truth” (287). Both
Magawisca’s language in describing her belief and the persuasive power of her
rhetoric show Hope Leslie’s engagement with its nineteenth-century audience,
whose standards for religion and government were heavily informed by
Enlightenment principles of reason and by evangelical Christianity.
Magawisca’s actions in her trial address major concerns for Sedgwick’s era
and for the historical period in which Magawisca acts as she skillfully locates and
exploits vulnerabilities caused by the integration of church and state in
seventeenth-century New England. By nineteenth-century standards, the failure
of Puritan theocratic government to adhere to Enlightenment principles of just
governance constitutes a substantial and even damning flaw. Magawisca’s
language and behavior in her trial persuade her audience that she is righteous in
the way of her own people, and that that righteousness warrants her liberty: if she
were to face a jury, they would release her.33 At the very start of her trial,
Magawisca refuses to enter a plea of guilty or not guilty, stating instead that “I am

Therefore her insistence that she does not need it can reasonably be read as an
informed rejection of the Bible, not an ignorant dismissal of it.
33 At the conclusion of her defense, when she demands Winthrop free or execute
her, the narrator reports that “Everell sprang forward, and clasping his hands
exclaimed, ‘In the name of God, liberty!’ The feeling was contagious, and every
voice, save her judges, shouted ‘liberty! – liberty! Grant the prisoner liberty!’”
(293) Even Winthrop himself is affected by her plea, and “his heart was touched
with the general emotion, and he was fain to turn away to hide tears more
becoming to the man, than the magistrate” (293).
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your prisoner, and ye may slay me, but I deny your right to judge me. My people
have never passed under your yoke — not one of my race has ever acknowledged
your authority” (286).34 This statement invokes Enlightenment political theory
that argues that rather than by divine right, the government derived its power
from the consent of the governed.35 If Magawisca is not within the group that
offered consent to the Puritan leaders, but rather from another people altogether
who have submitted their consent to another system entirely, she cannot be
considered rightfully within the jurisdiction of Puritan government. She
acknowledges the literal capacity of the court to deprive her of her life, but denies
it the legitimacy required to render judgment on her behavior. In contrast, her
accusers’ arguments are not only less logically sound, but also transparently
unjust and self serving. In addition to her rational political argument, Magawisca
engages the sympathy of the magistrates and gallery when she exposes her
injured body before them and reminds the Governor that “to my dying mother,
thou didst promise, kindness to her children” (293). Uniting logos and pathos in

34 For nineteenth-century historical context, see Johnson v. McIntosh (1823)
which ruled that the United States could not protect the land rights of the
Pikankeshaw because they were not party to American citizenship. Examining the
position of Chief Justice John Marshall, historian Jason Edward Black writes
“Marshall contributed to the notion that Natives could not acquire citizenship
based on race. After Jeffersonian assimilation failed to convert American Indians,
and as removal garnered popularity, the Supreme Court methodized the stripping
away of indigenous citizenship as a rationale for dispossessing Native
communities and taking more territory” (34).
35 Jefferson uses the phrase “consent of the governed” in the Declaration of
Independence, drawing on the theories of Jean Jacques Rousseau and John
Locke.
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this affecting display, she follows this reminder of his pledge with the ultimatum:
“In her name, I demand of thee death or liberty” (293).36
In asserting herself as a prisoner of war, Magawisca insists on recognition
of the violence she and her people endure, a fitting response to being tried for
conspiring against the English settlers. This portrayal certainly contributes to the
romanticized image of Native peoples as destroyed but yet indomitable, but also
reinforces the point that rebellion remains a possibility even under dire
conditions. Samoset’s death as a warrior and patriot shows one form of resistance
to English invasion, and Magawisca’s intellectual and philosophical defense of
herself and her people offers another representation of Pequod defiance. These
depictions of reasoned, adaptive responses to English opponents build on the
narrative’s earlier statement that William Bradford’s account of New England
history misnames Pequod courage as ferocity, and further encourage readers to
consider the Pequod nation as a society composed of individual people making
individual choices based on their reason and passion, much like readers would
expect of their own countrymen.
While its noncompliance with Enlightenment political philosophy marks
Puritan government as distinct from American republicanism, its antiCatholicism connects it to nineteenth-century American characterizations of
Catholics as dangerous. Magawisca exploits the religious vulnerabilities of the

36 Note the similarity of this demand to American Revolutionary Patrick Henry’s
famous demand “Give me liberty or give me death” in 1775. The speech was first
published in 1815, and again in 1816 in William Wirt’s biography of Henry. See
Charles L. Calhoun “The Liberty or Death Speech: A Note on Religion and
Revolutionary Rhetoric” The William and Mary Quarterly 38.4 (October, 1981).
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Puritan court when she derails the entire proceeding by revealing Sir Phillip
Gardiner’s Catholicism. Producing Sir Gardiner’s crucifix, which he accidentally
left in her prison cell when he visited her there, she redirects the energy of the
trial from her supposed wrongdoing to Gardiner’s deception. She triggers the
Puritan court’s intense anti-Catholicism to great success.37 Gardiner’s deliberate
concealment of his popery and his seduction of Rosa expose him as a true villain
by both seventeenth and nineteenth-century standards, and his religious
affiliation is perhaps the graver charge for nineteenth-century readers. Elizabeth
Fenton argues that in Hope Leslie Gardiner represents the powerful nineteenthcentury conception of Catholicism as ideologically undemocratic, and that a
group of Catholic sailors Hope encounters figure another potential Catholic evil
as the nation’s territory expands: “the rise of an insatiable and uncontrollable
lower class” (51).38 For many nineteenth-century Americans, Catholicism
challenges the ideal of individualism so crucial to their conception of American
identity, and Sedgwick’s creation of a Catholic antagonist for the novel’s strong
young individualists both relies on that belief and supports it.

37 In American Catholics James Hennessey cites a specific Massachusetts statute
from 1647 which reads in part “all and every Jesuit, seminary priest, missionary
or other spiritual or ecclesiastical person made or ordained by any authority,
power or jurisdiction, derived, challenged or pretended, from the pope or see of
Rome… shall be deemed and accounted an incendiary and disturber of the
publick peace and safety, and an enemy of the true Christian religion, and shall
be adjudged to suffer perpetual imprisonment, and if any person, being so
sentenced and actually imprisoned, shall break prison and make his escape, and
be afterwards re-taken, he shall be punished with death”(37). While this
particular statute postdates the setting of Hope Leslie, I offer it as an indication of
just how aggressively the Puritan theocratic order sought to eliminate any
influence of Roman Catholic faith or practices within their community.
38 Fenton Religious Liberties: Anti-Catholicism and Liberal Democracy in
Nineteenth-Century U.S. Literature and Culture.
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Magawisca’s deflection is so successful that the magistrate delays the
continuation of her trial until they can gather further evidence on Gardiner,
which provides Everell and Hope the opportunity to sneak Magawisca out of jail
before her trial can resume. Everell’s bond with Magawisca and his certainty that
the court will judge her unfairly motivate him to create a plan for her escape from
jail. When his first attempt (a crude but nearly successful effort to distract the
guards and then break the bars on the window of her cell) fails, Everell asks
Esther Downing for help. Esther had previously added her voice to Everell’s plea
that Magawisca not be jailed, and she tries to persuade Governor Winthrop to
place her under house arrest in the rooms Esther and Hope share instead (2345). However, when Everell asks Esther for help with his jail-break plans, she
refuses, citing a lack of scriptural precedent for interfering with earthly legal
matters. Everell accuses Esther of “slavish obedience to the letter of the law” and
at first it appears that Esther’s choice positions herself as unthinkingly complicit
in Puritan anti-Indian ideology (278). But her refusal to take extra-legal action on
Magawisca’s behalf even when pressured by those dearest to her shows Esther’s
individual strength of will; as the narrator explains:
Esther’s affections were deep, fixed, and unpretending, capable of any
effort, or any sacrifice, that was not proscribed by religious loyalty; but no
earthly consideration could have tempted her to waver from the strictest
letter of her religious duty, as that duty was interpreted by her conscience.
(277)
While that conscience does not allow her to liberate Magawisca from her jail cell,
Esther makes a concerted effort to convert the Pequod woman, having been
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assured by Governor Winthrop that if Magawisca converts to Christianity she will
be protected (279). Esther is genuinely distressed by her failure to rescue
Magawisca’s immortal soul, not only for the earthly benefits such a conversion
would bring in the leniency of the magistrates, but also for the tortures of hell
that Esther fears Magawisca will experience after death. Though Everell rejects
Esther’s decision to help Magawisca from within the Puritan theocratic system
and her conversion attempts do not recognize Magawisca’s consistent faith as
legitimate, those efforts do complicate the generally-accepted reading of Esther
as an instrument of the Puritan patriarchy who cannot think and act for herself.
Hope, Magawisca, and Everell each obey their own conscience despite powerful
obstacles, and even when she appears to be less of a “liberal interloper” because
her conscience dictates a different path than her generational peers choose,
Esther, too, judges what is right for herself.39
At the insistence of her conscience, Esther defies the Puritan theocracy
when she breaks her betrothal to Everell and even convinces her uncle, Governor
Winthrop, that doing so is the appropriate choice. She persuades him to
relinquish his plan to partner her with Everell (primarily for the purpose of
domesticating him into compliance with the existing Puritan system) and to let
her return to England for a time in order to facilitate Hope and Everell’s union.
She, a single young woman, negotiates her marital status and her geographic

39 Critics either neglect Esther entirely (frequently failing even to mention her)
or dismiss her as a deferent Puritan young woman present in the novel only to
serve as a foil to Hope’s bravery, courage, and pluck. Scholars ignore Esther’s
decisions in the novel except to note that both she and Sedgwick herself remain
unmarried.
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mobility, despite her uncle’s power. In a very different mode of defiance than
Magawisca’s or Hope’s, Esther refuses to accept a marriage that cannot meet her
ideals, which constitutes a major rejection of Puritan ideology in favor of her
personal moral judgment. She rejects what Martha Fletcher calls “Leah’s
portion,”40 and insists that she will have a companionate marriage or remain
single, a distinctly nineteenth-century conception of the institution, as historian
Zsuzsa Berend explains in “The Best or None! Spinsterhood in NineteenthCentury New England.”41 Berend argues that this particular idealization of
marriage rose in popularity and prominence beginning in the early nineteenth
century, relying on ideas from the evangelical revivalism of the eighteenth
century, which emphasized individual moral obligation. This conception of
individual agency supports a specific mode of thinking among nineteenth-century
women in which chosen spinsterhood is not a rejection of marriage, but rather a
commitment to the ideal of a true marital union of genuine spiritual happiness.
Esther’s rejection of Everell as her husband fits almost exactly into the framework
Berend describes; she prefers singleness to an imperfect though consensual
marriage to a man she loves but who cannot return her love and devotion.

40 In reference to William Fletcher’s first love, Alice (later Hope’s mother)
Martha Fletcher writes to her husband: “I have ever known that mine was Leah’s
portion — that I was not the chosen and the loved one; and this has sometimes
made me fearful — often joyless— but remember, it is the only the perfect love of
the husband that casteth out the fear of the wife” (35).
41 See Berend,“The Best or None! Spinsterhood in Nineteenth-Century New
England.” Sedgwick’s 1857 novel Married or Single? explores precisely the
question of the necessity of marriage, as its title implies, and has frequently been
read as in some way biographical, given Sedgwick’s own choice to remain
unmarried.
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In an inversion of the conventional marriage plot, the language of Esther’s
departure letter establishes Everell as an object exchanged among women.
Addressing Hope specifically, Esther writes of Everell, whom she pledges to love
in a sisterly fashion, “to thee, my loving — my own sweet and precious Hope
Leslie — I resign him” (346). Esther formally dissolves her engagement to
Everell, reversing Hope’s misguided attempts at selflessness that resulted in her
engagement to Everell in the first place. Critics have attended to Magawisca’s
willingness to put aside her own feelings and encourage Everell and Hope’s
union, but few have addressed Esther’s participation in this dynamic.42 Three
young women, each with a claim to Everell’s heart, decide among themselves who
will be his wife. This resolution provides readers with the happy, hopeful ending
of a joyfully united heterosexual pair but does so through remarkably unusual
power dynamics in which young women compete for a man who appears not to
have much agency of his own in deciding whom he will marry, and who in fact
does not make the final decision, as would be expected of a heroine in his
position. This conclusion to the novel’s marriage plot shows how young women in
both the political and the domestic realms of Hope Leslie make crucial decisions
with consequences extending far into the future.
Sedgwick’s rebellious young “liberal interlopers,” to use McKanan’s term,
provide a model for contemporary young Americans that encourages them to
reject familiar narratives of American history and reimagine how the past can

42 Christopher Castiglia, for example, reads Esther as a model of chosen
singleness, but does not even mention her crucial role in making Hope and
Everell’s marriage possible (Bound and Determined, 169-172).
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inspire and inform them. Building on the primacy of the individual conscience
established by the evangelical revivals of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, Sedgwick’s depiction of Massachusetts’ Puritan past asks readers to
recognize the importance of young women to political life and to reject aggressive
anti-Indian policies as unjust and unchristian.43 Hope Leslie, or, Early Times in
Massachusetts encourages its readers to look to the past defiance of young
women in Puritan era America for examples of the kinds of bravery, individual
morality, and commitment to conscience that a rapidly expanding Jacksonian
nation requires in the actions of young people. The novel asks readers not to be
discouraged by the conservatism of an older generation, but rather, if they truly
learn the history of their country and follow the demands of their own hearts,
understand that young people can build a more just and fair nation.

43 Thomas Kidd argues that rather than distinct individual movements “[t]here
simply was no clean break between the First and Second Great Awakenings… the
term “Second Great Awakening” is misleading in many of the ways that “First
Great Awakening” is. There was, really, no Second Great Awakening but rather a
long-term turn toward Baptist and Methodist piety from the American
Revolution to the Civil War, punctuated by new revivals like the one at Cane
Ridge, Kentucky, in 1801” (321).
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CHAPTER TWO
The Scarlet Letter’s “Lively Effect of Truth”
When Hester Prynne’s neighbors muse that the badge she wears
may stand for Able or even for Angel it becomes clear, in one much-quoted
line, that “the scarlet letter had not done its office” (109). Sacvan
Bercovitch’s classic The Office of the Scarlet Letter addresses this
statement in detail and many others have interpreted and speculated on
what the office of the scarlet letter was or should be.44 This chapter argues
that the work of The Scarlet Letter is, like Hester’s work within her
community, both a reminder of the power of Puritan theocratic
government and an effort to erode that power. When considered in the
context of conventional nineteenth-century narratives of Puritan
Massachusetts, The Scarlet Letter both reinforces the importance of
Puritan history to the United States and insists on a reinterpretation of
what precedent that history sets. The text contends that Puritans were not
just stern, as many conventional histories present them, but oppressive,
arbitrary, and unjust.
What if, Hester’s story asks, Massachusetts is not the cradle of
American liberty and democracy, but only a transplanted version of

44 Arguments on this point are too numerous to list here, but of particular
interest to this project are Patricia Crain’s analysis of the novel relative to
alphabets and readers in The Story of A and Nina Baym’s assertion that
“Now, a century and a half after The Scarlet Letter, popular references to a
scarlet letter invariably imply unjust stigmatization. In the wider world,
this novel has performed that cultural work” (“Revisiting Hawthorne’s
Feminism”118).
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overbearing Anglican government? What if the values dear to
Revolutionary and nineteenth-century Americans descend not from the
revered Puritan fathers but from those who rejected and rebelled against
Puritan theocratic rule? What if, beyond the severity that a consensus of
New England historians attributed to Puritan colonists, the first English
settlers to survive the New World are at fault for the worst of the United
States’ antebellum struggles? I contend that in The Scarlet Letter
Hawthorne calls for a thorough rejection of theocratic politics in the
seventeenth century and in his own.
In presenting Hester Prynne, a husbandless mother of an unruly
and even demonic child, as a model of individual resolution and
willingness to suffer for one’s beliefs Hawthorne upsets the familiar
schoolbook narrative that ascribed such virtues to the Puritan founders of
Massachusetts Bay. Rather than glamorize the actions of Governor John
Winthrop, Hawthorne reduces him to the status Lauren Berlant calls that
of the ‘absent father,’ parallel to Arthur Dimmesdale. In his place
Hawthorne casts Richard Bellingham, a leader in the Pequot War whose
personal life was questionable at best, as a meddling busybody Governor
who Hester can manipulate.45 The Scarlet Letter locates republican virtue
not in Puritan government but in a woman who refuses to cooperate with
its objectives. In some ways a model republican mother, Hester controls

45 Berlant points out an important anachronism of The Scarlet Letter
when she notes that, if The Scarlet Letter is indeed set between 1642 and
1649, as she argues and other scholars agree, John Winthrop would have
been governor (74).
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and defends her own domestic space, serves those in need, and acts in
accordance with her conscience rather than relying on a bureaucratic
institution to dictate her decisions. But like a model male citizen of the
American republic she thinks for herself and chooses to sacrifice and
suffer in order to live as she sees fit. This steadfast, principled woman, in
other words, represents the virtues nineteenth-century readers were
taught to admire and to attribute to their Puritan forefathers.46
Hawthorne’s choice to label the text a romance rather than a novel
invites its audience into a specific mode of reading which establishes
misdirection as a key feature of the text beginning with its prefatory
materials, as Savoy and others have explored.47 The preface’s surface level
statement of the story’s lack of purpose, its frivolity and diversion,
suggests a contrast between surface and content that persists at every layer
of the text and in each of its crucial scenes, maintaining tension between

46 This chapter does not allow the space to present a detailed proof of the
legitimacy of reading The Scarlet Letter as a feminist text. To those
interested in the question, I recommend Nina Baym’s retrospective on her
engagement with Hawthorne’s writing and ideas of feminism included in
Hawthorne and the Real edited by Millicent Bell (The Ohio State
University Press, 2005).
47 Contemporary reviewers did tend to recognize it as a romance. For
example, in the March 30, 1850 issue of Literary World Evert A.
Duyckinck insisted that “The Scarlet Letter is a psychological romance.
The hardiest Mrs. Malaprop would never venture to call it a novel” (see
Idol and Jones 122). Twentieth-century scholars had a big messy fight
about the novel/romance distinction, and the potential anachronism of
diagnosing The Scarlet Letter as either. In the introduction to their book
Neutral Ground: New Traditionalism and The American Romance
Controversy Thompson and Link present a useful summary of debates
over the question in 1990s criticism. My analysis depends on the
distinction between Hawthorne’s representation of Puritan history and the
representations of that same history presented in schoolbooks.
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the reader’s expectations and the seventeenth-century setting. As shown
by changing perceptions of the scarlet letter itself and the narrator’s
descriptions of how a Catholic might understand scenes of Hester’s public
shame and Dimmesdale’s private penance, the narrative insists on
exposing the default perspective of Protestant New Englanders in both the
seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. Reaching across genres allows
Hawthorne to interrupt typical modes of reading and urge his audience
not to read government actions or religious displays as pure or
transparent.
The Custom House and History
The Scarlet Letter’s introductory material provides a lens through
which to read the historical romance of The Scarlet Letter. That material
also plays a role in encouraging Hawthorne’s contemporary readership to
take a more critical stance toward the United States government, which
the text as a whole presents as the heir of seventeenth-century Puritan
Massachusetts. In the decades leading up to the Civil War abolitionists and
anti-abolitionist groups accused each other of abandoning the nation’s
founding principles in order to forcibly impose a model of economy,
family, and faith. The passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850 brought
these tensions to a head, energizing Northern abolitionists including
Emerson, who declared that following Senator Daniel Webster’s betrayal
in supporting the law, Massachusetts must once again be “the brain which
turns about the behemoth” and return the United States to morality and
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justice.48 Emerson was not alone in using New England’s history to make
such a claim; portrayals of the early colonies of Massachusetts played a
significant role in antebellum political discourse,49 and I argue that The
Scarlet Letter is Hawthorne’s contribution to it. The text employs familiar
conventions of early American history in order to argue for the sovereignty
of individual conscience, and provide a model for following one’s own
judgment even within a system that seeks to override individual decisions
with theocratic ideology. Hawthorne does not claim the moral high
ground, as Emerson does a year later, but rather pushes his Northern
readers to reconsider their own role as part of the stumbling “behemoth”
of the American nation.
Although the narrator of “The Custom-House,” generally read as
Hawthorne himself, claims that his task in writing is frivolous rather than
substantial, he at the same time insists on history as material fact. The
scarlet letter itself continues to conduct heat of its own, and the tale the
narrator finds enfolded with it refuses to yield to his desire to change its
shape through “the powers of his intellectual forge” (28). His dismissal of
his occupation as a writer of storybooks at the beginning of another

48 In “Address To The Citizens of Concord On the Fugitive Slave Law,”
delivered on May 3, 1851, Emerson describes the role his state should play
on the issue of slavery in national politics thus: “Massachusetts is little,
but, if true to itself, can be the brain which turns about the behemoth”
(Emerson’s Antislavery Writings ed. Len Gougeon and Joel Myerson. New
Haven: Yale UP, 1995) 70.
49 See Gretchen Adams The Specter of Salem Chapter 4 “Witch-burners:
The Politics of Sectionalism.”
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storybook50 introduces readers to the process of looking past an initial
declaration of purpose to seek underlying meaning, as they will need to do
when faced with Hester’s badge of shame, Dimmesdale’s public
performances, and the colonial Puritan community’s ideas of government.
This skeptical mode of reading challenges Hawthorne’s audience to regard
the earliest portions of American history with a much sharper eye than
they did as children.
In her 1844 schoolbook Abridged History of the United States, or,
Republic of America, educational leader Emma Willard instructs her
reading pupils: “In observing the United States, there is much to convince
us, that an Almighty, Overruling Providence, designed from the first, to
place here a great, united people” (14-15). At a time when political battles
over the legitimacy of slavery, the expansion of United States control of the
North American continent, and the appropriate bounds of the federal
government were growing increasingly fractious, Willard’s confident
assertion attempts to serve as a balm on the wounds of the Republic. In
reasserting a claim to Providential destiny she revives the communal spirit
of John Winthrop’s famous speech “A Model of Christian Charity,”
designed to create a united people through cooperation and compliance
with divine will. “The Custom-House” cannot be said to contribute to this
goal. Hawthorne’s presentation of political leadership and administration

50 He had published a story collection meant for young audiences:
Grandfather’s Chair (1837) He went on to publish A Wonder-Book for
Girls and Boys in 1851.
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inspires more trepidation than confidence both in his depiction of the
business of the Customs House and in his political appointment to and
removal from a position there. A number of explanations have been
offered to justify the preface’s inclusion in the text, ranging from the levity
it brings to the book as a whole to the epistemological theory it advances.
Contemporary responses took on the task of assessing the writer’s talent
and his character. According to an unsigned review criticizing Hawthorne
in the Salem Register, “Papers out of Salem have begun to discover the
discreditable nature of his introductory chapter, and, while universally
yielding a merited tribute to his genius, do not hesitate to speak of his
Custom House Reminiscences as unmanly, illiberal and censurable.”51
Edwin Percy Whipple, in his review of the novel in Graham’s Magazine,
wrote that “[t]he book is introduced by some fifty pages of
autobiographical matter, relating to the author, his native city of Salem,
and the Custom House, from which he was ousted by the Whigs. These
pages, instinct with the vital spirit of humor, show how rich and
exhaustless a fountain of mirth Hawthorne has at his command” (124).52
Commenters’ focus on what “The Custom-House” may reveal about its
writer did not dissuade Hawthorne from republishing it. The second

51 Evert A. Duyckinck, writing for Literary World, countered that “[s]ome
fault has been found with the introduction by certain whig editors. It has a
little quiet malice, we admit, but that man must be as skinless as St.
Bartholomew after he was flayed who can be deeply offended by it. Beside,
Mr. Hawthorne could hardly have said less at the expense of the miserable,
wretched Vandals who dismissed him from office” (Idol and Jones,
Contemporary Reviews 123).
52 Ibid.
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edition of The Scarlet Letter includes a brief preface to “The CustomHouse” itself in which Hawthorne expresses his surprise at the
“unprecedented excitement” this “sketch of official life” provoked, and he
likens his critics’ responses to those which would reasonably accompany
his having burned down the building. This note uses a fair dose of wit to
articulate Hawthorne’s commitment to contextualizing the historical
romance portion of the text in contemporary American politics, and
specifically in the relationship between an individual and the federal
government. Defending the sketch and the tale that follows, Hawthorne
writes that “he conceives that it could not have been done in a better or
kindlier spirit, nor, so far as his abilities availed, with a livelier effect of
truth” (5). Emphasizing that his purpose is to create an effect of truth, he
owns whatever doubts the text may raise about the legitimacy of Puritan
governance and dismisses the importance of factual inaccuracies or
anachronisms.
I extend existing criticism of this preface by directly connecting its
narrative not only to the novel it precedes but to the historical narratives
familiar to its readers. Rather than argue, as Zachary Turpin has, that
Hawthorne seeks to “blur as much as possible the lines between fact and
fiction, history and imagination” (500), I read “The Custom-House” as
inviting the audience into a critical reading process that applies both to the
novel and to the history it represents. Hawthorne can thus use impressions
of the Puritan past to reflect on American origins at the same time as he
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criticizes his contemporary society’s competing assertions of the role of
religious convictions in government.53
Materially Puritan
In agreement with other textbook and geography writers of her age,
Emma Willard presents Puritan settlers as exemplary for their
determination to practice their faith as they thought best. Willard declares
that “Motives derived from pure religion, are the best, and most effective,
of all which influence human conduct” (114). This statement introduces
her explanation of the Puritans’ choice to leave England for Holland and
then North America, but it also functions as a stand-alone sentence
instructing students in the importance of religious motivation to society.
Willard’s explanation continues: “But when the religious feeling of men
becomes perverted, all history shows, that it then produces the very worst
effects. Under the influence of this feeling, in its right operation, our
Puritan forefathers resisted oppression in England, suffered hardship, and
braved death, to enjoy their religion unmolested” (114). Willard’s
description, meant to inspire imitation of Puritan virtue in its readers,54

53 See also Lydia Fash, who argues that “…the Puritan world revolved
around two competing ways of narrating a person’s life: the chronicle,
which represented time moving forward, and the reckoning, which
understood a person’s life only after it had ended” (Fash 223). In terms of
Fash’s argument, I see Hawthorne striving to create for the reader an
encounter with the annals and reckoning of the past while in the midst of
the annals of the present.
54 In the preface to the book Willard claims that she and her collaborators
“have, indeed, been desirous to cultivate the memory, the intellect, and the
taste. But much more anxious have we been to sow the seeds of virtue, by
showing the good in such amiable lights, that the youthful heart shall
kindle into desires of imitation” (5).
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could almost as easily describe the setting of The Scarlet Letter with one
important difference: Hester does not leave her oppressive community,
but rather carves herself a place within it. Her choice to remain a part of
the society that has labeled her a sinner calls attention to the “very worst
effects” of the perverted religious feeling of Puritan settlers themselves.
Not only does the scarlet letter endure dusty centuries in the attic of
the Custom House, according to the narrator it retains the heat of shame it
signified, causing him to drop it when he feels his fingers burning. Had the
Puritan authorities branded the A into Hester’s skin, as historically they
might have done,55 the tale might have been passed down to Hawthorne’s
narrator without a souvenir to introduce and substantiate it. Rather than a
brand on human skin, which would both directly reference American
slavery and remain fixed in its signification, Hawthorne instead captures
the government’s disciplinary power in an object crafted by the human
hands of its victim and bearing indicators of the punished maker’s
creativity. The scarlet letter is both an instrument of Puritan discipline and
a talisman against it, representing not just theocratic control and violence
but resistance to that control.
Participants in enforcing theocratic order are introduced to the
reader through their appearance, specifically their clothing: “A throng of
bearded men, in sad-colored garments, and gray, steeple-crowned hats,

55 Laura Hanft Korobkin explores and explains the legal context for The
Scarlet Letter in her 1997 article “The Scarlet Letter of the Law:
Hawthorne and Criminal Justice.”
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intermixed with women, some wearing hoods, and others bareheaded, was
assembled in front of a wooden edifice, the door of which was heavily
timbered with oak, and studded with iron spikes” (36). Key features of
Hester’s social context, according to this description, include both the
stout oak and spiked iron of the prison door and the sad gray shades of her
neighbors’ attire. Linking these material details establishes the importance
of clothing as a signifier of discipline in Hester’s society, and encourages
the reader to visualize how shocking the hue of the A must have been
against such a drab background. From the moment she emerges from the
prison, Hester’s handiwork captures the eye with crimson fabric and
shining gold thread, a beacon announcing Hester’s presence and her
history. The narrator of “The Custom-House” asks his reader to believe
that this beacon survived, and that it continues to shock its observer into
reflection on the meaning of Puritan history. The object serves as a portal
to the past. The jailhouse, a more apparent signifier of discipline and
punishment, may have succumbed to rot and rust, but Hester’s creation
somehow endures.
If The Scarlet Letter were entirely historically accurate, critic Laura
Hanft Korobkin points out, Hester would have been executed or at least
publicly whipped.56 In a nod to that historical reality the bailiff in the first
scaffold scene expresses his desire to “drive Satan out of her with stripes,”

56 Korobkin writes, “[t]o put it simply, had Hester’s punishment begun
with a whipping, The Scarlet Letter would have been a book about slavery.
As a white victim of the type of cruelties associated with slavery, Hester
would have made those horrors immediate and accessible” (204).
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(51) but the novel offers a much more interesting consideration of legal
violence among Hester’s peers. A “hard-featured dame of fifty” declares
that “It would be greatly for the public behoof, if we women, being of
mature age and church-members in good repute, should have the handling
of such malefactresses as this Hester Prynne” (38). Another matron adds,
“[t]his woman has brought shame upon us all, and ought to die. Is there
not law for it? Truly there is, both in the Scripture and the statute-book,”
indicating the degree to which she understands holy and legal texts to be
equivalent. Her choice to refer to Scripture first and the law second shows
her greater trust in the first and suggests that the latter may even be
redundant. This speaker continues, explaining the real stakes of Hester’s
crime and the magistrates’ leniency, warning “let the magistrates, who
have made if of no effect, thank themselves if their own wives and
daughters go astray!” (39) Hester’s adultery is not, according to these
hardy goodwives, a problem primarily for her individual soul or that of her
child; it brings shame to the community, and the magistrates’ mercy risks
allowing other young women to step out of line. These women church
members, standing in for the community at large, fear not punishment
from God, but the failure of earthly discipline.57 This aggressive desire to

57 This fear is also evidenced by this statement from the narrator: “The
founders of the new colony, whatever Utopia of human virtue and
happiness they might originally project, have invariably recognized it
among their earliest practical necessities to allot a portion of the virgin soil
as cemetery, and another portion as the site of a prison” (36).
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contain women’s behavior via church and state may have struck
Hawthorne’s readers as unnervingly familiar.
The women in the crowd are not wrong to see subversion in the
badge on Hester’s bosom. Her choice to make what the Puritan order
deems legally and religiously necessary ornate and gorgeous serves not
only as a way of subverting that requirement but also of hanging out a
shingle for the business she will use to support herself and her child.
Hester can be made to wear the A, but has much greater control over what
it signifies than Puritan authorities anticipate, starting from her first
public appearance wearing it. The Puritan patriarchal order claims the
power to punish her, but over time and with effort she changes the shape
of that punishment substantially. She thwarts its attempt to control her
position in her community through the label of the A by using it for her
own advertising purposes and later in the story through actions that lead
the community to imagine that the A stands for Able or even Angel rather
than Adulterer. The materiality of the artifact the writer of “The CustomHouse” claims to have discovered represents both the power of Puritan
social theocratic society and Hester’s capacity for undermining and
manipulating the means that power uses to maintain itself. Hester’s tale
portrays Puritan government as strong but not omnipotent.
While the women of the town descry her ornamentation of the A for
its decadence, for nineteenth-century and later readers it also introduces
luxuries present in early colonial Massachusetts that they may not have
expected, given the “sad-colored” spartanness they have been educated to
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imagine. Describing Hester’s success in providing for herself and her child
through her skillful needlework, the narrator explains that in addition to
clothes of a more quotidian kind, “[d]eep ruffs, painfully wrought bands,
and gorgeously embroidered gloves, were all deemed necessary to the
official state of men assuming the reins of power” (57). This method of
demonstrating power challenges conceptions of Puritan rulers as focused
on otherworldly concerns over the details of material life. They may have
rejected the ornate robes of the clergy, but these religious dissidents did
not object to costume as a method of distinguishing those with power. Like
the wine cups and fine china on Mrs. Winthrop’s table in Hope Leslie, the
ornate garb of powerful officials serves to set them apart from the people
under their power. This emphasis on the material differences between the
ruling class and the common people disrupts narratives that situate
Massachusetts Puritans as the forefathers of American democracy.
Further, the accepted necessity of these luxury items indicates a deep
sense of class divisions as unbreachable and legitimate, recalling a portion
of “A Model of Christian Charity” that few analyses emphasize. Winthrop’s
address not only implores the Mayflower settlers to work together for their
mutual survival but reminds them that the division between rich and poor
is the work of God, and not to be challenged.58 Rather than a proto-

58 Winthrop begins his well-known sermon “A Model of Christian
Charity,” from whence the phrase “City on a Hill” comes, with these words:
“God Almighty in His most holy and wise providence hath so disposed of
the condition of mankind, as in all times some must be rich, some poor,
some high and eminent in power and dignity, others mean and in
subjection” (1). He does caution that “the rich and mighty should not eat
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democracy, as nineteenth-century readers had been encouraged to believe,
Puritan society as Hawthorne presents it is practically feudal.59
Lauren Berlant argues that Hester’s profession makes class
divisions visible, a requirement for the system that has marked but not
exiled her. Berlant writes:
…if Hester breaks the sumptuary laws by wearing her own luxuriant
handiwork, she also reinforces them by providing the signs of class
distinction on which the political and social structure of the town
relies. She reinforces these in other ways: the narrator notes that
Hester sews for all classes, making clothes that mark the ritual and
class situation of each of her clients. Since Hester is seamstress to
the collectivity, in her work she reweaves and reinforces the world
as it already is, even as she is isolated from it and judged by it.
Indeed, she becomes necessary to the legibility of the community at
large — and not only as its resident outlaw. (71)
In producing the visibility of “the world as it already is” Hester serves a
crucial function for The Scarlet Letter’s portrayal of Puritan history. If she
does both break and help maintain sumptuary laws, as Berlant’s analysis
indicates, her simultaneous acquiescence to and defiance of a system of
laws designed to preserve class distinctions exposes the inherent fallibility

up the poor, nor the poor and despised rise up against their superiors and
shake off their yoke” but still insists that “[a]ll Men being thus (by Divine
Providence) ranked into two sorts —rich and poor” (2).
59 As Thomas puts it, “By emphasizing the Puritans’ authoritarianism
rather than their democracy, Hawthorne works on/with the antebellum
myth of the Puritan origins of American democracy (198).
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of such a system and also artfully demonstrates Hester’s position in the
novel as a whole. Her continued presence in the town and continued
display of the scarlet A both remind her neighbors of the power of Puritan
law and erode that power as she slowly alters the fabric of her community
around her. Brook Thomas argues that by “[e]ffectively working on/with
the myth of the nation’s relation to its Puritan past, The Scarlet Letter as
civic myth does not advocate obedience to the state or even primary loyalty
to the nation. Instead, it illustrates how important it is for liberal
democracies to maintain the space of an independent civil society in which
alternative obediences and loyalties are allowed a chance to flourish”
(186). The materiality of the A contributes substantially to the success of
that “working on/with” that makes The Scarlet Letter’s narrative both
concordant and discordant with readers’ existing image of America’s
Puritan forefathers.
Importantly, the Governor’s home is not like the drab garments of
his subjects, but distinctive in every aspect of its appearance.60 Described
as having “a very cheery aspect” created by shattered glass intermixed with
its stucco which produces an effect of “brilliancy [such as] might have
befitted Aladdin’s palace, rather than the mansion of a grave old Puritan
ruler,” the Governor’s mansion further reinforces the importance of

60Except,

perhaps for its surrounding flora, which includes, as the narrator
explains “a pumpkin vine, rooted at some distance… deposited one of its
gigantic products directly beneath the hall-window; as if to warn the
Governor that this great lump of vegetable gold was as rich an ornament as
New England earth would offer him” (72).
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surface displays of wealth to Puritan authority, and, with its orientalizing
implications, reminds readers of the connections between England’s North
American colonies and the rest of the wide-ranging British Empire.61
Hester uses the materialism of her society not only to make her living, but
also to enable her to intervene in situations in which she is not understood
to have power. Her sewing gives Hester access to Governor Bellingham
when she needs to fight to keep her family of two intact. She enters the
governor’s home on the ostensible errand of the delivery of a pair of
gloves, as she tells the doorman, but her true purpose is to preserve her
custody of Pearl. The narrator explains that:
It had reached her [Hester’s] ears, that there was a design on the
part of some of the leading inhabitants, cherishing the more rigid
order of principles in religion and government, to deprive her of her
child… Among those who promoted the design, Governor
Bellingham was said to be one of the most busy. (68)
This explanation situates Governor Bellingham as among the gossips,
though he has much greater power to enforce his judgments than do his
subjects. The delivery of the gloves in the comparatively private venue of
his home study enables Hester to remove the question of Pearl’s fate from

61In

Specter of Salem Adams argues that “But by 1800 it was clear that one
region, New England, was using its material advantages and its political
ambitions to fill that cultural void. It was within this New England-based
attempt to turn real British colonists into symbolic American settlers that
the memory of the 1692 witchcraft trials emerged as a negative symbol”
(43). I argue that this scene of Hawthorne’s novel defies that effort and
instead insists on Puritan settlers of Massachusetts as British colonists.
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the sphere of public gossip and rationalization, at least temporarily.
Hester’s social position as an outcast has previously allowed her access to
sickrooms and deathbeds throughout the village, a kind of back-door
welcome into her neighbors’ homes, but her entry into the Governor’s
home constitutes a much larger step outside her zone on the social margin.
The richly decorated gloves, all the better to “hold the reins of power,”62
serve as her passport from the furthest margin of her society its center.
Hester’s delicate manipulation of the Governor’s domestic space in order
to protect her own allows her to read as appropriately maternal in a
nineteenth-century sense and draws on Early Republican connections
between the private domestic space maintained by women and the larger
political arena of the nation.
Governor Bellingham’s household is defined in large part by its
demonstration of conservative English norms directly at odds with
nineteenth-century Northerners’ belief in their Puritan ancestors as
proponents of liberty. The uniform of the Governor’s door-man announces
the servant’s legal and class status, reminding readers of the North’s
history of labor relations and reinforcing the importance of clothing and
class in Puritan Massachusetts. On her arrival at Bellingham’s home,
Hester’s knock at the door is answered by a servant, described as “a freeborn Englishman, but now a seven years’ slave” (70). Hester recognizes

62 Recall the “[d]eep ruffs, painfully wrought bands, and gorgeously
embroidered gloves… deemed necessary to the official state of men
assuming the reins of power” (57).
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him as such because “[t]he serf wore the blue coat, which was the
customary garb of serving-men at that period, and long before, in the old
hereditary halls of England” (70). The clothing the man wears marks him
as belonging to the class of servants, and though he will (hopefully, should
the law protect him) escape his bondage at the end of his contract’s time,
in the interim he is wrapped in blue in order to label him as property and
the narrator describes him as a slave, if only for a period of years. Lest
readers’ breeze past this element of Northern history, the narrator
continues the description of the door man’s life, emphasizing its similarity
to the treatment of enslaved people in nineteenth-century America.
Though this man’s state is impermanent, throughout the term of his
indenture the man is “to be the property of his master, as much as a
commodity of bargain and sale as an ox, or a joint-stool” (70).63 The
Governor communicates his power over his servant through the visual
signifier of the uniform, just as the combined civil and religious
government has marked Hester as being under its authority with the
scarlet A.
The reasons Hester must act to keep Pearl in her custody form
another demonstration of the North’s role in creating and maintaining

63 While Hawthorne is frequently (and justifiably) criticized for his failure
to make public statements against American slavery, I believe the details
of this scene prove that he did recognize slavery as part of the settlement
of New England specifically, a fact many of his contemporaries would have
preferred to forget or obscure. This description complicates the division of
the country into free and slave states by reminding its readers that
Massachusetts Bay would have to be considered in the latter, rather than
former, category.
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pro-slavery ideology. Though he is seldom read alongside the sentimental
novelists of his day, in this scene I see Hawthorne deploying the trope of
the sundered bond of mother and child that energized so many antislavery texts. Hester does not traverse the frozen Ohio River, but does take
risks in order to prevent being separated from her child.64 Hester uses
rhetoric of Puritanism against itself in order to keep Pearl, directly
answering her neighbors’ justifications for separating mother and child. In
explaining the reason for Hester’s personal delivery of the Governor’s
gloves, the narrator reports this summary of the town’s consideration of
Hester’s parenting:
On the supposition that Pearl, as already hinted, was of demon
origin, these good people not unreasonably argued that a Christian
interest in the mother’s soul required them to remove such a
stumbling block from her path. If the child, on the other hand, were
really capable of moral and religious growth, and possessed the
elements of ultimate salvation, then, surely, it would enjoy all the
fairer prospect of these advantages, by being transferred to wiser
and better guardianship than Hester Prynne’s. (68)

64 Though Harriet Beecher Stowe’s famous representation of Eliza
Harris’s perilous flight across the frozen Ohio would not be published for
two more years, images of children torn from the arms of their enslaved
mothers were already crucial to efforts to mobilize white women for
Abolition. The events on which Stowe based her interpretation of Eliza
Harris occurred in 1838, well before the publication of The Scarlet Letter
in 1850. (See Ann Hagedorn, Beyond the River: The Untold Story of the
Heroes of the Underground Railroad. Simon & Schuster, 2002, 135-139).
Hawthorne tugs at the same heartstrings when he uses the threat of Hester
and Pearl’s separation to depict the injustice of Puritan government.
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The willingness of the people of the town, including Bellingham, to debate
Pearl’s capacity for spiritual development demonstrates the degree to
which humanness, agency, and power are determined by the judgments of
that group. This debate over Pearl’s nature relies on religious principles,
but clearly uses those principles to rationalize a desired end: the
disruption of Hester’s relationship to her child. I read this public debate
over Pearl’s humanity as an allegorization of public debates over slavery in
nineteenth-century America. Importantly, in Hawthorne’s depiction of the
fight over Pearl both sides of the debate use their religious reasoning to
justify the end they seek, but neither expresses genuine concern for the
creature at the center of the contest. To twenty-first century readers a
public debate over whether or not a small child has a soul may seem
ridiculous, but to an Antebellum reader it would recall heated
conversations in every venue of public life, from the floor of the senate to
pages of every newspaper.
From a historical point of view, Richard Bellingham seems an
inappropriate person to settle such a debate. Michael Colacurcio points
out and Beverly Haviland elaborates on the details of Bellingham’s
involvement in multiple sex scandals of his day, and his resulting defeat by
John Winthrop in the gubernatorial election of 1642 (Haviland 425).
Haviland presents the particularly damning evidence that when a judge,
Bellingham ruled that the sexual assault of girls too young to menstruate
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could not be considered adultery, as it would have been for married
women, but was rather an unnatural sex act akin to sodomy or bestiality.65
Beyond his personal shortcomings, The Scarlet Letter suggests
that Governor Bellingham’s acting as a legal, religious, and family
authority all at once compromises his ability to interpret the available
evidence and arguments in Pearl’s custody case.66 The narrator expects
that degree of compromise to be apparent to nineteenth-century readers,
and he establishes some (though importantly, not terribly much) distance
between the seventeenth-century government of the setting of the novel
and the nineteenth century government of its readers with the
explanation:
It may appear singular, and, indeed, not a little ludicrous, that an
affair of this kind, which, in later days, would have been referred to
no higher jurisdiction than that of the selectmen of the town, should
then have been a question publicly discussed, and on which
statesmen of eminence took sides. At that epoch of pristine

65 Haviland explains that Bellingham conducted a survey of the opinions
of “male worthies” before determining that, in Haviland’s terms, “[t]he
girls were, in the eyes of the law, the equivalent of animals with whom the
men had copulated” (425).
66 At the very least, Bellingham should not be making a decision of this
gravity on his own. Reverend Henry White includes this statement on the
Puritan process for determining the custody of children among “specimens
of the laws” in his 1841 text The Early History of New England Illustrated
by Numerous Interesting Incidents: “The selectmen may examine children
and apprentices, and admonish their parents and masters, if they find
them ignorant, and with the consent of two magistrates, or the next county
court, put them into better hands.” The process as described by White
sounds quite reasonable, especially in contrast to the mob of busybodies
the narrator of The Scarlet Letter offers as judges of Pearl’s fate.
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simplicity, however, matters of even slighter public interest, and of
far less intrinsic weight, than the welfare of Hester and her child,
were strangely mixed up with the deliberations of legislators and
acts of state. The period was hardly, if at all, earlier than that of our
story, when a dispute concerning the right of property in a pig, not
only caused a fierce and bitter contest in the legislative body of the
colony, but resulted in an important modification of the framework
itself of the legislature. (68)
In beginning with a kind of address to the nineteenth century reader
through the explanation of typical action of “that epoch of pristine
simplicity” (presumably in contrast to this epoch of something else,
emphasis mine) this passage encourages readers to imagine themselves as
inhabiting a different era of American thought but recalls the similarities
between them. What counts as the public interest, or a matter of public
interest, is actively contested at the time of The Scarlet Letter’s
publication. The choice to explain colonial government through a
particularly bitter fight over livestock further contributes to the depiction
of seventeenth-century government as not only backward, even for its own
day, but ludicrous. The footnote to the current Norton edition of The
Scarlet Letter points to the specific case referenced, which did indeed
involve one rogue swine and a change in government structure.67 On the

67 The 2005 Norton Edition of The Scarlet Letter includes an explanatory
footnote from Caleb Snow’s History of Boston to substantiate this
historical assertion (68).
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surface, this description suggests that the government of contemporary
readers is much more reasonable than that of overly strict Puritan
Massachusetts. At the same time, it depicts the founding organization and
ideology of English settlement as silly, if not inept. If the nation is built on
a foundation that shifts dramatically in response to a fight over custody of
a three-year-old or an errant pig, how strong or legitimate can it really be?
How could a society modeled on the same principles address the questions
of slavery, foreign policy, and national unity?
Hester’s organized, deliberate manipulation of the Puritan power
warrants more confidence than that system itself. Upon gaining access to
the Governor to make her case for keeping Pearl, she finds Arthur
Dimmesdale in Bellingham’s company for unrelated reasons. She
immediately recruits him as an ally. Showing a remarkable mastery of
language and rhetoric, Hester leads her demand for Dimmesdale’s help
with his responsibility as her minister, and in doing so recalls the scene of
her refused confession on the scaffold. Reinterpreting Bellingham’s logic
in the scaffold scene, Hester begins with Dimmesdale’s ministerial
responsibility to her. Having established his duty to her as a part of a
theocratic patriarchy, she layers on his personal duty to her as Pearl’s
other parent with enough subtlety that only her former husband Roger
Chillingworth notices the intimacy of her insistence. Hester says to
Dimmesdale:
Thou wast my pastor, and hadst charge of my soul, and knowest me
better than these men can. I will not lose the child! Speak for me!
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Thou knowest -- for thou hast sympathies which these men lack! —
thou knowest what is in my heart, and what are a mother’s rights,
and how much the stronger they are, when that mother has but her
child and the scarlet letter! Look to it! I will not lose the child! Look
to it! (76)
Framing her demands as coming from a member of his flock gives Hester
the opportunity to suggest an acceptable reason why Dimmesdale is
qualified expert on the matter while at the same time leaning on a
different set of sympathies that the other men present lack— the sympathy
of her “fellow-sinner and fellow-sufferer,” as Dimmesdale calls himself in
his pleas for her confession on the scaffold (49). In this revision of that
scaffold scene, Hester makes the demands, denying Dimmesdale the
discretion he allowed her while exhorting her to publicly name him as her
co-adulterer. In contrast to his entreaties, she does not plead with
Dimmesdale, but rather declares the conclusion that must be reached: she
will not lose the child. She insists on Dimmesdale’s responsibility to
construct sufficient religious justification for her continued parenting of
Pearl. She leverages Dimmesdale’s (hypocritical) religious authority
against Bellingham’s nominally secular governing authority.
This scene presents a particularly poignant case of the historical
multiplicity Jeffrey Insko sees in Hope Leslie which requires readers to
imagine themselves in multiple eras of history at once. Hester’s
understanding of herself as a mother calls on nineteenth-century ideals
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rather than seventeenth-century models, both cultural and legal. Brook
Thomas explains that:
[i]n her plea for a mother’s rights Hester echoes the antebellum
rhetoric of republican motherhood, which, like Hester’s appeal to
Dimmesdale, emphasized the capacity for sympathy. A product of
“paternal” and “maternal” qualities, a proper republican citizen was
not simply the obedient subject produced under the paternal
regime of both coverture and seventeenth-century Puritanism.
Instead, a good citizen should also have the moral quality of
sympathy nurtured through a mother’s love. (194).
Thus, to remove Pearl from Hester’s care would be to deny her the chance
to develop into a fit member of a republic, a problem for a nineteenthcentury American but not for a seventeenth-century English colonist.
Under seventeenth-century law children were considered the property of
their fathers, and legal settlements strongly favored fathers’ rights over
mothers’ claims. Hester’s victory in this scene contributes to her position
as representing the values of nineteenth-century democratic America from
within a repressive seventeenth-century setting. She must fight against
Puritan authority in order to maintain her (anachronistic) republican
values.
In Hawthorne’s contemporary America women are demanding the
right to speak for themselves as part of the American republic, and Hester
shows ample competence to manage that responsibility. Lacking legal or
political standing of her own, she shows some ingenuity in making the
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most of the opportunities that she can make or find, including speaking to
and through Dimmesdale. While the Governor focuses on Dimmesdale’s
knowledge of theology as learned at Cambridge and his observation of
Hester as her minister, Hester invokes a different kind of knowledge. Her
repetition of the word “knowest,” three times in as many sentences recalls
their sexual intimacy but screens it with less personal meanings of the
word. Dimmesdale operates in these two very different realms of
knowledge at the same time. Bellingham’s failure to recognize these
multiple levels of meaning suggests a failure of government as such not
just to consider all of the important evidence in a given situation, but to be
able to gather that evidence. Dimmesdale responds to Hester’s demand by
creating a plausible theological reason she must raise Pearl, thus satisfying
both the Governor and the mother of his child. In recruiting Dimmesdale
to speak in her defense, Hester effectively exploits his position of power to
add legitimacy to her own argument. It is easy to read this scene as very
elegant blackmail, but Hester’s cleverness in working the Puritan
theocratic system is undeniable. She learns to adapt to the confining
conditions around her and apply pressure to their most vulnerable points.
The comparatively private setting of Pearl’s informal custody hearing
reinterprets elements crucial to the very public scenes in which Hester and
Dimmesdale speak from the stage of the public scaffold. The recurrence of
these elements of rhetoric, responsibility, power, and secrecy asks readers
to reconsider how the Puritan legal structure works, not only when it
comes to Pearl’s destiny but in its discipline of all of its subjects.
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The historical romance portion of The Scarlet Letter begins with a
display of failed discipline. The first scene after the end of “The CustomHouse” shows Hester leaving the prison for the scaffold as a component of
her public punishment for the sin of adultery. The narrator lists
possibilities for scenes that would also gather such a crowd, including the
punishment of an unruly child, expulsion of a Quaker, or hanging of a
witch (36). From the very beginning, the novel questions the legitimacy of
public judgment and of civil punishment for religious crimes by asserting
that many crimes of widely varying degrees elicit the same public
response. The narrator explains that for the characters of the novel,
“religion and law were almost identical,” resulting in these public
spectacles (37). Sophie Bell argues that “[i]nserting a child into this
catalogue of Puritan outlaws makes the scaffold scene preposterous to
nineteenth-century readers,” but I suggest that each of the possibilities
listed would horrify nineteenth-century readers, especially those taught to
understand the Massachusetts Bay Puritans as a bit harsh but ultimately
in the right (5). The reader’s introduction to all of the text’s principal
characters in this scene of public punishment, shame, and hypocrisy that
challenges the ‘tough but fair’ image so familiar from accounts of early
times in Massachusetts. Hester’s refusal to comply with the requirements
of law or of religion and her creation of a place for herself within the
community despite that refusal, demonstrating the town’s flawed and
vulnerable conflation law and religion. A second reading of the first
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scaffold scene, enriched with knowledge of Dimmesdale’s failures and
Hester’s manipulation of the A, clarifies its function as establishing the
repressive core of Puritan theocratic ideology.
Public demands for Hester’s testimony against her partner
demonstrate the governmental failures resulting from the Puritans’
complete lack of distinction between religious and civil authority, a
vulnerability Hester exploits in the custody scene analyzed above, which
takes place a few years later. As Governor Bellingham demands that
Hester share the name of her accomplice he puts the burden of Hester’s
soul on Arthur Dimmesdale without the knowledge that Dimmesdale
himself is the other guilty party. When the Governor says “the
responsibility of this woman’s soul likes greatly with you,” he means that
the minister, a public figure and part of Hester’s public punishment, holds
responsibility for her soul because of his institutional role (48).68 Both the
Governor and the assembled crowd trust Dimmesdale to lead their
community, and their confidence in his execution of his office allows them
to ignore the truth. Paradoxically, the greater his guilt and self torture, the
more compelling his flock finds his preaching. Dimmesdale proves too
weak to manage the care of his soul, but Hester insists on her own
responsibility for decisions of faith and the care of her immortal soul.
Despite the demands from his congregants and superiors, Dimmesdale

See Haviland “What it Betokened” and Colacurcio “Woman’s Own
Choice.” Colacurcio writes that “Bellingham had been voted out of office,
in May 1642, for conduct not so different from Hester’s own” (109).
68
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begins his interrogation (or, more accurately, exhortation) with an appeal
to Hester’s own spiritual self-interest, making no attempt to take control of
her decision making. He does implore her to reveal him but defers to her
judgment when he says: “If thou feelest it to be for thy soul’s peace, and
that thy earthy punishment will thereby be made more effectual to
salvation, I charge thee to speak out the name of thy fellow-sinner and
fellow-sufferer!” (49, my emphasis). He does not flatly demand that she
give up his name, but rather asks if doing so would not improve her
situation, earthly and otherwise. Initially, this scene appears to transfer
responsibility and power from Bellingham to Dimmesdale and then
Dimmesdale to Hester. However, Hester asserts her own power to decide
what is effectual to her salvation and refuses to yield to either the
Governor’s authority or the minister’s pleading. In this dramatic moment
Hester’s steadfast commitment to her own moral judgement despite
intense pressure from a deeply flawed government give her the position
textbooks traditionally reserved for Puritan leaders who bravely fled
England to found the New England colonies. She alone stands as a beacon
of morality, leading her neighbors to greater kindness, her lover to his own
salvation, and young women toward a freer future. Her society brands her
as a violator of its covenant, but in Hawthorne’s tale it is she who stands
for the values Antebellum Americans recognize as their own.
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Dimmesdale’s eventual admission of guilt takes place seven years
after Hester’s refusal to confess his name.69 He climbs onto the scaffold
with Hester’s help, and plainly declares “I stand upon the spot where,
seven years since, I should have stood” (161). His attentive audience
refuses to accept the literal interpretation of this statement. The intensity
of their faith in him both as minister and as charismatic orator allows
them to reject his confession as an actual admittance of personal guilt and
instead interpret it as his lowering himself to the status of all of sinful
humanity. Readers know that he means his statement literally, and that
his earlier failure to share in Hester’s public shame has tortured him into
intense efforts at penance.70 Confession is his final act, and when his
daughter accepts his public acknowledgement he can finally make peace
with his conscience and face death. The greatest achievement of his public
persona occurs simultaneously with his satisfaction of his deeper self and
his resulting fatal collapse from exhaustion. The dramatic irony of the

As Berlant and others have pointed out, seven years was a typical term
of indenture at this point in colonial history (133).
70 In his guilt and despair Dimmesdale seems increasingly Catholic, which
seems not to alarm his congregation but contributes to Anti-Catholic
discourse of the American nineteenth century. The narrator describes him
as “a true priest” (82), and suggests that, much to the disappointment of
his congregation’s young women, he conducts himself “as if priestly
celibacy were one of his articles of church discipline” (84). In his unspoken
rejection of his flock’s adoration he refers to himself as the one “whom you
behold in these black garments of the priesthood” (95). And, perhaps
relying on an association of Catholics with the bodily and carnal, the
narrator, in explaining Dimmesdale’s self-flagellation, states that “[h]is
inward trouble drove him to practices more in accordance with the old,
corrupted faith of Rome” (96). For more on the significance of this
connection, see Jenny Franchot’s Roads to Rome: The Antebellum
Protestant Encounter with Catholicism.
69
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scene, which works across the centuries between the setting of the story
and the reading of it, asks readers to more carefully consider the
interpretations of Puritan leaders and their followers. As Agnes McNeill
Donohue puts it: “The crowd is convinced that Dimmesdale is the holiest
and purest minister in New England; the reader knows that he is a whited
sepulchre” (64).
After the fact, the narration reports, witnesses disagree as to
whether the preacher was literally marked with an A on his bosom, and if
so, from whence it came. Among those who saw no mark, this
interpretation reigns:
Neither, by their report, had his dying words acknowledged, or even
remotely implied, any, the slightest connection, on his part, with
the guilt for which Hester Prynne had so long worn the scarlet
letter. According to these highly respectable witnesses, the minister,
conscious that he was dying, — conscious, also, that the reverence
of the multitude placed him already among saints and angels, —
had desired, by yielding up his breath in the arms of that fallen
woman, to express to the world how utterly nugatory is the choicest
of man’s own righteousness. After exhausting life in his efforts for
mankind’s spiritual good, he had made the manner of his death a
parable, in order to impress on his admirers the mighty and
mournful lesson, that, in the view of Infinite Purity, we are sinners
all alike. (163)
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While elements of this interpretation do accurately reflect Dimmesdale’s
intentions, in particular his awareness of public opinion about his
character, the reading of his confession as a parable shows the
commitment of the public to Reverend Dimmesdale’s saintly appearance.
Readers have the information to recognize the conflict between
Dimmesdale’s actual aim — recognition of his personal sin before the
congregation — and his achievement: an inspirational and inspired
parable addressing the baseness of all humankind. He can ascend the
scaffold with Hester, but the perceptions of the village will not allow him
to assume its real significance. Their commitment to his religious
leadership can withstand any challenge.
In focusing on the misapprehension of the crowd, this scene
suggests a deep lack of faith in the ability of large groups of common
people to understand and act on public discourse, deepening the
pessimism displayed in the community’s debate over Pearl’s essential
nature and alluding to concerns about democracy in antebellum America.
The narration of the sermon and Dimmesdale’s public confession
afterward maintain a free indirect discourse focus on the collective mind of
the gathered listeners, presenting a shared, diffuse understanding rather
than the coherent individual conscience Hester consistently models. The
crowd’s mutually agreed upon interpretation of Dimmesdale’s speech
emphasizes their failure or refusal to accept the literal dimension of his
confession, and the ease with which they fit their impression of his
statement and his death into an existing theological framework.
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American Symbols
Hawthorne directly cautions against such unquestioned trust in a
legal or theological (and, for the characters of this text, there is no
difference) system. In “The Customs-House,” Hawthorne asserts the
reason for the novel’s emergence in his time by directing the reader’s
attention to the eagle as symbolic of American power and its attached
violence. He argues that his contemporaries are mistaken in expecting
protection from the increasingly powerful federal government, writing:
many people are seeking, at this very moment, to shelter themselves
under the wing of the federal eagle; imagining, I presume, that her
bosom has all the softness and snugness of an eiderdown pillow.
But she has no great tenderness, even in her best of moods, and,
sooner or later, — oftener soon than late, — is apt to fling off her
nestlings, with a scratch of her claw, a dab of her beak, or a rankling
wound from her barbed arrows. (8-9)
Hawthorne’s reading of the symbol of the eagle points to the danger of
focusing on the promise of American nationalism without attending to the
substance of how it offers that promise, namely, through violence. He
claims that citizens of his era forget just how easily and with how little
effort — a scratch or a dab — the government can and does hurt those who
try to claim its protection. If one only looks to the surface level image, the
first level of signification, then they see only fluff, and ignore the claws and
arrows. Hester Prynne’s navigation of her cruel context shows how both
claws and down belong to the same creature.
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Despite his insistence that he is a mere “writer of story-books”
bringing shame to his Puritan ancestors by publishing such a romance as
The Scarlet Letter, stories and reading clearly have personal and political
value to Hawthorne. By interpreting New England’s history he participates
in an on-going conversation about what that history means for later
Americans. Lauren Berlant, in The Anatomy of National Fantasy:
Hawthorne, Utopia, and Everyday Life, writes of the prefatory text to The
Scarlet Letter:
The critical National Symbolic of ‘The Custom-House’ requires a
radically philological collective understanding of the objects of
national culture… For reading, in the fantasy of The Scarlet Letter,
is not merely ‘academic’: it is a species of social discipline and social
reproduction that Hawthorne exploits to break apart the hegemony
of dominant culture over politics, consciousness, and bodies. (188)
Those sheltering under the wing of the federal eagle, like those listening
raptly to Dimmesdale’s confession on the scaffold, follow the instructions
of their history books, and, in doing so, strengthen the hegemony of a
religiously supported and powerful government. The social discipline and
reproduction to which Berlant refers focus the attention of nineteenthcentury students, children, readers on the eagle’s eiderdown and teach
them to think little of the claws. I suggest that in this sense The Scarlet
Letter takes a position like Hester’s in that it acts to alter the system of
social discipline, judgement, and moral code from within. The novel does
not openly advocate an entirely new approach to American history, and
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even insists on its own frivolity as a defense against such responsibility,
but it does push for specific changes in how that history is perceived
through a medium closely related to that through which conventional
historical narratives are communicated.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Weight of Theocracy in Longfellow and Freeman’s Giles
Corey Plays
Giles Corey of the Salem Farms (1868) by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow and Giles Corey, Yeoman (1893) by Mary Wilkins Freeman
both rely on and revise the history of Puritan Massachusetts as their
readers knew it. Nineteenth-century American readers had been
accustomed since their childhood schoolhouse days to view wise if stern
Puritan forefathers as leaders, and each play ask readers to reconsider that
viewpoint. Rather than the familiar figures of dark-clad Puritan men
establishing a moral foundation for America, Longfellow and Freeman
foreground a devout woman whose rebellion against her theocratic
government changes it forever. During Reconstruction, in Longfellow’s
case, and an increasingly powerful campaign for women’s rights in
Freeman’s, ideas about the first New Englanders offered an opportunity
for reflection, criticism, and reform within nineteenth-century New
England. These plays star the historical figure of Martha Corey, executed
in Salem in 1692, and allow Longfellow and Freeman to propose an
alternative to New England’s desire to treat the witch trials as an
unfortunate incidence of overzealousness. The two writers provide a
counterhistory in which the heroes of Puritan times are in fact its heroines.
Brave and devout women, the plays suggest, deserve our admiration and
even emulation centuries later.
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Longfellow and Freeman were best known in their time and by later
readers and for their depictions of New England life with Longfellow’s
poem “Paul Revere’s Ride,” the best-remembered part of his legacy, and
Freeman’s short story “A New England Nun” is still broadly anthologized.
The prominence of these writers makes their depictions of the witch trials
in 1692 important and also presents a crucial opportunity to reexamine
how nineteenth-century New England writers and readers wanted to
understand their own history.
I contend that each of these iconic New England writers seeks to
alter the prevailing narrative of Puritan New England in order to produce
greater recognition of the importance of women in American religious and
political history. Martha Corey’s public actions in her community align
with nineteenth-century expectations about women’s role in creating and
maintaining a Christian society, suggesting a precedent for later women’s
participation in matters of faith and politics. The witch trials and their
aftermath provide Longfellow and Freeman’s readers an opportunity to
reexamine their ideas about the role of religion in civil governance not only
in Puritan Massachusetts, but in the nineteenth-century United States.
In The Specter of Salem, historian Gretchen Adams describes an
Early National period “New England-based attempt to turn real British
colonists into symbolic American settlers” from which the events of Salem
in 1692 “emerged as a negative symbol” (43). Didactic texts and histories
produced in New England tended to portray Massachusetts’ earliest
English settlers as religious purists whose conviction, if occasionally a bit
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too harsh, established the foundation for American identity and moral
character.71 In the Giles Corey plays, Longfellow and Freeman create a
different religious and moral ancestor for nineteenth-century Americans.
While the plays do villainize the magistrates and officials of the 1692 court,
as many other representations had, they do so through their focus on
Martha Corey’s heroic resistance to the violence of those officials.
Representing Martha Corey as a martyr and religious leader in her
community opens space for Longfellow and Freeman to advance
nineteenth-century Christian arguments about the role of women in
American society.
While the Salem Witch Trials of 1692 were far from a unique event
in colonial New England, they were anomalous in that they defied what
historian David Hall recognizes as a a de-escalation of witch hunts by
magistrates, juries, and the occasional governor as the seventeenth
century progressed. Of this increasing rejection of popular impulses to
launch witch hunts Hall writes: “The trend is clear: there were no
executions for witchcraft for twenty-five years after 1663. This trend was

Textbook writer Emma Willard, for example, explains the Mayflower
Compact this way: “This simple, but august compact, was the first of a
series, by which the fetters of a vast system of political oppression have
been broken. Upon some parts of the old continent that system still
remains; building upon the fiction that sovereigns own the world and its
inhabitants, having derived all from God; and that the people are to have
only such a measure of personal freedom, and such possessions, as kings
may choose to bestow. Here was assumed for the first time the grand
principle of a voluntary confederacy of independent men; instituting
government, for the good, not of the governors, but of the governed” (56;
italics original).
71
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brutally interrupted by the Salem witch-hunt” (11). The exceptional nature
of this “sudden burst of wickedness and crime,” as Longfellow describes
the witch trials, has yet to be satisfactorily explained, even in 2018. I argue
that Longfellow and Freeman’s explorations of this historical material
frame it as the hubristic overreach of theocratic government which refuses
to consider legitimate challenges to its power, especially when those
challenges come from women. Longfellow and Freeman present Martha
Corey as an exemplar of how resistance to unjust governance can and
should work, and the role that women can and must take in that
resistance.
Accounts of Longfellow and Freeman’s success discount or simply
ignore their respective interpretations of the deaths of Martha and Giles
Corey in Salem, and while each play has been unpopular with readers and
with critics,72 Longfellow and Freeman’s methods of positioning Martha
Corey as the religious leader of her household is significant. Centering the
action on Martha’s adherence to her religious beliefs legitimizes
nineteenth-century women's demands for formal political power by

One 1868 reviewer remarked that “[t]hese dramas [The New England
Tragedies] are worthy of Mr. Longfellow’s reputation, to which, however
they can hardly add much.” Review courtesy of Archives at Longfellow
National Historic Sit. (November 14, 1868). Shirley Marchalonis explains,
in the introduction to Critical Essays on Mary Wilkins Freeman, “By 1893
Freeman was ready to try new forms: a play and her first novel… The play,
Giles Corey, Yeoman, which she intended as a closet drama, was well
received when it came out in Harper’s, but it had such a disastrous
production by the Theatre of Arts and Letters that it was years before she
tried a play again, and did so then only to dramatize one of her own short
stories” (4).
72
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crafting a precedent for that power almost as old as the country itself.
Crucially, in these fictional interpretations, Martha Corey inspires the
exceptional fortitude for which her husband is still remembered. In other
words, Longfellow and Freeman’s characterization of Martha Corey as a
defender of Christianity, the sanctity of the home, and individual rights
connects these plays to nineteenth-century debates over the legal status of
women. Offering Martha Corey, the young wife of the hearty if not very
smart farmer Giles Corey, as the tragic hero of a drama about an unjust,
oppressive government and the people’s power to resist it recognizes
women as possessing the capacity to participate in and alter matters of
state. Although Martha’s power is rooted in her position as a wife and
home maker, it extends beyond the boundaries of her household into
public theological and legal realms.
The Salem court’s use of peine forte et dure in Giles Corey’s trial
was both exceptional and exceptionally gruesome, contributing to the long
afterlife of Giles’ story, which Longfellow and Freeman capitalize on in
their plays’ titles. The new dimension that emerges in their nineteenthcentury versions is their reversing the order of Giles and Martha Corey’s
deaths so that Martha dies first. In line with nineteenth-century
expectations of women and wives as moral leaders, Martha’s
demonstration of faith guides her husband away from the corrupt and
contaminating public life of the village and toward a self-reflective and
deep-seated experience of Christianity. By rewriting history and having
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her die first, Longfellow and Freeman have her martyrdom precede and
even inspire Giles’ steadfast refusal to enter a plea of guilty or not guilty.
The historical record provides little concrete information about
Martha Corey, though some of her testimony survives. The Salem
Witchcraft Papers73 includes the text of her arrest warrant, records her
answers to some of the questions put to her in court, and notes that “she
laught” during the trial proceedings (253). Charles Wentworth Upham, in
his 1867 two volume Salem Witchcraft; with An Account of Salem Village,
and A History of Opinions on Witchcraft and Kindred Subjects, describes
Martha Corey as “a very intelligent and devout person” who, “[i]nstead of
falling into the delusion [of the witchcraft trials]… applied herself with
renewed earnestness to keep her own mind under the influence of prayer,
and spent more time in devotion than ever before” (Vol. 2 pp 38-9). To
Upham, Martha Corey seems to be a woman ahead of her time in her
rejection of the trials, an impression which Longfellow and Freeman use to
dramatize her for nineteenth-century audiences. Adding to Martha’s
importance to her community, Upham notes that “[a]s she was a woman of
notable piety, a professor of religion, and a member of the church, it was
evident that her case, if she were proceeded against, would still more
heighten the panic, and convulse the public mind” (39). The possibility
Upham introduces here — that Martha Corey’s trial and execution had a
greater impact than that of other alleged witches — suggests the role that

This collection, completed by Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum in
1977, began as a WPA project in the 1930s.
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Longfellow and Freeman whole-heartedly assign to Martha Corey. Though
not a church official of any kind, Martha Corey did wield religious power
within her community, and the court’s attack on her provokes responses of
doubt and distrust in the Coreys’ neighbors and the broader community.
Upham’s portrait of Martha Corey shows her to be determined, but
also prideful at times. Her laughing responses to examiners’ questions
display not only a rejection of their premises, but also an open disregard
for their authority. According to Upham, Martha Corey:
discountenanced the whole affair, and would not follow the
multitude to the examinations; but was said to have spoken freely of
the course of the magistrates, saying that their eyes were blinded,
and that she could open them. It seemed to her clear that they were
violating common sense and the Word of God, and she was
confident that she could convince them of their errors (38).
While Longfellow and Freeman credit Martha Corey with the ability to
open her husband’s eyes to the madness of the witch trials, they moderate
her confidence in her ability to change the minds of the magistrates.
Longfellow’s Martha Corey states: “Their eyes are blinded, and see not the
truth. / Perhaps one day they will be open to it” (144). She then offers
exegetical analysis of a story from Kings, but she does not insist that she
alone can correct the magistrates’ reading of the Old Testament or their
duty. In Mary Wilkins Freeman’s interpretation, Martha, allocating all
responsibility to God and claiming none for herself, prays aloud to the
court: “May the Lord open the eyes of the magistrates and ministers, and
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give them sight to discover the guilty!” (55-56). This softening of the
historical Martha Corey’s public performance by Longfellow and Freeman
serves to make her a more acceptable religious woman for a nineteenthcentury Protestant audience by redirecting that audience’s focus to
Martha’s recognizably feminine roles as wife and mother. Martha may be
less brash in Longfellow and Freeman’s depictions than in Upham’s, but
she is no less powerful since each playwright alters the historical timeline
to maximize Martha’s influence on her husband and on her community. In
other words, altering the timeline of the witch trial allows Martha a clearer
position as martyr and assigns her greater responsibility for the social
impact of her husband’s gruesome death, which was the collapse of the
witch trial court and the panic it created.74
By the time of Freeman’s play in 1893 the movement for women’s
suffrage invoked specific, gendered Protestant ideas to promote
temperance and the legal enfranchisement of women. In 1879 Francis
Willard, as president of the Illinois chapter of the Women’s Christian
Temperance Union, argued for the Hinds Bill, which would have provided
women access to the ballot at least on matters of ‘home protection,’

The historical record indicates that Giles Corey died September 16, 1692,
and his wife Martha six days later on September 22. Longfellow and
Freeman each choose to reverse this order, describing Martha Corey led to
the gallows while her husband is still imprisoned but before his trial
begins. Crucially for the plot of each drama, Martha’s steadfast refusal to
cooperate with the witch trial court, both while she is on trial and in the
moments just before her death, motivates Giles Corey to attempt to stop
the court’s reign of terror. Giles begins the play as a believer in witchcraft,
but his wife’s unfailing opposition to the superstition of the witch panic
ultimately transforms him into a powerful agent against it.
74
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including liquor licenses. Her arguments for legal recognition of women in
American politics relied on women’s ability and duty to promote and
defend Protestant Christianity not only in the private space of the home
but in American society at large. Offering Martha Corey as an exemplary
Puritan foremother capitalizes on nineteenth-century readers’ familiarity
with viewing early Massachusetts settlers as role models at the same time
that it suggests a precedent for nineteenth-century suffrage activists
reaching back to the very beginnings of what would become the United
States.
As the North struggled to remake the American South in its own
image, Longfellow’s The New England Tragedies (1868) asks readers and
audiences to reconsider their assumption of the North’s moral and cultural
superiority. His exploration of Massachusetts’ Puritan government in Giles
Corey of the Salem Farms interrogates ideas about American beginnings
and New England as representative of the nation, and potentially of
Christendom. The prologue to the play cautions:
And ye who listen to the Tale of Woe,
Be not too swift in casting the first stone,
Nor think New England bears the guilt alone.
This sudden burst of wickedness and crime
Was but the common madness of the time,
When in all lands, that lie within the sound
Of Sabbath bells, a Witch was burned or drowned. (102)
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In issuing this warning, the prologue offers New England as exemplar of
the horror and violence that once plagued the entire Christian world. In
New England Literary Culture, Lawrence Buell argues that with this play
Longfellow departs from the historical romantic model of depictions of
Puritan fanaticism in that “there is no reprieve, and the whole community,
not just the oligarchy, was responsible for the delusion” (254). This
insistence on collective responsibility makes it that much harder for
readers to consider the witch trials a singular, peculiar occurrence. While
many histories treat the Salem trials as a one-time aberration, a “sudden
burst of wickedness and crime,’ with no clear source, Longfellow demands
consideration of these events as constitutive of, not irrelevant to, religious
history in Massachusetts and in the United States. The prologue’s
reference to the Gospel of John frames the matter as a fundamentally
Christian problem both within the play and for its audience nearly two
centuries later. Creating a clear position of action and authority for a
Christian woman within this context further demands recognition of
religious women as participants in American religious and political life
from its earliest colonial days.75

Regarding the trials as a telling demonstration of rather than deviation
from Massachusetts’ Puritan theocracy also asks Reconstruction-era New
England readers to recognize the region’s complicity in and history of
slavery. Though labeled in the ‘dramatis personae’ only as ‘an Indian
woman,’ in Longfellow’s interpretation the historical figure of Tituba has
an African father who was a practitioner of a West African and AfroCarribbean religion. The clear-cut racial categories of the nineteenth
century, aided in their dominance by rising theories of scientific racism,
did not yet exist in the late seventeenth century, but Longfellow translates
the historical Tituba’s enslaved status into the racial category of blackness,
75
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Longfellow’s Martha Corey as Religious Teacher
In line with nineteenth-century Protestant beliefs about respectable
women’s natural capacity for religious feeling and instruction,
Longfellow’s character of Martha Corey serves as an instructor both within
her household and within her community more broadly. The play clearly
establishes her as reluctant to participate in public religious debate, but
fully capable of doing so.
The first scene between the Coreys stages the entire debate about
witchcraft in miniature, and from the very introduction of this wife and
husband pair, Martha models soundness and sense to Giles’ superstition
and gossip. His first action in the play is to nail a horseshoe above the
threshold of his home to repel demonic influence. He claims that his
livestock must have been bewitched, but his wife Martha insists that the
cows are “only frolicsome” and is correct since we later learn their
resentful hired hand John Gloyd has turned the cows loose himself (120).

clarifying her role relative to the Walcot family for his audience and
drawing a direct connection to later models of slavery. Chadwick Hansen’s
1974 article “The Metamorphosis of Tituba, or Why American Intellectuals
Can’t Tell an Indian Witch from a Negro,” explains the role of Longfellow’s
play in future depictions of Tituba, most of which (even now) assume she
has African ancestry. Rendering Tituba black reminds readers of the active
presence and crucial labor of blacks in early colonial Massachusetts. While
Massachusetts Bay specifically and New England more broadly do not
“bear the guilt alone” for slavery, neither do nineteenth-century residents
of the region occupy a position from which to judge the defeated South,
according to Longfellow’s prologue. Its allusion to John 8:7, in which
Christ directs a gathered crowd beginning to punish an adulterer “[h]e that
is without sin among you, let him cast a stone at her,” not only echoes the
gendered dynamics of the witch trials, but also the post-bellum Union
desire to punish the former Confederacy without regard to its own sins of
injustice.
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She deflates her husband’s concerns about witchcraft in their village with
the question “What do we know of spirits good or ill, Or of their power to
help us or to harm us?” (122). Theological answers to this question were
the subject of debate among the clergy and the laity in the seventeenth
century, and Martha’s comparative cool-headedness and steadfast belief in
the infinite power of God make her seem the ideal antidote to the
“common madness of the time” that the play chronicles.
Martha’s domestically-based political interventions are, at this
point in the play, aligned with a decidedly white middle-class perception of
women’s appropriate roles in nineteenth-century Massachusetts’ society.76
While more familiar figures in activism for women’s rights, including
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Sarah and Angelina Grimke, argued for
women’s full capacity to participate in every dimension of public life, some
still embraced the doctrine of separate spheres. Longfellow’s Martha Corey
cannot remain in the private sphere of her home when the witch trials
compel her public participation. It is not her choice to engage in town
politics outside her home, which to some degree mellows the stridency of
her courtroom testimony and sidesteps the question of whether or not a
woman in Martha Corey’s position should take a public political role. The

See Chapter 7, “Models of Womanhood within the Boston Female AntiSlavery Society,” in Debra Gold Hansen’s Strained Sisterhood. The Boston
Female Anti-Slavery Society, while at its peak of activity significantly
before either of the Giles Corey plays were published, provides a useful
context for understanding the role of women in politics. This group, in
particular because its members were organized around a problem other
than their own lack of legal rights and recognition, shows dynamics that
studies of explicitly suffragist organizations do not.
76
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fact is that she does have a public role and is prepared to perform its
duties, suggesting that what Longfellow’s own time needs is not a new role
for women in public life, but recognition and expansion of a role they have
always had.
When Martha Corey is required to participate in the witch trials she
consistently transforms interrogations of her into opportunities for
religious education. She reminds her husband that, as far as the
commandment in Exodus 22:18 that “thou shall not suffer a witch to live,”
there are not necessarily witches among them centuries after this
instruction. “If in his providence he once permitted / Such things to
happen among the Israelites,” Martha reasons, “It does not follow that he
permits them now, / Among us who are not the Israelites” (122). Her
statement that the Puritan settlers of Massachusetts are not themselves
the Israelites contradicts the claims of such historians as William
Bradford, who forcefully argued that the English settlers had a compact
with God and a duty to create a new promised land in the wilderness of
North America.77

Bradford’s Of Plymoth Plantation describes the establishment of the
first English colonies in Massachusetts as fraught with danger, but
possible through divine support. He writes: “It was granted that the
dangers were great, but not desperate; the difficulties many, but not
invincible. For though their were many of them likly, yet they were not
cartaine; it might be sundrie of the things feared might never befale;
others by providente care & the use of good means, mights in a great
measure be prevented; and all of them, though the help of God, by
fortitude and patience, might either be borne, or overcome. True it was,
that such atempts were not to be made and undertaken without good &
reason; not rashly or lightly as many have done for curiositie or hope of
gaine, & c. But their condition was nor ordinarie; their ends were good &
77
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Martha Corey continues to challenge but also make use of Puritans’
belief in themselves as God’s New Israelites when she offers a Biblical
lesson to the deacons sent to arrest her on suspicion of witchcraft.
Recognizing avarice as the driving motivation behind the accusations
against her family, Martha Corey chooses an Old Testament story about
greed, in particular greed enabled by a powerful theocratic government, to
explain to the deacons why they must refuse to obey the witch trial court.
She retells the story of the Israelite King Ahab who resorts to subterfuge to
gain a plot of land that his subject refuses to sell to him.78 Ahab’s wife
Jezebel uses false testimony and forged documents to have the vineyard’s
owner convicted of blasphemy against God and the King, and so gains the
desired property for her husband. God punishes both Jezebel and Ahab,
though Ahab’s surrender into meek penitence for the rest of his days saves
him from an immediate and horrible death. If they participate in the false
charges of the witch trials, Martha Corey suggests, God will punish them

honourable; their calling lawfull, & urgente; and therfore they might
expecte the blessings of God in their proceeding” (41). This assertion that
the settlers expected the support of God suggests that they imagine
themselves to have entered a covenant with God, as the ancient Israelites
did.
78 In the story told in 1 Kings 21, Ahab, the King of Israel, desires a piece of
land belonging to Naboth, and Naboth refuses to sell it, having been
commanded by God not to relinquish the land of his ancestors. Ahab’s wife
Jezebel forges his signature on documents and recruits witnesses to falsely
testify that Naboth blasphemed against God and against Ahab the king.
Her manipulation of the theocratic legal system succeeds and Naboth is
stoned to death for blasphemy. Ahab can then take possession of his land,
though the Prophet Elijah comes to explain to him the gravity of this
offense against God and warn him of the consequences it will bear. In his
role as King of Israel, Ahab fulfills a double function in both the civil and
religious leadership, but is not, as this story demonstrates, infallible.
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as he punished Jezebel and her conspirators. The message that false
witness and perjury anger God is hard to miss.
Importantly, Martha Corey inverts the gender dynamics of the
original tale of Ahab and Jezebel. In the Biblical story Jezebel leads her
husband away from God’s commandments by creating a scheme
dependent on dishonesty and false charges of blasphemy. She uses the
letter of the law against the spirit of it, reducing the demands of their faith
from a set of divine instructions to a means to accomplish earthly ends. In
Martha Corey’s case, it is she who insists on the power of God and on
adherence to the Bible, not to the contemporary interpretations of it
created by the witch trial court. She observes that powerful people in her
community manipulate the system of God’s laws to settle grievances
between neighbors and to advance their material success on earth, and she
tries to share her observation with the deacons. This moment of
instruction takes place within the domestic setting of the Corey home,
where nineteenth-century readers and audiences would expect Martha
Corey to provide moral education to members of the household. Although
the deacons are officers of the court, what she says to them comports with
her domestic role and therefore it serves as an extension of her efforts to
guide her husband even as it is also public testimony in an effort to
undermine Salem’s religious leadership.
Just as the testimony of the false witnesses Jezebel recruited
dominates the proceedings of Ahab’s court in Israel, so, too, do
accusations of witchcraft stand unchallenged in the witch trial courts of
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Salem. Longfellow positions the historical figure Judge Hathorne as the
model of a determined and misguided attempt to rid Puritan society of evil
by hanging every witch, while the theologian Cotton Mather challenges
Hathorne’s readiness to use violence. In a heated conversation about how
to proceed with the witchcraft investigations Mather echoes Martha
Corey’s concerns about the trials’ failure to consider the context of God’s
instructions to the ancient Israelites.
HATHORNE: Doth not the scripture say, ‘Thou shalt not suffer
A Witch to live?
MATHER: The Scripture sayeth it,
But speaketh to the Jews; and we are Christians.
What say the laws of England?
HATHORNE: Then you know full well
The English law, and that in England Witches,
When lawfully convicted and attainted,
Are put to death
MATHER: When lawfully convicted;
That is the point. (140)
Mather challenges the legitimacy of the Salem convictions according to
English law, which does not embrace spectral evidence with Hathorne’s
eagerness, and he shares Martha Corey’s circumspection about Hathorne’s
application of Exodus 22:18. The play’s alliance of Mather, the reasonable
religious expert, with Martha Corey supports her interpretation of both the
Bible and the trials.
When Martha herself is compelled to answer to charges of
witchcraft, she maintains the role of religious teacher, though her pool of
pupils expands enormously. In Longfellow’s staging of her trial, her first
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line is a request: “Before I answer, give me leave to pray” (157).79 Rather
than discredit her, the court’s denial of this request solidifies Martha
Corey’s position as the victim of its abuse, rather than a perpetrator. One
of the charges against her is that her wickedness prevented her husband
from completing his prayers one evening, and in denying her a moment
for prayer in front of the community Hathorne proves himself guilty of the
same crime, though executed through decidedly normal, not paranormal,
means. His questions about how she could have known the deacons sent to
interrogate her would ask about witchcraft charges seem just as silly as
Giles Corey’s belief that his cows have been bewitched, given that the town
is immersed in gossip about the trials. Martha Corey insists that she does
not see the visions proclaimed by the allegedly bewitched victims, which
Hathorne cannot himself perceive either. Just as she rejected her
husband’s theories of witchcraft affecting their domestic animals, she
rejects Hathorne’s belief in unsubstantiated accounts of familiars flitting
about the rafters of the meetinghouse. Her context may have changed
from the private space of her home to the public stage of the courtroom,
but her commitment to her responsibilities as a gospel woman have not
altered.
Martha Corey has a very practical, maternal solution to the chaos
created by the accusations of witchcraft:

According to The Salem Witchcraft Papers Martha says: “Pray give me
leave to goe to prayer” and her interrogator answers, “We do not send for
you to go to prayer. But tell me why you hurt these?” (248).
79
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The Magistrates are blind, the people mad!
If they would only seize the Afflicted Children,
And put them in the Workhouse, where they should be,
There’d be an end to all this wickedness (139).
Though she has no biological children of her own in Longfellow’s
rendering, Martha shows an aptitude for parenting that extends beyond
her immediate domestic domain. Her suggestion of labor as a cure for the
children’s misbehavior reinforces her characteristic practicality and hints
that indulgence on the part of adults is to blame for the witchcraft crisis.
Martha Corey refuses to acknowledge the dark shape and yellow
bird Mary Walcot claims to see in the meetinghouse, consistently rejecting
this supposed evidence of her evil deeds. She attempts to return the court
to sense when she reminds her neighbors of their long acquaintance with
her, demanding of them:
Will you condemn me on such evidence, —
You who have known me for so many years?
Will you condemn me in this house of God,
Where I so long have worshipped with you all? (164)
Martha reasserts the importance of the meetinghouse as not only judicial
but also religious space in which they have taken communion together
many times. She reminds them that their actions as participants in the
court take place under the sight of God, and that in order to find her guilty
of witchcraft charges they must choose to accept the word of a girl who is
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“distraught, and not in her right mind” over the years of evidence they
have witnessed personally (165).
When Giles Corey learns that the court will use his words against
his wife and his protests are not accepted, he chooses to be mute. Having
just witnessed her strong refusal to abandon her principles, and the failure
of her compelling words to sway the magistrates, Giles resolves to say
nothing. They may not be on their own farm, but that doesn’t stop Martha
from continuing to direct her husband’s religious education. From his
prison cell Giles declares that he will not enter a plea in his trial even to
save his own life, and further explains that:
As for my wife, my Martha and my Martyr —
Whose virtues, like the stars, unseen by day,
Though numberless, do but await the dark
To manifest themselves unto all eyes —
She who first won me from my evil ways,
And taught me to live by her example,
By her example teaches me to die,
And leads me onward to the better life! (176-7)
In the darkness of the theocratic violence and “tornado of fanaticism”
(175) of the witch panic Martha’s steadfast commitment to her belief in the
awesome power of God lights her husband’s way. Giles’ statement that his
wife “teaches him to die” makes her influence clear: Her rebellion against
the Witch Trial Court directs his. Thus, when Giles Corey’s spectacular
death destabilizes the theocratic order which demanded it he does not
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issue a new challenge to that theocratic order but continues and completes
his wife’s.
Freeman’s Martha Corey as Defender of Domesticity
While Longfellow’s Martha Corey embodies the role of teacher, a
position in which women were increasingly accepted in the midnineteenth century, Mary Wilkins Freeman gives her a more explicitly
maternal role. She gives the Coreys a fictional daughter and young niece in
order to make Martha’s mothering acts more explicit for audiences and
thus to align her with movement for women’s rights championed by the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union and other advocacy organizations.
Contrary to some arguments against women’s suffrage, Martha Corey’s
example argues that women can, and indeed must, take up a position as
active agents in American politics.80
In Freeman’s play, Martha Corey’s qualifications for this role stems
from her competency as a home maker, mother, and wife. The play opens
with a scene at the Corey family hearth where Martha, her daughter Olive,
her young niece Phoebe, and the family’s servant Nancy busily spinning

Martha Corey’s activism develops from a position of which the much
earlier advocate for separate spheres, Catharine Beecher, would approve—
that of the wife endeavoring to convince her husband to act (or rather not
act, given her desire that he refrain from attending the trials) in a way that
comports with their Christian morality. Martha Corey’s political
engagement at home and in public bridges Beecher’s early nineteenthcentury formulations of women’s appropriate roles with later
developments which claim a more public place for women as moral and
political agents.
80
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and singing to entertain themselves.81 When Giles Corey returns with
tales of danger lurking in the woods, and of animals bewitched, Martha
chides him, saying, “Witches! Goodman, you are a worse child than
Phoebe here” and further scolding, “shame on you, goodman! The ox and
the cat themselves would laugh at you” in answer to his supernatural
explanation for the animals’ behavior (15). Establishing belief in witchcraft
as the silliness of old women and children early in the scene allows Martha
Corey’s criticism of her husband’s claims of its validity to read as
discouragement of nonsense rather than a real challenge to his role in the
family. Though Giles Corey later calls his wife “hard-skulled” for her
refusal to believe that witches lurk nearby, this first exchange encourages
readers to see Martha as a good, sensible woman rather than a disobedient
wife.
Freeman further softens the stridency of the historical Martha
Corey by reinterpreting some of her most famous court testimony as
family conversation. in order to dissuade them from fearing whatever dark
figures Ann Hutchinson and Giles Corey may think they have seen in the
woods.82 She states to the souls gathered within her home that “there is no

Nancy and Phoebe, both creations of Freeman’s imagination rather than
sourced from historical documents, engage in witchcraft rituals that seem
to be primarily for their own amusement and for achieving petty revenge
against the Coreys for such slights as being sent to bed early and denied
treats. While she finds it “rare sport” to play at witchcraft, young Phoebe
frequently forgets that she is a witch and, most memorably, tries to undo
the hurt she inflicted on a poppet representing Martha Corey by kissing it
where she had previously thrust in pins (25, 75).
82 When asked what to make of the accusers’ descriptions of bewitchment
and suffering, Martha Corey declares: “I would have said that the maids
81
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call for a gospel woman with prayer in her heart to be afraid of anything
but the wrath of God” (17-18). Martha Corey’s description of herself as a
“gospel woman” stands out in the records of the Salem witch trials, but
rather than a defiant rejection of the witch trial court, in Freeman’s
interpretation this claim counteracts the supernatural superstitions
Martha Corey wants to discourage in her family and neighbors.
The Puritan integration of domestic and public legal settings makes
it possible for Giles Corey to testify against his wife without understanding
that he has done so. While at the Hutchins’ home, Giles complains about
his wife’s refusal to take his fear of witches seriously, saying to Reverend
Parris that his wife “went out last night, and I was so angered that I
charged her with galloping a broomstick home” (40). After Giles recounts
Martha’s laughing rejection of his belief in the witchcraft, Hathorne says to
Parris: “Methinks we have sufficient testimony,” and they leave the
Hutchins’ home (40). Angrily claiming that his wife got home from her
errand so quickly she must have ridden on a broomstick is hardly the same
as solemnly declaring that his wife is in league with the devil, but Parris
and Hathorne immediately accept Giles’ statements as legal evidence
against Martha. The Hutchins’ home, therefore, is both domestic space
and theocratic legal space at once, disproving the possibility of fully
separating the spheres of the private home and public politics. So
thoroughly integrated are these concerns that the Widow Hutchins

should be sent home and soundly trounced, then put to bed, with a quart
bowl of sage tea apiece” (15)
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manipulates the witch trial court in order to accomplish her domestic
project (she wants her daughter to supplant Olive Corey as Paul Bayle’s
fiancee).
When she is formally tried for witchcraft, Martha Corey rejects the
witch trial court itself with the same firm resolve with which she treats
superstitious tales of devils in the woods and bewitched livestock,
maintaining her domestic role even when forced into a public setting. She
flatly rejects Hathorne’s demand for her confession, declaring: “I am no
witch. I am a gospel woman” (45). Not content merely to defend herself,
she claims a stake in the theological debate about witches when she
continues: “There is no such thing as a witch,” demanding of Hathorne,
“[s]hall I confess that I am what does not exist?” (45). This question
undermines the entire enterprise of the witch trials and very pointedly
rejects Hathorne's and Parris’ leadership in Salem. Martha’s testimony
suggests that what Hathorne and Parris really seek to extinguish, “though
all the trees of Massachusetts Bay be cut for gallows-trees” (30), is the
people’s ability to contest the actions of their government. She thus
represents democratic governance, reason, and endurance — all qualities
credited to Massachusetts’ Puritan leaders by most conventional histories.
Martha Corey’s defense of herself as a gospel woman relies on her
reputation as a good mother and home maker, drawing on an ideal of
womanhood familiar to Freeman’s readers and audiences.83 This direct

The main character in Freeman’s most popular and still most
anthologized short story, “A New England Nun,” models the extreme of
83
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connection between household labor and personal character draws on
nineteenth-century conceptions of women as divinely-appointed managers
of household affairs, including the Christian education of children. A few
years before the publication of Giles Corey, Yeoman, Francis Willard of
the Women’s Christian Temperance Union publicly argued that
organization was the God-given talent of woman, as evidenced by the
capacity to organize and fabricate the body of another human being within
her own.84 Willard understood this capacity to extend beyond childbearing
to a much broader responsibility of ‘mother-hearted’ women to care for
human society at large.85 Freeman’s Olive Corey provides a focal point for
her Martha’s demonstrations of this mother-heartedness. When Olive is
accused of witchcraft against her friend Ann Hutchins, Martha Corey

this ease derived from household labor. She wears three aprons, carefully
layered and each perfectly maintained. She distills the essences of herbs
and roses primarily for the enjoyment she derives from the process, and
sometimes rips out seams in linen just for the pleasure of remaking them.
While she and her betrothed have grown apart in the 14 years it took him
to make his fortune, what alarms her most about his return into her life is
the dust he tracks into her home on his courting visits. In the end, the New
England Nun maintains her orderly, solitary life and her beau marries
another, and all ends well. In both tales an ordered domestic space
indicates a happy life for its female caretaker, who controls its condition.
84 In her address to the first meeting of the Chicago Women’s League in
1888 Willard encourages its members to embrace their rightful role in
society, declaring that “[s]he who sends forth from the sanctuary of her
own being a little child has organized a great spiritual world, and set it
moving in the orbit of unchanging law. Hence woman, by her organism, is
the greatest organizer ever organized by our beneficent Creator” (127).
85 In the same address she explains: “You will notice the breadth of my
generalization. I do not say ‘all mothers,’ because all women who are
technically mothers are not ‘mother-hearted,’ while many a woman is so,
from whom the crisscross currents of the world have withheld her holiest
crown” (128).
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interrupts the interrogation, asserting: “I speak no more for myself — ye
may go and hang me — I speak for my child” (65). Unlike Longfellow’s
more historically faithful interpretation, Freeman’s Martha Corey defends
the future of her community literally rather than abstractly. Her example
of maternal self-sacrifice displays virtues expected of Frances Willard’s
“mother-hearted” woman who both could and must reform human society
on a national and even global scale. Martha Corey’s efforts to persuade her
daughter’s peers to recant extend her motherly position to the accusers as
well as the accused.
Following his wife’s lead, Giles Corey prioritizes making it possible
for his daughter to recreate the Christian home her mother ran so well. His
efforts to defend Olive’s inheritance show his commitment to her
assumption of the role of Christian mother-hearted woman that her
mother Martha embodies. Bequeathing the family property to Olive and to
Paul Bayley would allow them to marry, and if Giles Corey does not enter a
plea in his trial the court cannot use either a confession or conviction to
justify confiscating his property. Giles’ determination that his daughter
will marry Bayley and create a home that reflects her mother’s
determination and sacrifice shows the importance of this legacy.86

The scene in which he shows this determination does not align with
ideals of women’s marital self-determination, as Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie
champions them, for instance. Giles’ response to Olive’s reluctance to
marry at the same moment as she mourns both parents is to insist that
“womenkind should meddle not with men’s plans,” meaning the plans he
and Paul Bayley have finalized for Olive and Bayley’s marriage (97). When
making those plans Giles says to Bayley: “a young maid must needs have
86
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Paul Bayley proves himself to be aligned with the ideals Martha and
Giles defend when he encourages Olive to renew her commitment to
taking up her mother’s role in the household. When Martha Corey is
imprisoned, Olive’s domestic labor lapses, perhaps evidence of the depth
of her distress. In alarm, Paul Bayley points out physical signs of this
lapse, cautioning:
One would say she had not taught thee. I trow she was a good
housewife, and notable among the neighbors; but this will take
from her reputation that she hath so brought thee up. I trow could
she see this house ‘twould give her a new ache in her heart among
all the others. (80)
His concern is not only the cobwebs in the corners but her
uncharacteristic loss of satisfaction in household work. In their first scene
together he fails to lure her away from her duties when she insists on
finishing her self-assigned chores before giving Paul her full attention.87
Paul’s goal in this conversation is to galvanize Olive’s commitment to her

somebody to hold aside the boughs for her. Wed her, if she will or no”
(89).
87 When her beau Paul Bayley comes calling, Olive insists on completing
her spinning as “[t]his is no courting night” and she “cannot idle every
night in the week” (20). When he protests that she has no assigned quota
and could stop at any time, she responds by insisting that “[her] own
conscience” sets the required amount and she will not violate its command
(19). Olive’s insistence on her conscience as her primary guide in
completing household duties suggests that her individual conscience
drives her religious belief and action and that pressure, even from her
beloved, will not prompt her to abandon the lessons of her childhood. This
early scene establishes Olive as possessed of discipline and determination,
both qualities her mother will demonstrate publicly.
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own abilities as a Christian woman, what Frances Willard calls “the
greatest organizer ever organized by our beneficent Creator” (127).
Both Giles Corey and Paul Bayley understand Martha’s public selfsacrifice as a significant religious and political act. Demonstrating his
acceptance of his would-be mother-in-law’s principles, Paul Bayley reports
to Giles that at the moment of Martha’s death “[s]he spake like a martyr at
the door of heaven” but her executioners did not permit her to finish
speaking and instead cut both her prayer and her life short (91). Giles
determines that he must refuse to speak, explaining: “I said words that
they twisted to her [Martha’s] undoing. Verily, words can be made to fit all
fancies. ‘Twere safer to be mute — as I’ll be this afternoon” (93). His wife’s
example compels him to follow through on the spirit of her rebellion, not
to mimc her precise behavior. He recognizes that normal means of public
discourse have failed and conventional options have been exhausted.
While he does not claim to share martyr status with his wife, Freeman’s
Giles Corey does believe that his refusal to cooperate with the court will
have a lasting social impact, stating his hope that “[i]t shall be not only
Giles Corey that lies pressed to death under the stones, but the backbone
of this great evil in the land shall be broke by the same weight” (94).88
Reimagining New England Justice
Seventeenth-century Puritan theology claimed to be relatively
gender neutral but in practice understood women as innately more sinful

In The Crucible, which I discuss in Chapter 4, Arthur Miller credits John
Proctor’s execution with achieving this goal.
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and corrupt than men. In Damned Women, Elizabeth Reis argues that this
belief in women’s sinfulness was so deep and persuasive as to make
Puritan women suspect that they had unwittingly acted as witches,
motivating them to confess to the spectral crimes of which they were
accused.89 By the nineteenth century, mainstream American Protestantism
had reversed this polarity, positioning women as naturally closer to God
and therefore capable of and responsible for exerting a moral and religious
influence on their husbands and families. Both Longfellow and Freeman’s
interpretations of the Coreys’ fate reflect this shift by positioning Martha
Corey as the moral center of her household. These plays put her at the
center of the deeply religious conflict over the reality of witchcraft and the
influence of spirits on the human world and recognize her as having the
capacity to change the public conversation on this issue substantively.
Despite the claims of men in power, Martha Corey insists on the ordinary
origins of these supposed supernatural events.
Longfellow and Freeman’s dramatic interpretations of Martha and
Giles Corey’s battle with the witch trial court demonstrate the possibility

Freeman’s play includes a scene in which Olive Corey dramatizes her
fear of having committed evil unwittingly, a concern which would have
been likely for an accused woman in the 1692 trials. According to Elizabeth
Reis’ study of historical New England Puritans, “women were more likely
than men to be convinced of their own complicity with the devil, and given
such convictions about themselves, they could more easily imagine that
other women were equally damned” (121-122). In Freeman’s play Paul
Bayley dismisses this worry when, in answer to her fearful question, “Can I
have been a witch unknowingly, and so done with great evil to my father
and mother?” he answers: “Call up thy wits, Olive! I tell the thou art no
witch” (78).
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and desire to create a historical lineage for the struggle for women’s rights
in their own time. Martha Corey, a strong, committed Christian, assumes
the position of a foremother in this lineage. Her defiance of an
unreasonable and unChristian theocratic government presents a model of
resistance not only appropriate to but even required of Christian women.
Both Longfellow and Freeman soften some of the historical Martha
Corey’s sharpest edges, but only to create a more acceptable model for
nineteenth-century women’s political activism. Their fictionalized Martha
Corey may speak a bit more softly than did the historical person, but she
retains the power to change her society fundamentally.
Martha Corey’s rejection of Puritan leadership challenges both the
religious and the civil control which that leadership seeks to maintain.90
Both dramatic interpretations of Martha Corey show her as the moral and
religious leader of her household whose decisive action guides not only her
family but also her whole community away from tyranny and madness.
She succeeds in breaking the grip of the powerful magistrates and
exposing the folly of the witch hunt, but at the cost of her life and her
husband’s. The conclusion to each play makes clear that this sacrifice
awakens the public to the absurdity of convictions based on spectral

Clearly sympathetic to Martha, Upham points out to readers that “[i]t is
most amusing to see how the pride of the magistrates was touched, and
their wrath kindled, by what she was reported to have said, ‘that the
magistrates’ and ministers’ eyes were blinded, and that she would open
them.’ It rankled in Hathorne’s breast: he returns to it again and again,
and works himself up to a higher degree of resentment on each
recurrence” (50).
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evidence and the prideful insistence of powerful men. In advancing
Martha Corey as the initiator of and driving force behind these public
demonstrations of dissent, both plays argue for recognition of women as
active participants in American politics. The historical and geographic
location of this active participation in Puritan Massachusetts capitalizes on
conventional histories’ promotion of New England as the model for the
United States.
Close examination of these neglected texts presents contemporary
scholars with the opportunity to investigate further the on-going influence
of Massachusetts’ early history on writers and the American public at
large. Longfellow and Freeman’s interpretation of the events of the 1692
trials shows an effort to engage with, not to obscure, violent events as part
of New England’s regional character. The lesson these exceptional events
offer, according to both writers, is that women of faith can, and indeed
must, contribute to the moral and political life of their communities.
Martha’s martyrdom, revived on stage in the nineteenth century, could
continue to guide New Englanders and Americans as they created a more
just world.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Gospel Perjury: The Neglected Story of Elizabeth Proctor in
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible
In his epilogue to The Crucible Arthur Miller uses the metaphor of
an echo to describe the continuing influence of events from seventeenthcentury Massachusetts on twentieth-century America. In attending to the
“echoes down the corridor”91 thus far, critics, readers, and audiences have
listened attentively for the heavy footfalls of John Proctor’s march to the
gallows but neglected his wife Elizabeth’s determined tread. This chapter
argues that her footsteps, too, reverberate through American narratives of
faith, government, and justice. The moral consistency she displays and her
willingness to refuse a violent theocratic government access to the contents
of her mind and heart model a specifically Protestant resistance to tyranny
at every level of society. John Proctor may claim the glory of martyrdom,
but Elizabeth presents an even more instructive example of moral courage.
Seventeenth-century Massachusetts provides a compelling stage on
which to perform that moral courage, but the need for it, across historical
and political boundaries, continues. The Crucible, Miller’s most-performed
play from Broadway to high school auditoriums, interprets Puritan
Massachusetts through the lens of Miller’s contemporary moment more
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Miller’s epilogue to the play is titled “Echoes Down the Corridor.”
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transparently than either of the Giles Corey plays represent theirs.92 Like
Longfellow and Freeman, however, Miller felt the events of 1692 to be near
to his own time in a significant way. He describes how “[o]n a lucky
afternoon I happened upon a book, The Devil in Massachusetts, by Marion
Starkey; a narrative of the Salem witch-hunt of 1692” (476) and,
encouraged by his encounter with Starkey’s 1949 text, Miller drove to
Salem, Massachusetts, to conduct his own research. In a 1953 essay he
describes that research process as quite simple and quite ordinary:
I asked the courthouse clerk for the town records of 1692. A lawyerlooking man in an overcoat asked for 1941. A lady, who looked like
she was planning to sue somebody, asked for 1913. The clerk
handed over a volume to each of us and we sat at separate tables,
the three of us, turning pages. (38)
Whether the process was this simple or not, and whether he was indeed
among readers on simpler legal errands or not, Miller’s story of his research
process represents the history of seventeenth-century Salem as readily
accessible. Some luck, some curiosity, and an underlying feeling that 1692
held some kind of answer to the mid-twentieth century problem of
anticommunist paranoia led Miller to the contemporary Salem courthouse,
where a simple request provided him with all the legal evidence of the trials

Miller has spoken and written extensively about this connection. In
particular, see “Journey to The Crucible” (1953) quoted here and also
“Brewed in The Crucible” (1958) and “The Crucible in History” (1999).
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that exists. These records, in Miller’s experience, are not enshrined in an
archive, not hidden nor protected from the public.
In his preface to the play Miller describes The Crucible as “not
history in the sense in which the word is used by academic historians,” and
indeed he makes substantive departures from the historical record,93 but he
does “believe that the reader will discover here the essential nature of one
of the strangest and most awful chapters in human history.” Critics and
audiences tend to search for that essential nature in John Proctor’s internal
moral turmoil and its external manifestations in his fight against the
deluded Deputy-Governor Danforth and self-serving Reverend Parris. Yet
ready comparisons of Miller’s own conduct before the House Un-American
Activities Committee94 and John Proctor’s heroic conflict with the strange

In “Journey to The Crucible he states: “The Crucible is taken from
history. No character is in the play who did not take a similar role in
Salem, 1692.” Edmund S. Morgan points out that, historically speaking,
John Proctor’s partner in adultery would likely have been Mary Warren,
not Abigail Williams, but is not bothered by Miller’s rearrangement of
these details nor his relative oversimplification of the trials themselves
(see Morgan, “Arthur Miller’s The Crucible and the Salem Witch Trials: A
Historian’s View.”)
94 When interrogated a few years after the first productions of The
Crucible, Miller emulated Proctor in refusing to name the communists or
communist sympathizers he had encountered at meetings or other social
occasions. In his article on Miller’s penultimate play Resurrection Blues
(2004) and its place among Miller’s works about social problems, Jeffrey
D. Mason writes that “[i]n spite of the nuances of Miller’s testimony during
the two-and-a-half hour interrogation, [by the HUAC] the salient memory
of the hearing is that in declining to name names, he refused to cooperate,
to betray others, and to submit to the power of oppressive authority. To
refuse to name names remains Miller’s signature gesture of resistance”
(674). Chapter 8 of Christopher Bigsby’s Arthur Miller, 1915-1962 details
the composition of The Crucible and its relationship to Miller’s own views
of twentieth-century politics, especially antiCommunist scrutiny of the
American theater and film industries.
93
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and awful world of seventeenth-century Massachusetts tend to obscure
Elizabeth Proctor’s actions and decisions even as she demonstrates an
unshakable commitment to her religious beliefs despite the horrors of 1692.
Though seldom recognized as an example of Christian faith, she maintains
an unswerving adherence to the Protestant principle that no human being
can judge nor protect another’s immortal soul. In fact, closer attention to
Elizabeth Proctor in both of the play’s historical settings (1692 and 1950)
creates opportunities to reexamine conventional historical narratives of
each period with attention to the women who wrestled with a violent
American government to protect their ideals, themselves, and their
families.
The Crucible forms a significant part of Miller’s legacy especially in
terms of his role as a political playwright. In his consideration of Miller as a
political playwright, Michael Anderson compares The Crucible to Brecht’s
Galileo, finding they are “both plays that reckon the price of free conscience
confronted by ecclesiastical authority, an authority abhorrent to the
contemporary audience” (329). Anderson credits Brecht with more
subtlety, arguing that “in his one-sided hectoring Miller delivers a message,
the protest against McCarthyism in John Proctor’s refusal to name names—
an act arising from neither the characterization nor the plot,” but the
continued popularity of the play suggests this aggressive and transparently
political protest still resonates with audiences (329). Miller’s choice of the
witch trial as a model of abhorrent authority follows a tradition of doing so,
as previous chapters of this dissertation have explored, as does his
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inclusion of a woman character acting in open defiance of that hated
authority.95 Unlike Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter and the Giles Corey
plays, however, The Crucible denies its heroine center stage. Anderson
criticizes the limitations the play gives Elizabeth Proctor, but does not go so
far as to interpret her actions as posing the vital question of “the price of
free conscience when confronted by ecclesiastical authority,” in Anderson’s
terms (329).
Criticism of The Crucible has yet to investigate Elizabeth Proctor
fully as a religious participant in her theocratic society who must decide
how to engage with the violence and hysteria of the witch panic. John
Proctor’s court testimony and hanging provide dramatic scenes of
resistance, but her decisions, though less spectacular, shape the action of
the play and show her own spiritual and personal struggle. Put another
way, readings which neglect her story fall into the same trap as her husband
John, who reduces Elizabeth from a living woman to a representation of an
abstract moral code, an idol of stern and unforgiving Puritan justice. This
chapter analyzes how The Crucible’s Elizabeth Proctor shows and
maintains a commitment to her own moral judgment and to the limitations
of that judgment even when she stands to lose everything. In particular, I
focus on Elizabeth’s decision to commit perjury when asked if she knew
about her husband’s adultery and on her continued resistance to John’s
effort to project his assessment of himself onto her. Elizabeth Proctor loses

Gottfried suspects that Miller minimized the roles of Martha and Giles
Corey in order to distinguish his play from Longfellow’s (225).
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faith in her government when it departs from reason into hysterical
madness, but she never loses faith in John nor in the Christian principle of
forgiveness.
Elizabeth Proctor has frequently been read as the frigid foil to
Abigail Williams’ seductive siren, reduced to an archetype of feminine
sexuality within a fundamentally misogynist paradigm.96 In a now-classic
article on the play published in Modern Drama in 1994 Wendy Schissel
observed that “[i]n forty years of criticism very little has been said about
the ways in which The Crucible reinforces stereotypes of femme fatales and
cold and unforgiving wives in order to assert apparently universal virtues”
(461). These virtues are, of course, readily recognized in John Proctor, the
play’s model of what Schissel describes as a “questionable androcentric
morality” (461). Read as the tragedy of John Proctor, The Crucible uses
Elizabeth and Abigail to expose John’s internal conflict between duty and
desire; women are figures in John Proctor’s moral life rather than subjects
of their own lives. My reading challenges this traditional understanding of
the play by attending to Elizabeth Proctor’s moral and religious life rather
than her husband’s.
Biographical readings of the play tend to focus on Miller’s own
testimony before the HUAC, in which he, like John Proctor, refuses to
name others whom his interrogators wish to target.97 In such readings

For descriptions of Elizabeth and Abigail fitting this binary model, see
Michael Anderson, Stephen Marion, Edmund Morgan, and Robert Martin.
97 In 1954 Miller was unable to attend the opening production of The
Crucible in Belgium because he had been denied a passport. In a 1999
96
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Elizabeth Proctor is interpreted as representing Miller’s first wife, whom he
would divorce in order to marry Marilyn Monroe in 1956.98 Elizabeth, like
Mary Grace Slatterly, is thus an obstacle rather than a person, and Miller
shares the heroic status of his play’s martyred protagonist. As the
biographical angle has been addressed extensively already, I will say no
more about it here.99
Responses to the most recent Broadway production of The Crucible,
directed by Ivo van Hove in 2016, suggest that I am not alone in
recognizing a more nuanced reading of Elizabeth Proctor. Reviewers
praised actress Sophie Okonedo’s performance as Elizabeth for the depth of

essay Miller explains that“[t]he stated grounds for confiscating my
passport were that my presence abroad was not in the best interests of the
United States” (3).
98 Michael Anderson reads Elizabeth Proctor among a veritable sorority of
women characters who, he argues, represent Miller’s first wife. He notes a
pattern in Miller’s female characters, describing Louise (After the Fall)
Elizabeth Proctor (The Crucible) and Beatrice Carbone (A View From the
Bridge) before her, and Theo Felt (The Ride Down Mt. Morgan), Patricia
Hamilton (The Last Yankee), and Sylvia Gellburg (Broken Glass) as being
“depicted as uncompromisingly moralistic, forbiddingly severe, and
sexually withholding” (335). The fault, however, lies not with these women
characters but with their husbands. Anderson continues: “In Miller’s
plays, the wronged wife consistently is portrayed as overweening in her
rectitude, onto which the adulterous husband deflects responsibility for
his transgressions… as well as onto her emotional and sexual withdrawal
… before deciding that it is they, not their wives, who are the wronged
parties” (336). The “uncompromising moralis[m]” of these women
characters, then, only emerges in contrast with their spouses’ infidelity,
failure, and self-pity. Anderson’s interpretation prompts me to ask: Is
Elizabeth Proctor really an unyielding, judgmental woman, or does John
merely want her to be in order to exonerate himself? David Palmer
interprets issues of forgiveness in Miller’s subsequent plays to his failed
marriage to Marilyn Monroe (134).
99 For thorough explorations of Miller’s professional and personal life
during this period see Christopher Bigsby’s Arthur Miller, 1915-1962 and
Martin Gottfried’s Arthur Miller, His Life and Work.
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feeling and profound humanity with which she animated the role. New
York Times critic Ben Brantley says of Okonedo that she “brings a welcome
earthiness to the role of Elizabeth, exudes a similar spirit of common-sense
humanity” in contrast to that of Ben Whitshaw’s John Proctor.100 David
Rooney of the Hollywood Reporter claims that “Miller wrote Elizabeth as a
virtual saint, so it helps that Okonedo plays her early scenes with an almost
brittle detachment. But the stoicism she exhibits through her suffering is
heartbreaking, as is the pain behind her refusal to judge her compromised
husband as he agonized over whether to make a false confession and save
himself.”101 Washington Post critic Peter Marks observes that “Okonedo
brings to Elizabeth something far more interesting than integrity; this is a
woman whose suffering is of robustly human rather than reverently saintly
variety.”102 While Rooney and Marks suggest that the humanity of
Okonedo’s Elizabeth is in some way a rebellion against Miller’s
characterization, I read Okendo’s portrayal of Elizabeth’s sympathetic traits
as a long-neglected component of that characterization itself. As written
Elizabeth Proctor shows more sympathy, warmth, and courage than she
generally receives credit for.

100Ben

Brantley “Review: In Arthur Miller’s ‘Crucible’ First They Came for
the Witches.” Review of The Crucible directed by Ivo van Hove. New York
Times 31 March, 2016.
101 David Rooney, Review of The Crucible directed by Ivo van Hove.
Hollywood Reporter, 31 March 2016. Web.
102 Peter Marks,‘The Crucible’ As You’ve Never Seen It.” Review of The
Crucible directed by Ivo van Hove. Washington Post, 31 March, 2016.
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When read as a woman of faith, Elizabeth Proctor models a
steadfast but sympathetic Christian morality. Her efforts to handle the
problems within her household and marriage privately, her refusal to
pronounce judgments of John even when he continues to deceive her, and
her continued belief in his possible redemption all suggest a compassionate
view of her husband. And while she does not face precisely the same
challenge as her husband does in his final moments, she must make the
choice to tell the deranged Danforth the truth about her husband’s sins and
her knowledge of them or to conceal that truth in the hope of protecting her
husband from a violent theocratic order that has clearly lost its reason. She
chooses not the rigidly “upright way” of uncompromising honesty that her
husband and many audiences and readers believe to be her only mode, but
instead flexes, rejecting the legitimacy of the court by perjuring herself.103 If
she, indeed, remains a gospel woman, she must have determined that to
work against her husband was a greater sin than to deceive an official of the
court. To illustrate, my reading of Elizabeth Proctor focuses on her
statement of moral beliefs in two relatively private scenes (including only
Elizabeth and John) and their shared courtroom scene. In each context she
demonstrates a simultaneous commitment to her deeply-held beliefs and to

When Rev. Hale questions Elizabeth about whether she may be a witch
she interrupts him to declare: “If you think that I am one, then I say there
are none” (67). Her lines here echo the testimony of Martha Corey, who is
referred to but does not appear in Miller’s play.
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her husband as “a good man… though somewhat bewildered.”104 Elizabeth
Proctor shows the strength to face the challenges of a real and complicated
human world.
The Crucible’s plot positions Abigail Williams and Elizabeth Proctor
as opposing figures in the drama of John Proctor’s moral struggle, and his
first scene with Abigail supports the reading of her as the young and
desirable foil to Elizabeth’s cold moralism. Explaining the view that
identifies Elizabeth and Abigail as representatives of the all-too-familiar
madonna/whore model of womanhood, Schissel writes:“Abigail and
Elizabeth also represent the extremes of female sexuality — sultriness and
frigidity, respectively — which test a man’s body, endanger his spirit, and
threaten his ‘natural’ dominance or needs” (464). In agreement with
Schissel and addressing the racial layers to this portrayal, Suzanne Roszak
states that“the women of Miller’s play… are emphatically vilified and
stereotyped. The white women of The Crucible are pushed into archetypal
binary roles as seductive whores and frigid prudes” (116). Audiences are
primed to read Elizabeth as frigid by Abigail Williams’ description of her as
“sickly” (29) and as “cold and snivelling” (30), a woman who is “blackening
[Abigail’s] name in the village” by telling lies about her (30), descriptions
which occur before they meet Elizabeth Proctor herself. Abigail’s attempts
to regain John Proctor’s attention at the very beginning of the play

In the play Elizabeth uses this description to dissuade her husband
from believing that she judges him for his betrayal of their marriage vows
(55).
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encourage John Proctor himself to view the two women in opposition to
one another. Abigail forces John Proctor to confront his continuing desire
for her and attempts to leverage that desire to renew their sexual
relationship. Reminding him of his willing participation in their trysts
Abigail cries: “I look for John Proctor that took me from my sleep and put
knowledge in my heart!” (30). Her further declaration that “You loved me,
John Proctor, and whatever sin it is, you love me yet!” (30) suggests that
John Proctor willfully denies the depth of Abigail’s attachment to him, as
does his instruction to “[w]ipe it out of mind” (29). His false assertion that
“we never touched, Abby” is plainly insufficient to dissolve the bond their
affair created. And, because it is plainly false, it does support her
interpretation of his rejection of her as denial of his true feelings and as
representative of the hypocrisy of their religious community.105 Abigail also
implies that John allows Elizabeth too much control over him, taunting:
“Oh, I marvel how such a strong man may let such a sickly wife be-“ — a
statement he interrupts with a demand that Abigail not speak ill of
Elizabeth (29). If Elizabeth Proctor appears unsympathetic and selfrighteous, it is because Abigail wants John Proctor to think her so.
The first scene in which readers and audiences see the Proctors
together establishes the ways in which John Proctor’s fixation on self-

105Abigail,

in response to John Proctor’s denial of his feelings for her and
his attempt to deny ever having acted on them, declares: “I never knew
what pretence Salem was, I never knew the lying lessons I was taught by
all these Christian women and their covenanted men! And now you bid me
tear the light out of my eyes? I will not, I cannot!” (30).
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judgment contributes to the danger faced by his family and by their broader
community.106 In their first shared scene in the play, Elizabeth Proctor
serves her husband a meal and attempts to persuade him to take public
action against the witch-hunt hysteria. She knows that she has been
accused of witchcraft, that Abigail Williams seeks to replace her as John’s
wife, and that John has evidence that could, if he testified to it, protect their
family from Abigail’s manipulation of Danforth, Hale, Parris, and her gang
of girls.107 Though Elizabeth believes the court to be mistaken and
misguided, she thinks its course can be corrected and its legitimacy
restored; she urges her husband to intervene with his truthful testimony
about Abigail telling him the girls are not bewitched, but only “gone
silly.”108 Elizabeth’s plea that he share this knowledge is not, as John and

Budick remarks that just as “…the Salem judges suffer from an
unabidable moral arrogance, so does John Proctor, and so, for that matter,
do many other of the play’s characters” (538). In this scene John Proctor
projects his own judgments of himself onto his wife, assuming he knows
and understands her beliefs better than she does and punishing her for his
own view of himself while refusing to hear her true feelings about his
betrayal and return to her. His moral arrogance is more naked here than
almost anywhere in the play.
107 Elizabeth Proctor’s assessment of Abigail Williams’ abilities and
motivations proves to be accurate. The young woman is very skilled at
provoking otherwise sober people and institutions to violence. Her efforts
to assume Elizabeth Proctor’s position initiate the entire witch panic, in
Miller’s rendering: Betty Parris, the first witchcraft victim, says to Abigail
“You drank a charm to kill John Proctor’s wife!” (26). If the dancing in the
woods, not staged in the play but alluded to as the instigating incident for
the trial proceedings, was arranged in order to give Abigail this chance to
eliminate Elizabeth Proctor, then Abigail’s manipulation of the court is in
fact her second attempt to remove Elizabeth after the charm alone fails.
108 Upon encountering the ‘bewitched’ Betty Parris, John Proctor asks
Abigail “What’s this mischief here?” To which she responds “Oh, she’s only
gone silly somehow” (28). When he protests that “the town’s mumbling
106
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many critics interpret it, a sanctimonious refusal to forgive her husband
nor a desire for him to suffer by revisiting his sins, but an attempt to defuse
Abigail’s schemes before those schemes cause more damage. Her goal is not
her own vindication, nor punishment of her husband, but the rescue of
their family and, indeed, their entire community.
John Proctor may claim Elizabeth’s “justice would freeze beer” (55),
but this judgment is the product of his own self-loathing, not of her
behavior toward him. The ‘reader’ text of the play109 introduces the
character of John Proctor with this description: “He is a sinner, a sinner
not only against the moral fashion of the time, but against his own vision of
decent conduct” (27). Though John claims to be frustrated by Elizabeth’s
hesitant forgiveness, the dinner scene with her suggests that it is his own
continued failure to be honest with her that sharpens his judgment of
himself. As the introduction of his character reminds the reader, “[t]hese
people had no ritual for the washing away of sins” (27) and John Proctor
seems unable either to release himself from past sins or to cease his pattern
of sinful behavior. He assumes that Elizabeth wants to punish him because
he has yet to finish punishing himself.
John Proctor, in his own narcissistic misery, reimagines his wife as
the perpetrator of his on-going punishment. Elizabeth Proctor does speak

witchcraft” she replies “Oh, posh!… We were dancin’ in the woods last
night, and my uncle leaped in on us. She took fright, is all” (28).
109Gottfried explains that the essay portions of the text were performed by
an actor cast as ‘The Reader’ in the 1958 revival performance of the play,
and are now usually included in printed editions of the play but not staged
(221-2).
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angrily with her husband, but only upon discovering that her plan to defeat
the witch trial court cannot succeed because John heard Abigail’s
admission of the trials’ falsehood while the two were alone together and no
other witnesses can corroborate his statement. Despite concealing the
seclusion in which this conversation took place, John lashes out at
Elizabeth with the demand “I’ll not have your suspicion!” to which she
answers, “[t]hen let you not earn it!” which, clearly, he has (54). John
complains of the burden of tiptoeing around his wife’s sentiments, (“I have
gone tiptoe in this house all seven month since [Abigail] is gone. I have not
moved from there to there without I think to please you” (55) but audiences
and readers never see her demand this deference. John Proctor creates his
own means of penance without consulting her when she asks simply for his
openness, which he continues to deny her.
Following his admission that he was, in fact, alone with Abigail,
John Proctor invokes the structures of the court and of the church,
positioning himself as the victim of Elizabeth’s harsh judgment. He
redoubles his defensiveness, declaring “I cannot speak but I am doubted,
every moment judged for lies, as though I come into a court when I come
into this house!” (55). Crucially, he has lied to Elizabeth. Nevertheless, he
positions her as the unyielding judge, blaming her for his own feelings of
shame. In this moment he seems to regret having admitted to the affair:
No more! I should have roared you down when first you told me
your suspicion. But I wilted, and, like a Christian, I confessed.
Confessed! Some dream I had must have mistaken you for God that
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day. But you’re not, you’re not, and let you remember it! Let you
sometimes look for the goodness in me, and judge me not. (55)
Even by John Proctor’s own admission, he has elevated his wife to the
position of judge and, therefore, God, despite the fact that he tries to retract
that perception of her. His testimony before Danforth later in the play
further illuminates the degree to which he has idolized his wife’s godly
qualities, especially her honesty.
Elizabeth Proctor consistently rejects John’s efforts to reduce her to
a representation of his own moral standard, insisting to her husband: “I do
not judge you. The magistrate sits in your heart that judges you” (55). She
recognizes that it is not she, but John’s own “vision of decent conduct” (27)
that torments him. She will never, even under threat of death, abandon this
belief.110 Rather than accept the blame for her husband’s spiritual turmoil,
she reasserts her faith in him, saying: “I never thought you but a good man,
John — [with a smile] — only somewhat bewildered” (55). In calling him “a
good man… only somewhat bewildered” she describes his affair with
Abigail as a temporary state of confusion from which he can recover; his
bewilderment, while painful, is neither permanent nor unforgivable. Just as
she is gentle with him, she urges him to be gentler with himself. She cannot
absolve him of his sins, but neither is she willing to concede his damnation.
Reverend Hale’s arrival at the Proctors’ home renders it a
courtroom in a very practical sense and the Proctors’ responses to Hale

110

See analysis of the Proctors’ last shared conversation on pages 144-147.
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foreshadow the testimony they will give before Danforth. While Elizabeth
Proctor maintains a calm and practical demeanor, giving instructions for
the care of the family in her absence, John immediately leaps to the
symbolic, objecting not only to Elizabeth’s arrest but to the indignity of her
restraints, shouting to the bailiff: “Damn you, man, you will not chain her!
Off with them! I’ll not have it! I will not have her chained!” (72-3). With
reference to Pontius Pilate and assertions that those helping the court are
bound for Hell, Proctor challenges not only the legitimacy of his wife’s
arrest, but also the public humiliation she must endure as a result of his
(still secret) sins. John Proctor interprets these events as a reflection on his
own character, which only deepens his idealization of Elizabeth as a
symbolic figure.111 His escalation to invocations of damnation and holiness
establish his perspective on the witch trials as a spiritual conflict within his
community and within himself.
Even after Elizabeth’s arrest, John Proctor holds some hope that
truthful testimony will correct the court and release her from
imprisonment. His first attempt to rescue his wife relies on Mary Warren’s
honest testimony before the court and exhibits the same hope Elizabeth

To some degree the court’s scrutiny of the Proctor household is due to
John Proctor’s failure to attend church regularly and his rejection of
Reverend Parris as a minister. In response to John’s statement that “I see
no light of God in that man,” meaning Parris, Hale answers “I must say it,
Mr Proctor; that is not for you to decide. The man’s ordained, therefore the
light of God is in him” (63). Hale comes to regret this confidence in Parris
later in the play. I interpret Hale’s loss of faith in the institutions of the
church and the court as harmonizing with Elizabeth Proctor’s in that while
each enters the witch panic with the faith that the truth will win out, both
relinquish that hope when Danforth abandons reason for zeal.
111
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asserted when she asked John to testify himself. He persuades Mary
Warren, who has participated in the actions of Abigail’s mob of girls, to
testify through a combination of force and assurance that to do so is the
right and Godly thing:
Proctor: [to Mary, bending to her, holding her hand, quietly] Now
remember what the angel Raphael said to the boy Tobias.
Remember it.
Mary Warren [hardly audible] Aye.
Proctor: ‘Do what is good, and no harm shall come to thee.’
Mary Warren: Aye. (86)
John’s initial plan, a revision of his wife’s, fails when Mary Warren once
again yields to Abigail Williams’ control. John, like Elizabeth, hoped to
defeat the court by presenting credible proof that the witchcraft sufferers’
symptoms are sport and not the work of evil-doers. When Mary Warren
deserts him, John Proctor submits the truth of his own actions to the court.
Though deeply painful to admit, John trusts that the revelation of his and
Abigail’s relationship will set the record straight. He says to Danforth: “I set
myself entirely in your hands. I know you must see it now” (98).112 But
Danforth does not see. Despite the anguish this confession causes John
Proctor, his testimony suffers the same deficiency as the testimony his wife

John Proctor’s confession invokes a Biblical verse which he chose not to
cite to Mary Warren. He encourages her to remember “It is honorable to
reveal the works of god: do that which is good and no evil shall touch you”
(Tobit 12:7). Proctor’s own self-perception may be more accurately
described through Tobit 12:10— “But they that sin are enemies to their
own life.”
112
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had asked him to present: it can be corroborated by none but Abigail
Williams.
Abigail Williams’ answers to Danforth’s questions about her affair
with John Proctor prove just how well she manipulates the court’s driving
principles and fears. Danforth words his inquiry gently, but only gets so far
as asking “Is it possible, child, that the spirits you have seen are illusion
only, some deception that may cross your mind when-“ (96) before Abigail
angrily cuts him off. Danforth is willing to consider the possibility that the
witchcraft Abigail testifies to is not actually happening but is instead a
deception, which would still be attributable to Satan. His investigation of
this possibility, however, is quickly crushed by Abigail’s insistence:
Abigail: Why, this - this - is a base question, sir.
Danforth: Child, I would have you consider it.
Abigail: I have been hurt, Mr Danforth; I have seen my blood
runnin’ out. I have been near to murdered every day because I done
my duty pointing out the Devil’s people - and this is my reward? To
be mistrusted, denied, questioned like a Danforth [weakening]: Child, I do not mistrust youAbigail [in an open threat]: Let you beware, Mr Danforth. Think
you to be so mighty that the power of Hell may not turn your wits?
Beware of it! (96)
Abigail turns Danforth’s reasoning against him, suggesting that his pride in
himself blinds him, and thus he has fallen prey to the Prince of Air. Any
difficulty believing her, then, proves her truthfulness. The doctrine of
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spectral evidence allows for the possibility of witchcraft victims witnessing
what others cannot perceive, and Abigail skillfully manipulates this
principle. When she follows her threats against Danforth with another
performance of bewitchment, in which she feels a cold wind, accuses Mary
Warren of setting a shadow on her, and Hathorne declares that her hand
has turned cold, the entire court’s attention is diverted from Abigail and
John Proctor’s shared sin to Abigail’s bodily suffering and the evil that
must be causing it. Her strategy for controlling Danforth and the court
leverages specific components of the witch trial court’s ideology, and her
success encourages the play’s audiences and readers to consider what
vulnerabilities to such manipulation their own government might have.
The nature of spectral evidence, and powerful men’s vulnerability to
it, creates one of the most unsettling connections between Miller’s era and
seventeenth-century Massachusetts. In the “The Crucible in History,”
Miller explains the likeness of Communism as imagined by the conservative
Right and witchcraft as imagined by Puritans. Of McCarthyism he says:
… it had come rather quickly to be believed that a massive,
profoundly organized conspiracy was in place and being carried
forward mainly by a concealed phalanx of intellectuals, including
labor people, teachers, professionals of all sorts, sworn to
undermine the American government. And it was precisely the
invisibility of ideas that was helping to frighten so many people.
(475)
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The question of spectral evidence, of that which cannot and need not be
proven according to traditional judiciary standards, contributes both to
panics and to a larger distrust of democratic institutions altogether.
John Proctor’s effort to wrest the court from Abigail Williams’ grip
depends on his idealization of his wife as a woman of rigidly moral conduct,
and it is this reductive understanding of her that ultimately condemns him
before Danforth. Despite John’s desperate efforts to focus the judges’
attention on his own conduct, Danforth insists on establishing whether or
not Elizabeth Proctor knew of John and Abigail’s relationship. Before
calling Elizabeth Proctor in to confirm John’s account, Danforth says to
him: “Your wife, you say, is an honest woman” (98), to which John
answers: “In her life, sir, she have never lied.” (98) Not content to describe
his wife’s past behavior, John further attributes her unfailing honesty to an
unchangeable quality of her being: “There are them that cannot sing, and
them that cannot weep — my wife cannot lie. I have paid much to learn it,
sir” (98). John Proctor insists that his wife’s commitment to the truth is so
deep that she cannot but maintain it. He denies her the capacity of
deception, removing from her character the very possibility of perjury. This
description of his wife exposes his fetishization of her honesty, a quality
elevated and calcified by his own shame at having betrayed and deceived
her. Yet once more, before Danforth demands that Elizabeth Proctor join
them in the courtroom, he elicits the statement from John Proctor that
“Aye, sir, she knew her for a harlot” (99), clarifying John Proctor’s claim
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that his wife knew of his affair with Abigail Williams and “put her out on
the high road” in response.
Elizabeth Proctor, unlike her husband’s vision of her, adheres much
more to the spirit than the letter of law, showing a flexibility and a capacity
for choice that her husband denies her. When Danforth demands to know
why Elizabeth Proctor dismissed Abigail Williams from her position as a
servant in the Proctor household the stage directions indicate that
Elizabeth should delay: “not knowing what to say, sensing a situation,
wetting her lips to stall for time” (99). This hesitance to answer the judge’s
question suggests not unfailing, uncompromising honesty on Elizabeth
Proctor’s part, but a more careful assessment of her immediate conditions.
She tries to communicate with John, in facial expression if not in words,
but Danforth prevents her, insisting, “You will look in my eyes and not at
your husband. The answer is in your memory and you need no help to give
it to me” (99). Danforth demands access to Elizabeth’s individual mind,
acknowledging her as an actor independent of her husband spiritually, if
not legally. Elizabeth’s first attempt to address the question— an assertion
that Abigail “dissatisfied” both her and her husband — gains no traction,
and in response to Danforth’s increasing pressure she admits “I came to
think he fancied her. And so one night I lost my wits, I think, and put her
out on the highroad” (100). Her alternative explanation for expelling
Abigail from the house, this momentary burst of emotion fueled by
suspicion, is not so far from the truth of the circumstances but deliberately
obscures her certainty and offers a plausible, though false, explanation for
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her behavior. When Danforth demands access to her memory, she denies
him and substitutes a lie.
Defying Danforth’s exercise of theocratic power, Elizabeth Proctor
will not retreat from this lie even when Danforth presses her even harder,
and her commitment to it shows her continuing loyalty to her husband. She
deflects questions about John’s specific behavior with a description of his
character. When she continues to stall, describing her husband as “a goodly
man” in place of an answer about her knowledge of his adultery, Danforth,
according to the stage directions, “reaches out and holds her face” to
prevent her making eye contact with John and demands: “Look at me! To
your own knowledge, has John Proctor ever committed the crime of
lechery? Answer my question! Is your husband a lecher!” (100). The stage
directions describe Elizabeth struck dumb by “a crisis of indecision” before
she finally chooses to answer: “No, sir” (100).
Elizabeth Proctor’s final answer presents two interpretive
possibilities: either she knows her husband to be a lecher and hides this
knowledge from Danforth, or she knows about her husband’s actions but
will not define him by them. Danforth does not stop at asking about what
John has done, but persists and demands to know what he is and when
asked if he is a lecher she says no. I contend that her rejection of this label
for John indicates not only a desire to protect him from the violence of the
court, but also her forgiveness of him and belief in the possibility of his
redemption. In a practical sense, she recognizes the danger the court poses
to John’s earthly life. As much as Danforth may claim “[t]he pure in heart
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need no lawyers” (84) and “[n]o uncorrupted man may fear this court,”
(88) Elizabeth sees the strength of Abigail Williams’ influence and chooses
to treat the court as the instrument of a vengeful girl’s rage. Under normal
conditions, Elizabeth’s quiet “No, sir” in response to Danforth could
constitute false witness, but the play encourages readers and audiences to
ask: If the listener is false, must the speaker confess the whole truth?
Elizabeth Proctor’s testimony proves that she is not the immovable
idol of honesty her husband imagines. but a human woman facing a hard
choice. The “upright way” she has sought to maintain throughout her life
would, under normal conditions, guide her to give Danforth the
information he demands.113 Were she as inflexible as her husband’s portrait
of her, she would not hesitate to share her honest thoughts. But Elizabeth
Proctor lies. Whether directly or by side-stepping the question we cannot
be sure, but she deliberately withholds the answer she knows Danforth
wants and expects. Though she once pleaded with her husband to be
truthful with the court, she has lost her faith in the patriarchal theocracy
and denies it the right to compel her confession. She trusts her own
assessment of what is right over the theocratic state’s determination.
Though it is a pivotal moment in the play, critics tend to overlook or
dismiss Elizabeth Proctor’s actions in this scene. Schissel reads Elizabeth

When questioned by Hale, Elizabeth says: “I cannot think the Devil may
own a woman’s soul, Mr Hale, when she keeps an upright way, as I have”
(66.) On the subject of whether or not witches exist to threaten the village,
Miller’s Elizabeth Proctor strongly resembles Martha Corey when she
interrupts Hale to declare: “If you think that I am one, then I say there are
none” (67).
113
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Proctor’s pregnancy, which prevents her being hanged on the evidence of
Abigail Williams’ accusations, as evidence of the playwright’s commanding
grip on the character. According to Schissel, “In order to control his
character, Miller impregnates her. The court will not sentence an unborn
child, so Elizabeth does not have to make a choice” (469). The fact Schissel
neglects, however, is that Elizabeth Proctor does make a choice with similar
gravity to her husband’s. It is not a confession to witchcraft, but it is a
deliberate deception of Salem village’s theocracy, an effort to placate its
leaders and protect John from its violence. Before her imprisonment,
Elizabeth thought that the truth would protect her family, but deeper
experience of the court’s actions persuades her otherwise. Her pregnancy
does not preclude Danforth’s interrogation of her nor her choice to deny
him truthful answers to his questions.
Elizabeth Proctor’s resistance to Danforth and the theocratic power
he holds does not escape Reverend Hale’s perception, and, further, serves
as a turning point in his relationship to the court. Following Elizabeth’s
testimony, Hale implores Danforth: “Excellency, it is a natural lie to tell; I
beg you, stop now before another is condemned! I may shut my conscience
to it no more – private vengeance is working through this testimony!” (100)
Convinced by John Proctor’s testimony and recognizing Elizabeth’s reasons
for deceiving a man entranced by Abigail Williams’ cries of witchcraft, Hale
pleads with Danforth to return Elizabeth to the stand, now that she knows
her husband has confessed his crimes. Hale even frames his plea as his own
testimony in that he bares the content of his conscience to Danforth’s
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scrutiny. When sent to interrogate the Proctors, Hale trusted in the court to
deliver justice, but after the Proctors have both testified he recognizes just
how little Danforth’s court deserved that trust. Elizabeth’s decision to
answer “No, sir” catalyzes Hale’s rejection of Danforth’s court altogether.
As the day of John Proctor’s execution approaches, Hale himself
adopts Elizabeth Proctor’s approach when he advocates that the accused
falsely confess, in the hope that “it may well be God damns a liar less than
he that throws his life away for pride” (115).114 Though he struggles to give
this advice and describes his mission to elicit confessions as “the Devil’s
work,” Hale determines that, under these conditions, his Christian doctrine
condones lying to Danforth’s court. He, too, faces a difficult choice, but
trusts his own conscience over Danforth’s judgment. When asking
Elizabeth Proctor to urge John to confess, Hale cautions her: “cleave to no
faith when faith brings blood. It is a mistaken law that leads to you
sacrifice” (115). Hale’s assessment of the “mistaken law” which binds
Elizabeth and John Proctor to their honesty indicates just how wrong Hale
believes Danforth and Parris must be. They have pursued and advanced
faith and law — for in Puritan Massachusetts the two are nearly identical —
even and especially when the law brought blood.115

Hale describes rampant disorder as the result of the trials and confirms
Danforth’s fears that the people may be nearing the end of their tolerance
of the witch panic and his handling of it. Hale explains: “Excellency, there
are orphans wandering from house to house; abandoned cattle bellow on
the highroads, the stink of rotting crops hangs everywhere, and no man
knows when the harlot’s cry will end his life — and you wonder yet if
115
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Hale’s assumption of responsibility for the violence of the witch
trials foreshadows Elizabeth Proctor’s claim to responsibility for John’s
adultery by displaying a similar turn inward to his own failures and flaws.
Hale admits to his guilt in the trials themselves, confessing to Elizabeth: “I
would save your husband’s life, for if he is taken I count myself his
murderer.” (115) Unlike Elizabeth, Hale has taken public actions that
supported Parris and Danforth’s efforts, has lent his expertise to their
crusade against spectral enemies. His position of authority allows him
some influence, but he exercises it much too late to prevent the murders of
accused witches. In his historical analysis of The Crucible, Edmund S.
Morgan argues that Hale better represents Puritan clergy than do the
proponents of the witch trials because, Morgan argues, throughout the
witch panic “[t]he role of the clergy was a deterring one” and further,
“[t]hey recognized at an early stage that the trials were being conducted
without regard to proper procedures” (50). If Hale stands in for historical
Puritan ministers, Elizabeth Proctor’s influence on him indicates that she
has significant power within her religious community. Her testimony and
its consequences lead him to his own rebellion against the court,
profoundly altering his relationship to his own theocratic power.
Resisting both Hale’s efforts at persuasion and Danforth and Parris’
instructions, Elizabeth Proctor makes no pledge to exhort her husband’s
confession even when the day of his execution dawns: She remains

rebellion’s spoke? Better you should marvel how they do not burn your
province!” (114)
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committed both to her own moral judgment and to her husband’s free will.
Just as the magistrate within his heart judges him, so too must it approve
his next actions. Her refusal to ensure her husband’s confession constitutes
another act of rebellion against Danforth and the theocracy that has
empowered him, generating political as well as personal consequences for
everyone involved. Danforth, having hanged many already, hopes John
Proctor’s confession will validate the charges against those already
executed. He also hopes that Proctor’s confession will weaken Rebecca
Nurse’s resolve and, if that fails, cast public doubt on her professions of
innocence. Parris, too, fears that John Proctor’s spectacular execution will
weaken his own power; he reports to Danforth and Hale that the meeting to
excommunicate John Proctor boasted only thirty attendees, a small
minority of the congregation. Despite pressure from Danforth, an
increasingly desperate Parris, and a repentant Hale, Elizabeth Proctor does
not yield: she respects her husband’s free will even under this duress.
Elizabeth Proctor’s consistency in holding to her own moral
determination has been read as self-righteousness. Gottfried claims that
her rejection of Hale’s plea for John’s confession proves her to be “more
righteous even than the Puritans, a woman of immoderate morality” (209)
but what Gottfried mistakes for immoderation is in fact commitment to a
fundamental principle of Protestant Christianity—Elizabeth knows that she
cannot answer to God for her husband’s soul, and thus she cannot choose
for him. She does not demand his sacrifice but insists that he decide for
himself whether he will confess and live or be truthful and hang. The final
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scene between Elizabeth and John further demonstrates the strength of
Elizabeth’s resolve not to deny John his own moral agency even when he
begs her to take up the burden for him. He laments that he cannot claim
the goodness shown by Rebecca Nurse and others, for to do so would be
“fraud… pretence” (118). He is thus trapped between performing what he
claims could only be a pretense of goodness and confessing to what he
knows to be a malicious lie. Reflecting on past sins, John says, “[m]y
honesty is broke, Elizabeth; I am not a good man. Nothing’s spoiled by
giving them this lie that were not rotten long before” (118). Elizabeth,
however, will not yield to the idea that her husband is beyond redemption.
She answers him, “[a]nd yet you’ve not confessed till now. That speaks
goodness in you” (118). Her refusal to give John up as a lost cause speaks to
the goodness that manifests in both Proctors, but especially to Elizabeth’s
capacity for forgiveness. She asks him to acknowledge that within him
which remains uncorrupted by sin and despair. By refusing to give up on
John Elizabeth rejects the demands of Danforth’s theocratic court, the
community that has been turned against them by witch panic, and even
John’s own weakness after months of imprisonment. Her adherence to her
own Christian principles even at this moment of crisis is not selfrighteousness, but defiance of a government that would tell her what she
must do, say, and believe.
In his last, desperate hours John Proctor looks to Elizabeth for
answers, imploring her to choose for him. He appeals to her as
representative of a higher standard than his own, as the holder of an
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unbroken honesty he idolizes, but Elizabeth continues to refuse this role.
She redirects each plea he makes, arguing: “John, it come to naught that I
should forgive you, if you’ll not forgive yourself” and declaring, through her
sobs, “It is not my soul, John, it is yours” (118).116 She, too, has directed her
own judgment inward and to the coldness she believes prompted or
encouraged her husband’s lechery. This redirection, Elizabeth’s consistent
refusal to take the place of God in judging her husband or his behavior,
offers the play’s most compelling case against the witch trial court and its
public ritual of judgment: Elizabeth will not replicate the structure of
theocracy, as manifest in the court, in her own marriage. She asserts and
will not back down from her abiding belief in John’s goodness, and readily
admits that she wants him alive and with her and their children but cannot
make this decision for him. She made her own choice to lie to the court to
try to save his life, but she will not demand that he do so.
Just as she sees the goodness within her husband, Elizabeth Proctor
recognizes flaws within herself. Wendy Schissel argues that with this scene,
“[l]ike Proctor, The Crucible “[roars] down” Elizabeth, making her concede
a fault which is not hers but of Miller’s making: “It needs a cold wife to
prompt lechery,” she admits in her final meeting with her husband”
(Schissel 461). This description of coldness, however, reveals more than the
frigidness with which Schissel argues Miller has limited Elizabeth’s
character. Elizabeth’s conviction of herself, of her failure to trust the body

See Mark 8:36: “For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul?” (King James Version)
116
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God had created for her and the marriage vows that she had made,
indicates a thoroughly Puritan introspection. At stake here is not purely or
even primarily her sexual availability to her husband, but a slow-motion
crisis of faith that began long before the events of the play, and which her
imprisonment has given her ample time to consider. This introspection and
its punishing outcome — Elizabeth blaming herself for John’s violation of
their marriage vows — shows that both wife and husband judge themselves
harshly. Both show a Puritan willingness to investigate the contents of their
own souls and to find fault there, and both ultimately refuse their
government the power to weigh the true gravity of those faults.
In “History and Other Spectres in Arthur Miller’s The Crucible,”
Budick writes that “[f]rom one point of view , the tragedy of John Proctor,
which culminates in his execution for witchcraft, can be seen as stemming
from his and his wife's inability to relent in their own moral verdicts, both
of themselves and of each other, and to forgive themselves for being
human” (541). I agree with Budick that the characters struggle to forgive
but find that closer reading of the last dialogue between the Proctors
indicates that Elizabeth has forgiven John’s infidelity before the events of
the play even begin.117 Elizabeth Proctor refuses to solve her husband’s last
spiritual crisis for him, knowing that her resolution of it would be shallow

This forgiveness would align Elizabeth with Puritan religious practice,
at least according to Morgan’s description. He writes that “[t]he Puritan
knew that God demanded perfection but he knew also that no one could
attain it… [a]nd because God could forgive the sinner who repented, the
Puritan felt that he too must do so” (47).
117
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and insufficient. Just as she did not demand shallow obedience and
deference from John after his affair with Abigail, she will not offer him a
superficial statement where only a deep resolution will do. Just as she could
never adequately judge his soul, she cannot exonerate it. John pleads for
the forgiveness of his wife but needs the forgiveness of God.
Elizabeth Proctor, while she makes no pledge to work as the court’s
instrument against her husband, does suggest that to perjure himself by
confessing would be acceptable to her. Rather than giving a direct answer
to the question “what would you have me do,” she answers: “[a]s you will, I
would have it… I want you living, John. That’s sure” (118). Elizabeth
imagines reconstructing their life together if John yields to the demand for
a confession and survives the violence of the court but will not demand it of
him. Martin Gottfried reads Elizabeth’s last line in The Crucible, “[h]e have
his goodness now. God forbid I take it from him!” at the scene of her
husband’s hanging (Miller 126) as “implicitly approv[ing] his suicide”
(Gottfried 211), but her earlier statement suggests a much more
complicated view. The angel Raphael’s instruction to Tobias, to “do what is
good,” proves hard to follow in the Proctors’ situation, but in the end both
Elizabeth and John choose the dictates of their own consciences over the
judgment of the theocratic state. Elizabeth in particular insists on the
individual nature of a person’s moral decisions, maintaining her respect for
John’s own free will even when he wishes he could abandon it to her. She
will not deprive him of the power to determine his duty for himself.
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Elizabeth insists that John can and must bear the burden of his own
soul, and in his final moments he proves her right. Though he does consent
to give a false confession to his own dealings with the devil, he steadfastly
refuses Danforth’s demand for the names of his conspirators. He insists
that he can confess only for his own sins, and only to God. When asked to
aid in the condemnation of others he declares to Danforth: “You will not
use me! It is no part of salvation that you should use me!” (124). Just as his
wife would not allow herself to be made a tool of the theocratic court, John,
too, refuses the role even under penalty of death. This is the goodness he
finds, and which Elizabeth will not take from him: his rejection of the
theocratic court and his submission to the judgment of God, and only God.
As part of a 2012 an article The Arthur Miller Journal devoted to
why The Crucible is important, Sue Abbotson writes: “The Crucible conveys
striking lessons on the responsible role of authority and the rights and
needs of the individual, which speak to people who have never heard of
Salem or Senator McCarthy” (4). Elizabeth Proctor, in her defiance of
theocratic power, reinforces this lasting message of the play. Her actions,
and in particular her refusal to abandon either her individual spiritual
needs or her husband’s, offer an example of individualism and resistance to
unjust authority no matter its source. She does not concede to Danforth,
nor to Hale, nor even to John, when they ask her to compromise her
deeply-held belief in the paramount importance of the individual
conscience. In the epilogue to The Crucible Miller states that with the end
of the witch trials and the later rejections of their findings, “the power of
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theocracy in Massachusetts was broken” (127). Elizabeth Proctor’s
unyielding commitment to her belief in the individual soul plays an
important role in the destruction of the witch trial court and the Puritan
government’s efforts to judge its people in place of God. Despite that
government’s combined religious and legal power, when challenged by
Elizabeth’s determined faith, and that which she inspires in her husband, it
breaks down. The unrelenting resistance of one woman can, The Crucible
suggests, defeat even the most powerful system of injustice.
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CHAPTER FIVE
There Is No Protection: A Journey to American Prehistory in
Toni Morrison’s A Mercy
The first four chapters of Providential Defiance address how
specific women characters confront discrete manifestations of theocratic
power. This chapter examines how one character in Toni Morrison’s A
Mercy navigates not a singular power structure, but a network of
interlocking and interacting structures. Florens, the narrator for much of
the novel, does not perform the same public rebuke of theocracy that Hope
Leslie, Hester Prynne, Martha Corey, and Elizabeth Proctor do, but her
encounter with a Puritan witch hunt demonstrates how her very survival
depends on her resistance to multiple ideologies that deny her humanity.
As Paula Moya puts it: “Florens may be young, black, female, and
enslaved, but she is not a victim. She is disadvantaged by the society in
which she lives, but … demonstrates a robust resistant emancipatory
intentionality” (160). Her robust resistance manifests not in a single public
gesture, but in her vigilance to signs of danger, her interpretation of social
conditions, and her own determination to live.
Florens’ mother, in the novel referred to only as minha mãe,118
reflects on her choice to send Florens away from a life of certain sexual
abuse on a plantation to a life of unknown dangers: “[t]here is no

118

Meaning “my mother” in Portuguese.
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protection but there is difference” (195). She recognizes that Jacob Vaark
sees Florens “as a human child, not pieces of eight,”119 and so, knowing the
sexual abuse that awaits Florens on the D’Ortega plantation, she pleads
with Vaark to take Florens away with him (195). Vaark’s initiation into the
slave trade is thus both a mercy and a sin by his own definition. How can
we, in the twenty-first century, read this event? Vaark’s slow destruction
by capitalism makes it hard to read him as the exemplary “good
slaveholder” of nineteenth-century histories and prose. Rather than
fighting to prevent her child from being sold away from her, minha mãe
implores Vaark to take her. Instead of traveling south after being sold,
Florens travels north. As a young woman, she will not struggle to avoid a
lecherous white man but will instead experience the love of a free black
man. Readers’ expectations do not align with the unsettled, undefined, and
undetermined seventeenth-century America to which Morrison transports
us.
In the 2014 book Toni Morrison and the Queer Pleasure of Ghosts,
Juda Bennet argues: “[a]t stake in Morrison’s exploration of race in A
Mercy is her attempt to do with race what she did with slavery in her
magnum opus, Beloved; she wants to break it open to examine its origins
and find what it does to those who are its victims as well as those who
benefit from its operations” (133). In order to “break it open,” Morrison

Vaark has, in fact, just lost a daughter who was about the same age as
Florens. Seeing her with her mother recalls Rebekka’s love for their
daughter Patrician, and makes Jacob think that maybe Florens would ease
Rebekka’s grief.
119
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deconstructs familiar narratives of Early American history, remixing the
slave narrative, conversion story, captivity narrative, and adventure to
create a productively disorienting portrait of a complex historical period.
Specifically, Bennet explains, Morrison “structures A Mercy in part to help
her readers develop racial literacy” (140). By setting the novel at a time
before legal and social definitions of race (and specifically blackness)
solidify, Morrison further disrupts our understanding of their origins. A
Mercy explores the complicated, messy details of seventeenth-century
New England with the dexterity and depth readers expect from Morrison’s
fiction, ultimately guiding readers to revise their understanding of what
the Puritans and their neighbors might really mean for American history
and what role New England had in forming and supporting the Atlantic
slave trade.
Beloved, perhaps Morrison’s best known and most critically
recognized novel,120 offered twentieth-century Americans a captivating
vision of the nineteenth century through her interpretation of the
Margaret Garner story. Morrison depicts the horrors of nineteenthcentury American slavery, a national and global system of power, through
the struggles of one family. In A Mercy, Morrison depicts the seventeenthcentury establishment of that same system of American chattel slavery

Morrison was awarded the Pulitzer Prize and a National Book Award
for Beloved in 1988. She went on to win the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1993, and continues to be among America’s most honored and respected
writers.
120
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with new dimensions. The novel itself begins with questions of literacy,
writing, and audience. Florens, the first character A Mercy’s readers
encounter, narrates the act of writing her own life’s history on the interior
walls of her dead master’s unfinished house. As she inscribes her story –
part biography and part love letter – on a literal structure of colonial slave
capitalism, she asks her interlocutor and the novel’s reader: “[o]ne
question is who is responsible. Another is can you read” (3).121 In this
chapter I analyze the novel’s witch hunt scenes in order to pursue Florens’
questions in regards to New England history and its traditional
obfuscation of slavery’s role in establishing the colonies of the Northeast.
Florens’ escape from a Puritan witch hunt ask us whose history we can
read and how.122
The events of the novel take place between 1682 and 1690, before
legal definitions render blackness and enslavement synonymous in many
North American colonies.123 The indentured, enslaved, and free workers

121Moya

argues that this question of reading contributes to Morrison’s
larger goal for the novel: “By foregrounding interpretation as a learned
practice, Morrison implicitly stages a critique of a biological conception of
race and creates the conditions by which her readers might develop racial
literacy” (161).
122 Valerie Babb writes that in A Mercy: “Morrison uses much of the
language of the “grand myth” to rewrite it, and in so doing indicts its
lapses” (147). Setting the novel as early as she does and invoking familiar
notions of the historical origins of the United States allow Morrison to
reshape the “grand myth” of its beginnings into a narrative that challenges
its most basic assumptions.
123 Cantiello notes that “Morrison…made clear in interviews, she wants the
text to trouble the connection between slavery and African Americans and
to show that there was a time in which anyone could be enslaved” (170).
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on the Vaark homestead124 suggest a more heterogeneous laboring
population than readers expect from conventional narratives of hardworking English settlers creating the first lasting Euro-American
settlements. In her survey of 2008 reviews of A Mercy, Jessica Wells
Cantiello identified a “tendency to emphasize certain comparisons,
particularly the semantic relationship between Morrison’s use of pre-racial
to describe the novel’s late-seventeenth-century racial landscape and the
media’s use of post-racial to describe Obama’s America, [which] simplifies
and at times misreads the complexity of the racial relationships Morrison
explores in the text” (165). I believe reviewers’ oversimplification of the
historical setting of A Mercy further demonstrates the need for deep,
complex, and inclusive narratives of seventeenth-century colonial history.
I argue that Morrison uses the Salem Witch Trials as an orienting
point for A Mercy. By setting the novel in 1690, just before the famous
trials begin, Morrison transports her readers to a time just before what
they readily recognize. The novel engages with readers’ existing historical
knowledge which, the novel suggests, omits and even obscures the

Scholars have interpreted the text to suggest that Vaark’s land is in
Virginia, based on his assertion “1682 and Virginia was still a mess” as he
rides south to Maryland and in New York, given his Dutch ancestry and
the seventeenth-century Dutch colonies of New Netherland. I am
persuaded of its position in Massachusetts Bay by its explicit engagement
with the witch trials and the establishment of Milton, Massachusetts in
1662. Explaining Jacob Vaark’s understanding of the region, the narrator
says that as Vaark travels to Maryland “[i]n his own geography he was
moving from Algonquin to Sesquehanna via Chesapeake on through
Lenape” (15). Algonquin groups lived as far north as Quebec and as far
south as the mid-Atlantic in this period.
124
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experiences of women of color.125 Rebelling against this white-dominated
historical narrative, Florens’ encounter with a witch hunt demands our
recognition of anti-blackness as part of the Puritan ideology that ignited in
1692.
Morrison also historically orients A Mercy through a direct
reference to the events of Bacon’s Rebellion.126 In the novel, the character
Jacob Vaark explains:
Half a dozen years ago an army of blacks, natives, whites, mulattoes
– freedmen, slaves and indentured – had waged war against local
gentry led by members of that very class. When that ‘people’s war’
lost its hopes to the hangman, the work it had done – which
included the slaughter of opposing tribes and running the Carolinas
off their land – spawned a thicket of new laws authorizing chaos in
defense of order. (11)

Catharine A. Brekus notes a trend in historical research that is
particularly relevant to the concerns of this novel. In her analysis of how
well (or poorly) the actions of women are included in religious histories
she states: “The women’s historians who have been most sensitive to
questions about religion have tended to be those who study African
American women” (27). A Mercy attends to the religious journeys of
African-American women, and Indigenous woman, and an English mail
order bride. Looking beyond the well-known stories of great men, then,
creates productive opportunities for both nonfiction and fictional
explorations of American history.
126See Cillerai, Curtis, Goldberg, Karavanta, and Moore. In regards to the
specific relationship of historical fiction to history, Susan Curtis argues
that Morrison’s description would be very familiar to readers of Edmund
Morgan’s American Slavery, American Freedom, creating an additional
allusion to Morgan’s historical text.
125
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Vaark then reflects on the cruelty, especially against blacks, that these new
laws allow and even encourage and states that the canes of this new thicket
“separated and protected all whites from all others forever” (12). This
passage foregrounds the newness and the deliberate creation of this
separation, insisting on it as a series of actions benefitting powerful men.
This reference to the defeated rebellion foreshadows the collapse of the
Vaark household, itself composed of women united by a shared struggle to
survive and divided by race, faith, and legal status.
Current scholarship in New England history, including Craig Steven
Wilder’s Ebony and Ivy (2013), Margaret Ellen Newell’s Brethren by
Nature (2015) and Wendy Warren’s New England Bound (2016),
demonstrates the importance of enslaved laborers, including those from
Africa, in colonial New England. Warren explains:
The role of slave labor in the West Indies is … clear: enslaved people
in the island colonies grew and harvested the crops that made
profits for English colonists throughout the Atlantic world. The role
of enslaved labor in New England in creating that wealth is,
however, largely invisible, because enslaved people did not do
different work than their English counterparts; their slave labor was
not distinguished from free labor (118).
A Mercy offers readers an imaginative window into the lives of those
otherwise “largely invisible” laborers and considers the similarities among
the removal of Indigenous people from their cultures, the indenture of
poor whites, and the hereditary institution of racial slavery. In particular,
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the close bond between Florens, an enslaved black woman, and Lina, an
enslaved Indigenous woman ‘rescued’ by Presbyterians after her village is
destroyed and later sold by them to Jacob Vaark, makes the labor of both
women visible and emotionally resonant.
A Mercy bridges the gap between historical research into the crucial
role of enslaved people in New England and Americans’ personal
understanding of that history. Most Americans continue to attribute the
forced labor of American slavery to the plantation system of the
antebellum South, an assumption reinforced by both conventional
narratives of history and recent popular film depictions of slavery,
including The Birth of a Nation (2016), 12 Years a Slave (2013), and
Django Unchained (2012). These films add to cultural recognition of the
deep wrongs of American slavery, but do not trouble the familiar
distinction between the ‘free states’ and ‘slave states’ of antebellum
America. To use a familiar literary and historical example of the
reinforcement of this North/South binary and its rejection of the evidence
for Northern racism,127 American readers are more likely to have
encountered The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass than My
Bondage and My Freedom.128 In the Narrative, Douglass tells the

In The Anatomy of National Fantasy, Berlant describes an amnesia
that conceals the truths incompatible with the accepted cultural narrative
she terms the National Symbolic. In the case of Douglass’ works and
Northern accounts of nineteenth and twentieth-century history, denial
might be a more appropriate term.
128 As of February 2018, online retailer Amazon offers 532 potential
sources for new and used copies of The Narrative of the Life of Frederick
127
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harrowing tale of his childhood spent witnessing the horrifying physical
abuses of slavery, tricking white children into helping him learn to read,
converting to Christianity, and escaping to the North. My Bondage and
My Freedom, however, addresses the many disappointments of his life in
New Bedford, Massachusetts and beyond. The Narrative does not directly
attack the distinction between the free North and slave-holding South, but
My Bondage and My Freedom troubles that distinction by criticizing the
racism of Northern society. Morrison, like Douglass, asks readers to
engage with the unsettling complication of New England’s own
problematic history and to complicate self-congratulatory Northern
assumptions of superiority over the South.
The dense matrix of dangers within the seventeenth-century New
England geographic and social landscape emerge when Florens travels to
find medical help for Rebekka Vaark, who is dying of fever. She stumbles
into a witch hunt as she is fleeing two other dangers: exposure and assault.
She begins her trip on a wagon but jumps off and runs into the woods
when her fellow passengers, indentured laborers who fear their next
assignment will work them to death, escape. “They are certain their years
of debt are over but the master says no,” Florens explains. She seems
confused by their distress, having assumed their status to be equivalent to
hers: “I don’t understand why they are sad. Everyone has to work” (46).
Florens and the indentured laborers belong to different legal categories,

Douglass. For My Bondage and My Freedom it has one, which prints on
demand.
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but both her assumption of shared status and their certainty that their
contracts will not be honored suggest that the distinction between
enslaved and indentured may mean little in practice.129 When someone
offers her a hand down from the wagon Florens accepts, knowing that her
dissent from their decision to desert will not protect her from its
consequences.
Florens chooses the dangers of the unknown woods over continuing
her journey as planned: “I don’t need Lina to warn me” she narrates, “that
I must not be alone with strange men with slow hands when in liquor and
anger [when] they discover their cargo is lost” (47). This description of the
indentured workers as cargo echoes Maryland Plantation owner
D’Ortega’s reference to the captured Angolans his slave trading vessel
loses at sea, resulting in his having no specie to repay his debt to Jacob
Vaark. Because D’Ortega has no money, he offers to pay in slaves and
Vaark accepts despite his reservations. Both Florens’ journey to the Vaark
farm and her journey away from it result from an economic system that
treats human beings as property and in both cases it is true that “there is
no protection but there is difference” (195). When she is a child, Florens’
mother thrusts her into Jacob Vaark’s care in order to prevent her from
being sexually abused, and when she is a young woman she must choose

The characters of Scully and Willard, indentured laborers loaned to
Jacob Vaark, experience a similar circumstance. Willard’s story in
particular shows how little distinction there might be between indenture
and enslavement as for him,“[t]he original seven years stretched to
twenty-some” (67).
129
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between such abuse and another set of undefined dangers. The
omnipresent threat of sexual violence allows no retreat to safety.
Florens’ next decision forces her to compare the natural threat of
exposure to the social threats she must face to find shelter, and she
discovers the unanticipated danger of violent theocracy. After a cold night
alone in unfamiliar woods, Florens approaches a village. First, she seeks
another person in her social role: “I decide to knock on the door of the
largest house, the one that will have a servant inside” (125). Wendy
Warren’s research indicates that in this period she would be likely to find a
servant of her complexion, allowing for another possible point of
commonality.130 Contrary to many Americans’ image of colonial New
England, even in the new society of Winthrop’s “City on a hill” class
divisions were, as Winthrop himself professed, permanent and Godordained.131

130 Warren quotes one seventeenth-century European visitor to New
England as saying “there is not a house in Boston, however small may be
its means, that has not one or two [enslaved blacks]” (9). This pattern was
not limited to the comparatively urban setting of Boston, but extended into
more rural communities as well. Warren uses the example of records from
Deerfield that include two enslaved Africans among the dead in a massacre
in 1704 (9).
131 While the cooperative message of Winthrop’s “City on a Hill” has
endured in American historical memory, the God-ordained stability of
social classes has faded from our collective memory. Winthrop begins his
well-known sermon “A Model of Christian Charity,” from whence the
phrase “City on a Hill” comes, with these words: “God Almighty in His
most holy and wise providence hath so disposed of the condition of
mankind, as in all times some must be rich, some poor, some high and
eminent in power and dignity, others mean and in subjection” (1).
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Finding no grand house with signs of people present, Florens
approaches the only lit house in the village. She must submit to a religious
interrogation before she is permitted to cross the threshold. Florens
writes:
She narrows her eyes and asks if I am of this earth or elsewhere?
Her face is hard. I say this earth Madam I know no other. Christian
or heathen, she asks. Never heathen I say. I say although my father
may be. And where doth he abide, she asks. The rain is getting
bigger. Hunger wobbles me. I say I do not know him and my
mother is dead. Her face softens and she nods saying, orphan, step
in. (125-126)
Florens’ immediate survival depends on testimony about her nature as a
human being. She must convince her interrogator that she is not a demon
nor other supernatural threat or return to the woods. She professes her
own Christianity and foregrounds her lack of familial protection to
reinforce her human vulnerability. Crucially, Florens does not specify what
kind of Christianity she practices. Later scenes suggest that if she admitted
to being a Catholic she would put herself in more, or at least different,
danger.132

As they bend their heads over their morning meal Florens murmurs a
Pater Noster, luckily at low enough volume not to be discernible to her
companions. When she begins to genuflect Jane Ealing shakes her head,
warning against it. Florens redirects the gesture into a mere adjustment of
her cap, and Jane keeps her secret. Even prayer endangers Florens, as the
Puritan believers around her see the Catholic church as a source of evil.
132
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The Ealings themselves are under threat and offer one vision of the
potential future of the Vaark homestead: active persecution by its
neighbors. Both households are run by widowed women133 and thus
vulnerable to many methods of attack from the religious community
surrounding them. As a whispered nighttime conversation informs
Florens, Jane Ealing suspects that the town’s motivation in accusing her of
consorting with the devil is their desire for the Ealings’ property. She
insists: “[i]t is the pasture they crave, mother” (128).134 This claim invokes
readers’ historic and cultural knowledge by aligning with the common
theory that land disputes motivated at least some of the Salem Witch
Trials.
Rebekka Vaark’s land could inspire similar cravings, especially if
Florens cannot return with the blacksmith or if he fails in curing her fever.
Lina, the enslaved Indigenous laborer purchased by Jacob Vaark, fears
that either another marriage or Rebekka’s death will endanger her,
Florens, and Sorrow: “Female and illegal, they would be interlopers,
squatters, if they stayed on after Mistress died, subject to purchase, hire,

Rebekka Vaark anticipates specific kinds of vulnerability after her
husband is not only absent but deceased. “Without the status or shoulder
of a man, without the support of family or well-wishers,” she thinks “a
widow was in practice illegal” (115). She is uncertain, however, about
whether she can or should run the homestead herself, asking: “But was
that not the way it should be? Adam first, Eve next, and also, confused
about her role, the first outlaw?” (115). The patriarchal structure of
Rebekka’s religion makes her doubt the legitimacy of the community she,
Lina, Florens, and Sorrow have created during Jacob’s long absences.
134 See Chapter Three’s discussion of avarice motivating witchcraft
accusations.
133
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assault, abduction, exile” (68). Lina’s concerns emphasize the unequal
power relationships among members of the household and highlights the
mutual but uneven interdependence of these women characters.
While the Ealings decide that Florens’ blackness does not preclude
them from sheltering her, their neighbors interpret her pigmentation as a
sign of spiritual danger. Upon discovering her in the Ealing household,
women of the village examine her body for signs of witchcraft or a demonic
nature. Her blackness, which prompts a small girl from the village to wail
in fright, seems to them the clearest evidence that “[t]he Black Man is
among us” and further that “[t]his [Florens] is his minion” (131). This
scene shows anti-black racism as fully integrated into Puritan ideology.
Many narratives of the witch trials building on Longfellow’s 1868
depiction of Tituba suggest that racism played some role in seventeenthcentury Salem, but none foreground it among the religious fears driving
the witch panic. In Morrison’s retelling, fear of blackness justifies violence
according to Puritan authorities.135
The terrified screams of the little girl who reacts so strongly to
Florens’ appearance recall the testimony of girls and young women in the
Salem Witch Trials, linking the events of the novel to familiar narratives of
Puritan theocratic tyranny. The girl’s reaction emphasizes the gendered
dynamics of this history and further reinforces the scene’s message about

135In

the novel, Jacob Vaark, raised Protestant, blames Catholicism’s
worldliness for the evils of slavery. The Reverend Father who teaches
Florens to read, however, blames the exclusivity of Protestant religion for
denying that black people have souls.
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the importance of race to seventeenth-century Puritan settlers. At first
Florens identifies with the girl, who reminds her of herself at the age when
she left Maryland. While she sees something of herself in this other
person, the child rejects any possibility of similarity. From Florens’
perspective both are human, but from the girl’s point of view, encouraged
by the powerful men of her community, Florens is not human but
otherworldly and horrifying.
Florens observes that the grown women tasked with investigating
her body have a similar perspective to the screaming child. She narrates
their conversation around her, reporting: “One woman speaks saying I
have never seen any human this black” (131). Their inspection is thorough,
including her skin, teeth, and genitals. She notes that as they examine her
“[n]o hate is there or scare or disgust but they are looking at me my body
across distances without recognition” (132). The hypothesis they seek to
prove — that Florens is a demon and not a woman — creates this distance.
Their perception of her race not only contributes to but in fact drives their
suspicions, making their refusal of her humanity on racial grounds an
essential component, not an ancillary effect, of their religious ideology.
A Mercy challenges the women’s perspective by describing them as
animal-like. Narrating how they inspect her, Florens says: “Swine look at
me with more connection when they raise their heads from the trough”
(132). Her comparison of her examiners to farm animals reverses the usual
power dynamic of this gaze and recalls an earlier scene in the novel when
D’Ortega invites Jacob Vaark to inspect the enslaved blacks on his
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plantation. As D’Ortega displays them, Vaark sees the expressions of the
young black men “judging the men who judged them” and it turns his
stomach (25). The looks exchanged among the enslaved blacks make
Vaark even more determined to reject D’Ortega’s offer to pay his debt in
human flesh, though later he relents. Just as D’Ortega noted scars on the
bodies of the enslaved men as identifying features, Rebekka Vaark
identifies Florens by a scar on her body, a readily visible and permanent
mark of suffering. These scenes of reading bodies add resonance to
Florens’ opening questions of who is responsible and who can read.
Florens fears that her inquisitors will recognize only “a minion with
no telltale signs but a darkness I am born with, outside, yes, but inside as
well” (135). She distinguishes between this visible darkness of her skin and
the “feathered and toothy” darkness she sees inside herself but does not
expect that her captors will. She sees their shared “outside dark” as part of
her bonds with her mother and with the blacksmith but blames her inner
darkness for her mother’s abandonment of her and, later, the blacksmith’s
rejection (136). Within the context of the witch hunt, her examiners can
only access the “outside dark” of her body, not the “inside dark” of her
soul. Their acceptance of the former as proof of the latter demonstrates the
imbrication of anti-black racism and Puritan theology.
Having quietly endured her captors’ conduct thus far, Florens
determines that “Mistress is [her] only defense” and writes: “I shout, wait.
I shout, please sir. I think they have shock that I can talk. Let me show you
my letter I say quieter. It proves I am nobody’s minion but my Mistress”
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(131).136 Her speech disrupts the examiners’ reading of her as an object
rather than a subject. She does not, importantly, testify in her own
defense. Only asserting her subjugated position in the household of a
white person will mollify the witch hunters by persuading them she is
under the control of someone they can trust.
Rebekka Vaark cannot testify in person so she relies on a document
and on Florens’ own body to identify her. In the letter Florens carries on
her journey, Rebekka Vaark “vouches for the female person into whose
hands it has been placed” and states: “[s]he is owned by me and can be
knowne by a burne mark in the palm of her left hand” (132). Florens
becomes legible to white strangers when her body has been declared
property and marked by suffering. The witch hunters’ fear of failing white,
property-holding Rebekka Vaark delays their judgment of Florens long
enough for Jane Ealing to facilitate her escape. Her mistress’ status has
been her only protection, but she and Jane recognize how little security
that protection provides.
Florens survives the witch hunt through a combination of her own
strategy and the Ealings’ help. Once again she escapes, but not to safety.
She trades the dangers of Puritan theocracy for a return to the dangers of

Moya interprets Florens’ language as serving the novel’s goal of
unsettling readers, stating: “it is Morrison’s pointed way of forcing her
readers to slow down and consider the difficulty of understanding the
unfamiliar world presented in the novel” (142). In this particular scene,
the content feels familiar, but Florens’ explanation of it does not conform
to expected patterns. Narrating it from her perspective and through her
language asks readers to read the content of the scene in an unfamiliar
way.
136
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traveling alone. Her experience in this chapter reinforces the truth of her
mother’s observation that the world offers them different dangers, but
never protection.
I believe this novel shows enormous potential to engage
contemporary readers with a complex account of American history that
accounts for Florens’ experience as well as that of the other women on the
Ealing homestead, using the art of Morrison’s fiction to contextualize the
novel’s events in larger national and global historical trends. Purdue
University Professor Kristina Bross reports that teaching A Mercy in an
Early American literature course deepened students’ understanding of
seventeenth-century literary material. When reading this novel alongside
primary texts from the period, she found “both the novel and its historical
antecedents seem sharper and more resonant” (184). It is especially telling
that, as Bross notes:
The students found the parallels between Florens’s examination as
a demon and the search for physical evidence of witchcraft in Salem
especially striking, but the moments in the novel in which the
parallels were most clear can lead to the realization that the
invasive and humiliating treatment of women accused of witchcraft
in 1692 is not evidence of an isolated, insane mob mentality, but
draws on violent practices across the mid-Atlantic culture. (186)
Florens’ experience of the witch hunt, with its connections to slavery and
to misogynist practices throughout the Atlantic colonies, helped readers
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engage with the messy, complicated history of seventeenth-century
prenational America.
Like Sedgwick in Chapter One, Morrison uses a popular form to
pull readers into her counter-historical account of, as Sedgwick calls it in
the subtitle of Hope Leslie, “Early Times in Massachusetts.” Hope Leslie
explicitly attacks conventional versions of history, especially in regards to
violence between English colonists and Indigenous nations. According to
the novel, Puritan forefathers including John Winthrop caused more
suffering than most white historians admit. Unlike Sedgwick’s text,
Morrison’s includes no prefatory explanation of how the reader should
understand its content. A Mercy’s first line reads: “Don’t be afraid” (3).
Florens continues, writing: “You know. I know you know. One question is
who is responsible? Another is can you read?” (3). A Mercy guides readers
to reconsider our historical knowledge and to reach beyond its usual edges
without fear. We can ask who bears what responsibility without assuming
one final answer and we can think about how we interpret the information
we have. Moya contends that the novel provides opportunity for
developing readers’ racial literacy, and I believe it can build historical
literacy, too. Babb argues that the racially and religiously different
characters in the novel “constitute a community that allows Morrison to
present an expansive version of the prenational world, one that reveals the
heterogeneity that characterized settlements then and the nation today”
(149). Readers’ encounter with this more expansive world of the American
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past can, I hope, help us create a more expansive and more inclusive idea
of the American present. In other words, A Mercy plunges readers into a
complex historical reality that is the precondition of our reality, showing
the power of historical fiction to shape our understanding of past and
present, and especially our recognition of the roles women play and have
always played in creating and defining America.
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Conclusion
In Salem, Massachusetts, at the corner of Washington and Essex
streets you will find a sculpture of Elizabeth Montgomery as her character
Samantha in the 1960’s and 1970’s television show Bewitched! The figure
sits on a broom, apparently in flight, half encircled by a crescent moon.
The statue is readily recognizable as a three-dimensional rendering of the
cartoon Samantha featured in the introductory credits for the show. A
monument to a fictional witch, it fits nicely into Salem’s commercialization
of its history. Elizabeth Montgomery’s television career can be
memorialized without much conflict or question, and the statue
contributes to Salem’s efforts to represent itself as historic but not
gruesome (or gruesome only in an appealing, horror movie way). The town
becomes a carnival in October, complete with costumed tour guides and
fried dough vendors in front of the Witch Dungeon attraction.
I do not expect there will ever be any movement to remove the
Bewitched! statue, as it supports Salem’s self-promoted (and lucrative)
image of its historical past. But as statues representing Confederate
leaders are relocated, recontextualized, and even simply torn down,
questions about what we believe American history is, and what it should
mean, gain a sense of immediacy and urgency. What do we, as a society,
remember, and how? Who creates narratives of American history, and who
controls them?
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Providential Defiance is ultimately about how Americans
understand the nation’s history and the role women have played in that
history. Especially at a time when reactionary political movements seek to
return to an America that never was (and, therefore, cannot be “great
again”) it is important to redouble our investment in deeper, broader, and
more inclusive accounts of the history of the United States. The
counterhistory explored in this dissertation offers readers a precedent for
resistance to theocratic government that extends as far back as American
history can be said to reach. Women have always, the counterhistory
insists, contested self-righteous judges, laws, and leaders who seek to
control and oppress. Literary returns to seventeenth-century
Massachusetts provide rich opportunities to reconsider, re-examine, and
reimagine the very beginnings of what we recognize as the American story.
The women characters I highlight in Providential Defiance create a
literary historical tradition of principled resistance to government when it
demands perfect allegiance and belief. The Puritan government these
characters defy is openly theocratic, but as Fessenden’s definition of
secularism suggests, contemporary American government depends on and
enforces fundamentally religious ideas, and is thus theocratic as well.
Much as the evil of Judge Hathorne or Danforth is apparent and Martha
Corey and Elizabeth Proctor’s resistance to it stark, the clarity these works
of historical fiction offer speaks to our time as much as to Longfellow’s,
Freeman’s, and Miller’s. The texts I have addressed argue that religious
women can, and indeed always have, influenced the course of American
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history in challenging and defying oppressive structures that deny human
rights and women’s humanity.
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